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Clara Muhammad’s auxiliary identity as the wife of the Honorable Elijah
Muhammad often overshadowed her own important and pioneering accomplishments.
As the lesser-known female half of the leadership of America’s largest and longest-
lasting Black nationalist movement, Sister Clara, as she was best known, helped to
pioneer and establish the role and identity of the African American Muslim woman, or
Muslima. As such, she has arguably become a very important person in United States,
African American, women’s, and religious history.
This research argues that there are three major themes that emerge from an
analysis of her life and work in helping to establish and expand the Nation of Islam. The
first theme is her administration of the Nation of Islam while Elijah Muhammad was
incarcerated from 1942-1946 for draft evasion. She was unique in her intermittent
leadership of a male-dominated organization during its most critical period of existence.
The second issue which emerges in a study of her life was her role in establishing
University of Islam as the educational arm of the Nation, along with her leadership of the
Muslim Girl Training and General Civilization Class (M.G.T.&G.C.C.). These classes
were specifically set up for female training. In this role, Clara Muhammad was
paradigmatic as a pioneer African American Muslima, establishing and modeling the
role, form, and function of the Black Muslim female.
Finally, an analysis of her work reflects her influence on Imam Warith Deen
Muhammad, her seventh child and heir apparent, who began a religious reformation in
American Muslim communities, both immigrant and indigenous. As head of the largest
group of Muslims in the Western hemisphere, Imam Muhammad’s influence is felt
worldwide. Clara Muhammad was very influential in her son’s life and his work is a part
of her legacy.
Presently, Islam is the fastest growing religion in the West and while the ranks of
its converts are swelling, the available literature on the field is expanding as well.
However, the sources on women, especially African American females, are still both
limited and somewhat biased. This can be attributed to the fact that in many scholarly
circles the Nation of Islam had not been fully examined as a major participant in African
American and religious history and that many of the early participants were reluctant to
discuss their experiences. To fill that void, this research became necessary. In it,
attention was paid to the use of traditional historical methodologies for collecting data as
well as the use of oral narratives to either critique, confirm, supplement, or clarify some
of the previously published literature on the Nation and the Black Muslim experience,
with particular attention paid to the female Muslim.
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The classical Islamic world comprises a vast area stretching from Indonesia in the
east to Morocco in the west, and reaches down into Africa below the Sahara. It has
recently realized a rebirth and has now spread to the Western hemisphere. Many different
peoples, races, languages, and cultures live in these areas. All are quite distinct, yet there
is a basic unity about the Islamic world which is brought about by the sharing of common
religious ideas and a common religious culture and history. The purpose of this study is
to trace the history, growth, and development of Islam among African American
Muslims, particularly noting its origin and development via the Nation of Islam and the
pivotal role that Clara Mohammed played in its founding and evolution.
In order to examine the subject of Islam and its influence on African Americans,
we must begin with a brief introduction to the religion itself. Islam is one of the three
great monotheistic religions of the world, Judaism and Christianity being the other two.
All three have in common the belief in one God. They share many of the same moral
principles and practices, and accept most of the same Prophets.
Although Islam is chronologically the youngest of these religions, having been
established in western Saudi Arabia in the early seventh century C.E., many feel that its
spiritual mandate goes back to the beginning of creation. Its adherents consider Islam to
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be the original faith of all mankind. According to the Prophet of Islam, Muhammad ibn
Abdullah, Islam is based on the following five principles:
1. To testify that none has the right to be worshipped but
Allah and Muhammad is Allah’s Apostle.
2. To offer the (compulsory congregational) prayers.
3. To pay zakat (i.e., obligatory charity).
4. To perform Hajj (i.e., Pilgrimage to Mecca).
5. To observe fast during the month of Ramadan [the
ninth month of the Islamic lunar calendar.]’
Orally stating that there is only one God, whose proper name is Allah, and that
Muhammad ibn Abdullah is His last Prophet and Messenger makes the reciter a Muslim.
Knowledge of God and belief in Him is the basis of Islamic belief. Muhammad ibn
Abdullah “is the Apostle of Allah, and the seal of the prophets,”2 but he is not looked
upon in the same way that Christians look upon Jesus. Muslims worship God alone and
believe that Muhammad is only a mortal chosen by God to teach His word and to lead an
exemplary life. This is why it is important for Muslims to acknowledge Muhammad ibn
Abdullah as the last Prophet and Messenger of God because in him is found an excellent
moral example of how Muslims should live their lives. By obeying the Prophet
Muhammad, Muslims are also obeying God.3
An example of the other four tenets of Islam, indicates that they:
Serve all spiritual purposes and satisfy human needs.
Some of them are daily; some weekly; some monthly;
some biannually and some are required as a minimum
once in a lifetime. So they embrace all the days of the
week, all the weeks of the months, all the months of the
years, and all the years of life, and they, above all, mark
the whole course of life with a Divine touch.4
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Salat, or prayer, is the central pillar of Islam and its performance is required five
times a day. Fajr (early morning), zuhr (noon-time), asr (mid-afternoon), maghrib (after-
sunset), and isha (evening) are the names of the prayers and the times they are performed.
The purpose of the prayers is to purif~i a Muslim of his sins and to remind him of his
Lord. The prayers incorporate mental, spiritual, moral meditation, and physical exercise.
In addition, they must be strictly observed according to religious law. The African Fulani
Muslims express it well when they say:
Prayer in religion, makes for stability,
It is the mortar used in masonry.
Without prayer, religion will decay
Like a foundationless wall, crumbling away.5
Zakat, or obligatory charity, is the third duty in Islam. A minimum of 2 Y2% of a
person’s excess wealth is to be given annually to the poor and needy. Excess wealth
means after debts are paid and basic necessities are obtained. “Zakah purifies the
property of the people with means and clears it from the shares which do not belong to it
anymore. . .it also purifies the heart from selfishness and greed for wealth.”6
The fourth pillar is sawm, or fasting. “Literally defined, fasting means to abstain from
foods, drinks, and intimate intercourse and smoking before the break of the dawn till
sunset, during the entire month of Ramadan.” ~‘ The fast inculcates many qualities in a
person such as patience, unselfishness, and sympathy for the hungry. It also teaches
discipline, willpower, and produces love for and a closeness to God. The fast becomes
obligatory upon a person when he or she reaches the age of puberty, and is physically and
mentally fit.
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The religious pilgrimage, or hajj to Mecca, is the fifth tenet of Islam. Every Muslim is
obligated to perform hajj at least once in a lifetime. They must, however, be physically,
mentally, and financially sound in order to do so. The hajj is the largest annual gathering
of people in the world and according to Islamic theology, is a reminder of the assembly
on the Day of Judgment. “It is a wholesome demonstration of the universality of Islam
and the brotherhood and equality of all Muslims. . .It is to confirm the commitment of the
Muslims to God and their readiness to forsake the material interests in His service.”8
Muslims, followers of the Islamic faith, base their actions on the mandates of the
Shariah, divine law. The Shariah, in turn, is based on the Qur’an, the revealed word of
God, and the Sunnah, the things Muhammad said, did, and allowed, which are considered
to be divinely inspired. It is important to note that in Islam there is no division between
the religious and secular spheres, and that “. . .When we speak of Islam we are referring to
a society in which customs, laws, and rules of behavior are fixed for every moment of
personal, family, communal, and daily living.”9
In the late 600’s C.E., Islam began to spread from Arabia and within a century after
the death of the Prophet Muhammad, it had reached most of Africa and Asia. It has been
said that Islam was spread by the sword, and that is partly true of the Islamisation of
North Africa which was converted mostly through political channels. But while
spreading from North Africa into the western part of the continent, the Islamisation of
sub-Saharan Africa:
Tended to occur primarily through economic means
(trade and economic migration). Islam came to
Black West Africa on horseback, across the Sahara,
mainly as part of economic traffic between the
northern societies of the continent and the western.’°
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In its movement, Islam encountered traditional doctrines, practices, arid customs. To
some of these it was receptive, acconimodating, and assimilative. An example is
polygamy. Islam allowed the practice, but limited the number of wives to four. On
occasion, though, traditional practices were forbidden, such as the consumption of
alcoholic beverages and the enslavement of fellow Muslims. From the above-mentioned
examples, it is seen that Islam and many aspects of indigenous West African culture were
compatible and that the religion expanded and affected the culture in a non-disruptive
fashion. That is not to say, however, that religious zeal accompanied by intolerance or
the waging of a jihad, holy war, did not exist in the Islamisation of West Africa--it did,
but “it was infrequent and sporadic. The overwhelming weight of evidence indicates that
Muslims were quite willing to make concessions and to align themselves with local
cultures in order to propagate the faith.”
A contributing factor to the spread of Islam was the respect Islamic missionaries had
for some aspects of indigenous cultures. Islam rapidly spread to most of West Africa
around 1000 C.E. via the Kanem-Bornu kingdom of what is now northeastern Nigeria. It
continued to move through the Songhai Empire, and gained converts in West Africa
though the early nineteenth-century jihad of Uthman Dan Fodio, a Fulani religious leader,
who formed the Sokoto caliphate, and Islam continues to gain converts in Africa today.
It is necessary to note that the jihad of Utbman Dan Fodio was not the usual way Islam
was spread in West Africa. On the whole, Muslim traders, migrants, and scholars, and
indigenous leaders were the purveyors of Islam in West Africa. 12 It is from this pool of
West Africans that most African ancestors of today’s African Americans came)3
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In addition to the stereotype of Islam being spread by the sword, there is the
commonly held misbelief that Muslim women have second class status in Islam. This is
not true. Their equal status was given to them by God as revealed in the Holy Qur’an:
Men and women who have surrendered,
believing men and believing women,
obedient men and obedient women,
truthful men and truthful women,
enduring men and enduring women,
humble men and humble women,
men and women who give in charity,
men who fast and women who fast,
men and women who guard their chastity,
men and women who remember God in
abundance - for them God has prepared
forgiveness and a great reward.’4
Also, women’s right to the fruit of her daily labor is equally safeguarded. “To men there
is a right in what they have earned, likewise to women there is a right in what they have
earned.”5 To further ensure correct treatment of women, the Prophet Muhammad also
told men that their behavior with women was reflective of their own character. “Only a
man of noble character will honor women, and only a man of base intentions will
dishonor them.”6
During the formative stages of the Islamic religion, not only was the status of women
divinely ordained and socially protected, but also it was practically fought for by women
themselves. Women achieved this status by being first in several important areas of the
new religion. The first convert to Islam was a woman, Khadijah bint Khuwalid, and she
was also the first Muslim to have the traditional funeral rites performed. Further, the first
Muslim martyr was a female. Her name was Summayah, and Islamic history tells us that
she was killed because she refused to recant or weaken in her faith.’7 Aisha bint Abu Bakr
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is considered the first scholar in the Islamic religion. According to religious tradition, she
narrated two thousand, two hundred and ten Hadiths, sayings of the Prophet Muhanmiad,
and almost one-fourth of all Islamic laws were related by her. Islamic history holds that
“Hazrat Ayeshah (R.A.A.) knew more about the injunctions of the Holy Quran, poetry
and literature, the history of Arabs and hierarchy than any other person.”8 In addition to
her religious erudition, this seventh century scholar was learned in medicine,
mathematics, and the laws of inheritance, and was qualified to issue religious decrees.’9
The tradition of the religion suggests that there were women jurists, most notably in the
seventh and eighth century, who issued judgments, female scholars who preached and
delivered sermons to women, as well as female judges and teachers. Also, in the seventh
century, a famous example of a woman teaching a male is related as follows:
Sayeed bin Musayyab had married his daughter to his
pupil. The next day her husband was preparing to
attend the literary sitting of her father. She said to him,
“Be at home, what Sayeed bin Musayyab can teach you
there, I can teach you here.”2°
On the African continent, Islamic female scholars and rulers were found. Queen
Amina of Zaria, a city-state in Nigeria is one example. As a ruler, she followed in the
footsteps of her mother, Turunku Kadwa, who is reported to have founded Zaria. Amina
reigned during the fifteenth century, C.E., and was known as the “headdress among the
turbans” because she ruled in a world that was male dominated. “She followed the
Islamic religion, and encouraged scholars, judges and religious leaders to travel between
Zaria and the great religious centers of Kano and Timbuktu—the Songhai Empire.”2’ The
history informs us that Queen Amina was both a great military leader and empire builder
for thirty-four years. A tolerant monarch, Queen Amina is honored today in Nigeria with
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a postal stamp, schools named for her, and a school holiday in her honor. As the majority
population of Nigeria became Muslim in the Northern provinces, the African continent
became majority Muslim on its West coast.
When the infamous Atlantic slave trade began in the 1500s, it included a large number
of stolen African Muslims. Historian Clyde Ahmed-Winters and Ivan Van Sertima argue
that Muslims were in America before Columbus and certainly before enslavement. Abu
Bakari II, king of Mali, was reported to have sailed to the Americas and Estevan, a
Moorish Muslim, helped explore New Mexico and Arizona. According to historian
Abdullah Hakim Quick, the presence ofAfrican Muslims was especially strong in Central
America and South America. Another scholar, historian Allen Austin estimates that 10 to
15% of West Africans who were bondsmen in America were Muslims, however, others
give an even higher estimate of at least 15 to slightly over 50%.22
While the actual number of enslaved Muslims is still open to investigation, the
differences between Muslim bondsmen and other enslaved Africans are well documented.
Muslims were often educated, resisted acculturation and assimilation, and retained their
customs and religious practices longer. In all likelihood we can attribute their resistance
to acculturation to their initial religious training which was uniform for all Muslims,
regardless of their ethnicity or nationality. “The Mahomedan priest fix a bias on the
minds and form the character of their young disciples,” wrote Mungo Park in 1799,
“which no accidents of life can ever afterwards remove or alter.”23
Enslaved Muslims frequently ran away and also incited rebellion among other so
called slaves. Research indicates that these Muslims were sometimes considered
undesirable for enslavement because of their history of “being difficult to manage.” In
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fact, their reputation for resistance spread to the point that capture of citizens of certain
nations and areas ofAfrica which were predominantly Muslim became prohibited These
areas were populated by the Jalofs, Biafras, Mandingos, and Hausa-Fullth Prior to this
ban, an estimated 25,000 Mandingos, 45,000 Fullah, 15,000 Hausa and 5,000 Muslims
from other ethnic groups were brought to America between 1726 and 1806.24
Biographies of this religious resistance include those of Prince Abdul Rahjnan bin
Ibrahima, Hafiz-Prince Ayuba ibn Sulaiman, Yarrow Mahmout, Lame Kabee and Bilali
Mohamet, Charles Ball, and, of course, the now famous Kunta Kinte of Alex Haley’s
Roots.25 The common bond for these men were their membership in a Muslim nation and
their resistance to enslavement. These and other Muslims formed a unique rebellious
group within the enslaved African American community. Their biographies tell about
princes, rulers, teachers, soldiers, and scholars who became enslaved.26 These men
adjusted, but never accepted their unfortunate circumstances We know that Muslim
women were both present and participatory in resistance efforts. A handbill advertising a
reward for the recapture of a runaway bondwoman named Fatima, a common Muslim
name, which was also the name of the Prophet Muhammad’s daughter, was published in
the State Gazette of South Carolina, on July 31, 1786.27 Muslim women defied
enslavement and acculturation, however, their resistance took forms different from those
ofMuslim men. The female resistance efforts included steps to continue the preservation
and practice of the culture, religion, language, food, clothing, and esoteric aspects of
Islam. For example, women continued to pray, which as previously noted is the central
tenet of the Islamic religion. Phoebe, an African Muslima from the Bahamas lived on
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Sapelo Island, Georgia. Her great grandson, Shadrack Hall, recalls her praying as a
Muslim. He said:
Muh gran wuz Hestah, Belali’s daughter.
Hestah an all ub um sho pray on duh bead.
Deh weah duh string beads on duh neck.
Dez pray at sun-up and face duh sun on duh
Knees an bow tuh it tree times, kneelin’ on
A lill mat.28
And Rosa Grant, recalls her Muslim grandmother who lived in Possum Point, Georgia.
She said “Muh gran came from Africa too. Huh name wuz Ryna. I membuh when I wuz
a chile see in muh gran Ryna pray. Ebry mawnin at sun-up she kned on duh fib in uh
rubm an bow abuh an tech un head tuh duh fo tree time.”29 Famous female Muslimas
include Phillis Wheatley, Kizzie bint Kunta Kinte, Kizzie of Georgia, and a female
scholar named Ryna. Phillis Wheatley was American’s first Black published author and
the second woman to have her poetry published. Her physical features and her
identification of the West African country of the Gambia as her birthplace, she is believed
to be a member of the Gambian Fulani nation, a well-known Muslim people from West
Africa. Further, in her poetry, Wheatley uses solar imagery which refers to her mother’s
worship in Africa and was considered an unorthodox form of Islam. She also wrote
alphabets upon the walls when she was about six yeas old. Her biographer postulates that
they were Arabic letters.30Many women who lived on Sapelo Island, Georgia were
adherents of the Islamic faith.3’
Historians suggest that Islam has been present among Africans since they first came to
America, and has increased and decreased in practice and membership since its arrival.
Presently, however, Islam is the fastest growing religion in America and it is predicted that
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it will soon become number two, outstripping Judaism by the year 2000. In addition to the
swelling ranks of Islamic converts, the available literature on the field is expanding as well.
However, the sources on women, especially Affican American females, are still both
limited and somewhat biased. Accordingly, the works which specifically deal with African
American Muslims can be grouped chronologically: (1) the antebellum era; (2) the post-
Reconstruction period; and (3) the contemporary period. Under the antebellum era there is
a fairly good amount ofwork on Islam and enslaved Muslims in America.
The documentation is impressive and the accounts are useful points of departure for the
scholar who wishes to trace post-Colombian Islam in North America. One of the most
prominent of the accounts is A Prince Among Slaves by Terry Alford. It details the pre
captivity life, forty years of enslavement, and eventual freedom of an African prince and
scholar named Abdul Rahman bin Thrahima. A sample of his handwriting in Arabic and his
portrait, the originals of which are found in the Library of Congress are included in the
book.
Probably the most well documented experience is that of Hafiz Prince Ayuba ibn
Sulaiman, or Job Son of Solomon. Douglas Grant’s The Fortunate Slave is the most recent
of the biographies written about this man who was a scholar, a prince and Muslim cleric.
The earliest account of his experience appeared in 1734 under the title Some Memories of
the L~fe of Job, Son of Solomon, the Highest Priest of Boonda in Africa written by
Thomas Bluett. Besides the lives of Princes Abdul-Rahman and Ayub ibn Sulaiman,
scholar Allen Austin has edited two anthologies, African Muslims in Antebellum America:
A Sourcebook (1994 edition) and African Muslims in Antebellum America: Transatlantic
Stories and Spiritual Struggles (1997), which contain the largest amount of biographical
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information along with drawings, maps, and sample writings, of a number of antebellum
Muslims.
While the literature on the male is important and impressive, very little, and certainly
nothing scholarly, can be found on Muslim women during the antebellum period. The
meager accounts include a handbill advertising the recapture of a runaway bondwoman
named Fatimah; the assertion by Benjamin Brawley that Phillis Wheatley was a Muslima;
and the training in Africa of an enslaved American Muslim named Ryna were all that could
be found for this time period. The largest amount of literature on Muslim women is from
the post-reconstruction period, 1900-1950. Drums and Shadows: Survival Studies Among
the Georgia Coastal Negroes which focuses on the oral accounts of African Americans on
Sapelo Island, Georgia. These people can trace their lineage to Salih Bilali and other
African Muslims who passed their culture and parts of their religion on to their descendants.
Their stories were collected by the Georgia Writers Project and include accounts of more
than three Muslim women.
From the ground breaking works of C. Eric Lincoln’s The Black Muslims in America,
which was recently revised and updated (1994), and U.E. Essien-Udom’s Black
Nationalism: A Search for An Identity in America, we have the classical contemporary
sources on African American Islam. Lincoln’s work is useful, but it is more sociological
than historical in its composition. One of the major advantages of Black Muslims, is that
Elijah Muhammad allowed Lincoln to have complete access to his followers, much as he
had done with Sahib in the 1950s. Contrary to most accounts, Lincoln’s work was the
second sociological study to be done on the Nation of Islam. However, it was the first study
conducted by an African American. Lincoln’s work from 1961 was scholarly, but flawed in
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certain aspects, for example the time, date and nature of the Fruit of Islam and the Muslim
Girl Training and General Civilization Classes (M.G.T.&G.C.C). Fortunately, he updated
and corrected those errors in his latest edition. Further, he has quotes from Malcolm X and
Elijah Muhammad on what it means to be a Black person in America. For example,
Malcolm said, “No matter how much education he has, everyday things keep reminding
him. . . .Makes no difference what he is or how great he is. If he is a physicist, he is a Negro
physicist. If he is a baseball player, he is a Negro baseball player. It’s the same if he is in
Massachusetts or Mississippi, he can’t escape the stigma the white man has saddled him
with.”32 These are the kinds of statements which attracted some African Americans to the
Nation of Islam and Lincoln documents and explores their meanings.
E.U. Essien-Udom’s Black Nationalism: A Search for An Identity in America is a well-
researched work on the history and inner workings of the Nation of Islam. Essien-Udom
uses primary sources to document his work. They include observations, surveys,
discussions, Nation of Islam publications, newspapers, and other forms of literature.
Further, he received permission from Elijah Muhammad to study the Muslim group and
therefore, had access to very high level officials and literature that was not readily
available to the public. Minister Malcolm X, National Fruit of Islam Captain Raymond
Sharrieff, Elijah Muhammad, and Clara Muhammad were among those Essien-Udom had
dealings with. In fact, he dined with Elijah and Clara Muhammad on several occasions
and noted that “They were particularly courteous to me.”33 This cooperation on the part
of the Muhammads’ enabled Essien-Udom’s work to be very solid. In Black
Nationalism, the author gives background information on why African Americans
experience cultural and psychological problems and the role nationalism, and more
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Islam, would play in solving those problems. He gives a history of the Nation, its
leadership and structure, along with its growth and expansion. He details how a convert’s
behavior, attitude and community productivity changes once he becomes a member of the
Nation. In the appendices is a list of Essien-Udom interview questions for members of
the Nation and a list of the temples and their location. Most notably are the notes from a
temple meeting. This is probably the only published account of minutes from a Nation of
Islam meeting.
The book also makes use of extensive interviews with Elijah Muhammad and records
that were usually kept “under lock and key at the University of Islam.”34 Black
Nationalism is detailed in its inside knowledge of the Nation of Islam and its inner
workings and presents a balanced view and analysis of this contemporary group of
African American Muslims.
While both works give valuable insight into the myriad causes for the rise and growth of
the Nation of Islam, very little information appears in these texts on Muslim women in
general and Clara Muhammad, wife of its founder, in particular. It was not until 1993 with
the writing of Amina Beverly MeCloud’s dissertation, A Methodfor the Study ofIslam in
America through the Narratives of African American Muslim Women, that we find a
scholarly work specifically focusing on the African American Muslima. In her dissertation,
McCloud gives the essential background on Islam among African Americans in all of its
various manifestations, along with her methodology for researching the Black Muslim
female within the religion. Aminah McCloud details the historical communities of Islam in
America, dating them from 1900-1960 as early and 1960-present as contemporary. She
gives necessary background information on the religion of Islam and does a good job of
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researching information on little known African American Islamic communities, with
several of the organization’s literature and publications discussed.
Further, she discusses the dilemma many African American Muslims have between the
concept of nation building and being part of the worldwide community of Muslims. She
does acknowledge that Hajj Malik Shabazz (Malcolm X) was aware of the problem very
early in his religio-political development, but does not discuss his solution for the
problem.35 Neither does she mention how Warith Deen Muhammad’s community has
seemingly resolved the need to choose between being either African American or Muslim.
That is, those Affican American Muslims under his leadership have been able to retain their
cultural identity and kinship network while simultaneously remaining part of the world
community of Muslims. Also, his group of Muslims comprises the largest segment of the
Muslim population in America. McCloud does not discuss their growth in terms of
membership nor religious practices, nor does she acknowledge the differences between the
Nation of Islam and their more orthodox counterpart. Her details of African American
Muslim women’s conversion experience is not typical of many Black Muslims who convert
to Islam, and she does not adequately present other views.36 The appendices contain
material on mostly immigrant Muslims, but neither presents the vocabulary unique to
African American Muslims, nor any easily accessible documents or literature of African
American Muslim communities or organizations. Dr. McCloud expanded her dissertation
to the book African American Islam, which to date is the only scholarly work written by a
Black Muslim female on African American Muslims. In it she discusses the history of the
Nation of Islam and the various groups of Muslims within the African American
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community. While well researched and documented, the book would have been of greater
value to this research if she had focused on the women exclusively.
This dissertation seeks to begin to fill the void of limited literature on the African
American Muslima by examining the life, work, and impact of Clara Mohammed who was
unique in her intermittent leadership of a male-dominated organization and paradigmatic in
her role as a pioneer African American Muslima of the twentieth century.
One earlier attempt was made to document the existence and impact ofAfrican
American Muslims. However, the Islamic aspect of their legacy was a sidenote. The focus
was on the African continuums that existed so strongly within their culture. The project,
which became a book, was published in 1940 by the Savannah Unit of the Georgia Writers
Project of the Work Project Administration.
In the book Drums and Shadows, an oral account of African Muslim families on
Sapelo and St.Simon Islands, there are accounts of Muslim women who practiced Islam
and passed it on to their descendants. Coastal Muslims, both male and females, unlike
many other African Muslims, were able to retain and practice some of their religious
traditions and cultural heritage. Most notable among them was Bilali Mohamet who was
from an elite family in Futa Gallon, present-day Senegambia area of West Africa and the
home of Prince Abdur Rahman Ibrahima. Bilali was well educated in Arabic,
jurisprudence, theology and philosophy, and he was probably educated at Timbuktu. He
was brought to America in the late 1700s and was made the overseer of a five hundred
slave estate on Sapelo Island, owned by Thomas Spalding. “Bilali maintained his
identity [tradition] by giving his nineteen children Muslim names and teaching them
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Muslim traditions. When he died, he left an Arabic manuscript that he had composed and
had his prayer rug and Quran placed in his coffin.”37
Bilali’s wife, Phoebe, along with her daughters and granddaughters helped their
families practice and maintain their religion by observing Islamic dietary laws, teaching
the children their prayers and religion, dressing as Muslims, and practicing the African
Islamic tradition and culture. An example of the continuum was their covering of the
head, which is often the hallmark of a Muslim woman. Phoebe’s great granddaughter,
Katie Brown, said:
She am tie uh head up lak I does,
but she weah a loose wite clawt
da she trow obuh us head lak veil
an it hang loose on uh shoulduh.38
In addition, Phoebe annually prepared special rice cakes called “saraka” for the
children on what was probably Bid, the major celebration day of the Muslim world.
The female effort as culture bearer was later typified by Clara Muhammad, who
became a pioneer Black Muslim and the First Lady of the Nation of Islam, a twentieth
century socio-religious movement among African Americans. Initially, Sister Clara, as
she was most popularly known, had no Islamic practices to preserve and pass on because
she was the first known female convert to the Nation of Islam. According to the oral
tradition, in response to her circumstances, she helped to model, define, and refine the
practices that her husband and mentor transfened to her. In order to better understand the
rituals and beliefs that she was taught, a brief history of the Nation of Islam and its
heterodoxical teachings are necessary.
V
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The history of the Nation of Islam reports how a mysterious merchant appeared in the
Paradise Valley community of Detroit, Michigan on July 4, 1930. He called himself
various names including Wali Fard, Professor Fard, W. D. Fard, and Fard Muhammad.
Little of Fard Muhammad’s life can be documented, but he was rumored to be of Arab
origin and claimed to have been born in Mecca on February 26, 1877. However, his
racial origin and national identity, like his true name, remain clouded.39
Khatib Hasan (Minister Sidney X Walker) was Malcolm X’s former roommate and
was sent to New Orleans by Elijah Muhammad in 1959 to help the New Orleans temple
with administrative problems and to increase its membership. Khatib Hasan said that
Fard Muhammad sold ready to wear suits in the Black community of Detroit, and did not
sell silk goods as is popularly believed.40 While in the community, Fard Muhammad
began fascinating the African Americans with stories of how great they once were in their
original homeland. Many Blacks in the community were hungry for knowledge of self~
and they listened and believed what Fard told them. Fard Muhammad began holding
meetings in people’s homes. He lectured on the proper foods to eat, interpreted the Bible,
and bitterly denounced white people. The meetings grew so large that a hall had to be
rented and the Nation of Islam was born.41
Master Fard Muhammad, as he was most popularly known, preached his own brand of
the Islamic religion. His version was based on an amalgamation of Qur’anic and Biblical
teachings, Black mythology, and a socio-economic program which he took from Marcus
Garvey and the Universal Negro Improvement Association and Noble Drew Ali of the
Moorish-Science Temple, without giving them credit.42 Theologically, he taught that the
white man was the devil and the Black man was god. Muslim eschatology, according to
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Fard Muhammad, did not include an afterlife, but only the here and now. He preached
that the very nature of the Black man was good, just as the white man’s was evil. As a
result of this, the two races would never be able to live in peace with each other.
Therefore, the two should not mix but have separate states in which to exist. Contrary to
orthodox Islamic teachings, Fard Muhammad believed that brotherhood with whites was
impossible, and that just as Christianity was the white man’s religion, Islam was the true
religion of the Black man.
Initially, Fard Muhammad taught from the Bible, but later used some Qur’anic
scriptures to reinforce certain aspects of his doctrine. According to the oral tradition, he
often performed tricks of magic and would dramatically alter his physical appearance in
order to entrance his black followers. The Saviour, another of Fard Muhammad’s
misnomers, was reputedly a highly educated man and used a form of psychology to
appeal to the bruised egos and dysfunctional psyches of some African American people.
He concocted a black religious mythology where the black man created the white man by
grafting the latter from himself. According to Fard’s philosophy, by grafting out the
white man’s color, his morals and humanity were also removed. Since white was the
very antithesis of black, and black was all that was pure and good, in Fard’s reasoning, it
stood to reason that the white man was the “blue-eyed devil” whose very nature is to be
evil. Fard Muhammad also preached that the white man had been given only 6,000 years
to rule, after which time the black man, who was the original man, would be mentally
resurrected and would reclaim his rightful place as the maker, owner, and ruler of the
planet earth.44
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In addition to creating a religious black mythology, Fard Muhammad also used the
following methodology to structure the Nation of Islam:
1) The eclectic approach, choosing what
what appears to be best from sources,
systems, and styles.
2) The synthesizing approach, the combining of
separate elements of substances to form a
coherent whole.
3) The holistic approach, emphasizing the
importance of the whole and the inter
dependence of its parts45
Fard also used the religio-nationalist teachings and the glorification of African history
of Edward Blyden, a Pan Africanist and chief Justice of Liberia, and newspaper editor
and Egyptian nationalist Muhammad Duse Au. Fard Muhammad borrowed the concepts
of the University of Islam, the Nation’s independent school system, and the male self-
defense unit, the Fruit of Islam, and the idea of the need for economic independence from
Marcus Garvey and the UNIA. The Nation’s socio-theological philosophy was taken
from Noble Drew Au and the Moorish Science Temple. Furthermore, Fard Muhammad
used Garvey’s Black messianic idea and Noble Drew Au’s concept of Islam as the Black
man’s true religion to complete his framework. In fact, Garvey pointed out “That a white
God cannot be the God of black people; that was the God of the white man. The black
man’s God must be black.”46 Fard passed all his teachings and knowledge on to his ablest
minister and eventual successor, Elijah Muhammad, who used the holistic approach to
complete the Nation’s structure. This move by Elijah Muhammad has elevated him in
the eyes of many to the level of an organizational genius.
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There is substantial evidence that Elijah Muhammad managed to combine all of the
above-mentioned philosophies into a holistic one of self-sufficiency, racial superiority,
divine origin, and political separation. By wielding these concepts into a distinct way of
life, Elijah Muhammad, unlike his nationalist predecessors who only addressed certain
aspects of the Black man’s existence, was able, along with his wife, Clara, to address the
“whole” person and therein lay his contribution to black nationalism. An important part
of that holistic approach was the upliftment of the black man and the black woman.47 This
is where Clara Muhammad became indispensable, for while both Fard Muhammad and
Elijah Muhammad could theorize regarding the role of the Muslim woman, a female with
certain qualities was needed to actualize those concepts. This writer’s research shows
that while Fard Muhammad may have been the architect of the Nation of Islam, and
Elijah Muhammad was the master builder, Clara Muhammad was the mortar that kept the
structure together during its phases of construction, demolition, and reconstruction. 48
The noted ex-slave and nineteenth-century abolitionist Frederick Douglass once said,
“You have seen how a man was made a slave; you shall see how a slave was made a
man.”49 In an effort to end the psychological slavery which African Americans were
laboring under, Clara and Elijah Muhammad set about structuring and implementing
classes that were designed to free the Black man and the Black woman from the socio
economic and psychological vestiges of enslavement. Because of the three-hundred plus
years of enslavement, a great many African Americans were generally existing in a state
of deep psychosis that manifested itself in their attitudes and behavior with and towards
each other. A preeminent African American clinical psychologist, Dr. Na’im Akbar,
describes the impact of slavery on their collective behavior by saying:
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each other. A preeminent African American clinical psychologist, Dr. Na’im Akbar,
describes the impact of slavery on their collective behavior by saying:
Slavery was legally ended in excess of 100
ago, but the over 300 years experienced
in its brutality and unnaturalness constituted
a severe psychological and social shock
to the minds of African Americans. This
shock was so destructive to the natural
life processes that the current generation
of African Americans, though we are 4
to 5 generations removed from the actual
experiences of slavery, still carry the scars
of this experience in both our societal and
mental lives.50
Believing that he was dealing with a people who were viewed as mentally dead, Elijah
Muhammad set about resurrecting them, that is helping them to “wake up, clean up, and
stand up.”51 He understood the ‘slave mentality’ of his converts and structured their re
civilization classes accordingly. In order for a person to join the Nation of Islam, they
had to apply for membership by copying a letter exactly as it was written. The letter was
then mailed to Chicago and if accepted, other forms would be mailed to the applicant
which, when received, would then be either approved or disapproved. If disapproved, the
entire process had to be repeated. Once approved, however, a letter of acceptance was
mailed to the applicant, along with a copy of Restricted Laws of Islam and the General
Rules ofIslam. The resfricted laws included such things as fearing no one but Allah, do
not gossip, or use dope, and so on. The newly registered Muslim would then take his
letter to the local temple where an “X” would be assigned to him. The “X” stood in place
of his unknown original name and also implied that he was no longer a mental slave, as in
an ex-policeman, ex-foreman, and so forth.
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At the temple, the Muslim would be assigned certain duties based on one’s gender and
abilities. In general, the men would be required to sell a certain quota of the Muslim
newspaper Muhammad Speaks, and the women were encouraged to prepare and sell
baked goods. The proceeds would be given to the temple. In addition to selling papers
and baked goods, fish, fruits, and vegetables were sold and this became a source of
income, full or part-time, for some Muslims. The extra work was helpful because a great
deal of pressure would sometimes be placed on the Muslim to meet his financial
obligations to the temple. Finances were very important since the temple was supported
through the sale of papers, baked goods, and charity from the believers since each temple
was expected to be financially self-supporting.52
The Nation grew under Muhammad’s tutelage and the period between the Nation’s
inception and 1975 when Elijah Muhammad died was known as the First Resurrection.
The term refers to the mental and spiritual awakening of the black man from a death of
ignorance of self. “When people wake-up, they are usually disoriented and it takes time
for them to get their bearing and sort things out in the proper manner.”53 Consequently,
the new Muslim had to be trained and oriented to a new way of life.
The new Muslim’s orientation was given through highly organized classes called the
Fruit of Islam (F.O.I.) classes for men and the Muslim Girls Training and General
Civilization Classes (M.G.T.&G.C.C.) for women. The letters F.O.I. and the words
‘male Muslim’ were interchangeable. The same held true for M.G.T. and ‘female
Muslim.’ The purpose of the F.O.I. classes was to take boys and men and give them a
sense of discipline via military training and religious lessons in the class. It taught them
their role in family life and society and what their responsibilities were as a man.
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According to Fareed A. Shabazz (Captain Clarence X Page), who was Captain of the
Fruit of Islam for the State of Louisiana, classes were held for males on Monday evenings
and for females on Thursday nights.54 Adilla Muhammad (Sister Captain Willye Marie
X. Varnado), who was M.G.T.&G.C.C. Captain for the State of Louisiana, indicated that
the main purpose of the M.G.T. classes for females was to teach the Black Muslim
woman dignity, self-respect, and how to act at home and abroad. This was in addition to
learning her duties as a Muslim wife and mother.55
In preparation for the classes, a series of religious lessons were sent from Chicago to
the Muslims elsewhere. Those lessons, which taught the tenets of the Nation, had to be
memorized and recited in the F.O.I./M.G.T. class, verbatim. A question and answer
session usually followed each class for purposes of clarification. Once the captain
“okayed” the answers, the believer would then rewrite the lesson and send it to Chicago.
The Laborer’s Inspection Team would then inforn~ the Muslim whether or not their copy
had been approved. If approved, then the next lesson would be mailed. Thus, a
Muslim’s progress in learning and understanding Islam, according to the Nation’s
theology, was carefully monitored and recorded by both oral and written means.56
Believers, as Muslims were often called, were encouraged to give up their “slave diet”
of pork, alcohol, cornbread, and other harmful foods. Dietary laws were taught in the
classes and people were expected to eat one meal a day, preferably between 4:00 PM and
6:00 PM. The proper foods to eat such as squash, salmon, and whole wheat bread, as
well as their preparation, were identified in Elijah Muhammad’s book, How to Eat to
Live. Their actual preparation was taught in the F.O.I./M.G.T. classes as demonstrated by
Sister Clara Muhammad. Further, Muslims were encouraged not to buy or eat processed
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foods or anything that was not natural, for example, ketchup and canned foods. Fasting
every first Friday until Sunday afternoon, a period of seventy-two hours, was encouraged.
A community dinner to break the fast was held on that Sunday afternoon. The purpose of
the restricted diet was to enable the Muslim to live 100-plus years in good health and to
* have a clean mind.57
In addition to the impossibility of racial brotherhood, another of the Nation’s practices
which was a variance with Orthodox Islam, was the practice of using the month of
December for the fast of Ramadan instead of the actual ninth month of the lunar calendar.
Elijah Muhammad said that this was done in order to take away the Christmas spirit and
desire to celebrate it from the Muslims, which was a natural result of living in a Christian
society. Thus Christians had Christmas in December and the Muslims had Ramadan.
Black Muslims, a termed coined by C. Eric Lincoln in his work, The Black Muslims in
America, were often admonished not to be wasteful, but to be economical and penny-
wise. A same budget plan was given to each member in class to teach them how to
manage their income. In addition, ratings were given to members which showed their
dedication to the temple. Competition was strongly encouraged and slackness was
summarily punished. 58
Once an individual became a registered Muslim, that person was required to attend the
temple several times a week. Meetings were held on Wednesday and Friday nights at
8:00P.M. and Sundays at 2:00 P.M. Members were assigned to various duties including
search post, which required that Muslim to search everyone who came into the temple
except the Minister. This was done for security reasons. Another duty was to be an
usher, who would greet and seat the visitors, leaving the first rows for first time visitors.
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Post workers changed shift every half-hour. In general, the temple’s Minister, who was
the spiritual and administrative leader, opened the temple and along with the male and
female captains, had to be present at least one-half hour before the meeting started. The
lieutenants handled the changing of the guards and putting the believers on post.59
The male captain also circulated inside and outside of the temple to ensure that
everything was operating smoothly. His female counterpart, of course, stayed inside to
oversee the female section. In addition, there was an F.O.I. man outside to open the
visitors’ car door and extend every possible courtesy to them. Every male’s duty was to
engage in fishing, which simply meant to invite people to attend the meetings. The F.O.I.
went out into the community and invited family, friends, and everyone they met to attend
the lectures. Transportation was provided if needed, and each F.O.I. was required to
bring at least four of the “dead” to each meeting. In this case, the “dead” referred to non-
Muslim African Americans. The M.G.T. engaged in fishing as well, but with her family
and acquaintances only. She did not go into the community, sell papers, or go door to
door for obvious reasons of modesty and protection.6°
The temple was highly structured, headed by a Minister, and had a chain of command.
The minister had to be a hard worker, live an Islamic lifestyle, be able to explain Islam to
the people, and make it relevant. He was responsible for everything that happened in the
temple and was answerable to the regional minister. For example, the regional minister
for New Orleans was stationed in Atlanta, which was also the site of the first Muslim
temple in the south. The local minister had to be recommended by a regional minister or
picked directly by Elijah Muhammad. In any case, Elijah Muhammad had to approve all
ministerial appointments. 61
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Ministers in the Nation had standardized duties including:
1) imparting the spiritual aspects of the F.O.I.IM.G.T
classes
2) teaching Qur’ an and lecture at the meetings
3) representing the temple, handle public relations,
and deal with community leaders
4) performing marriages, funerals, and other social
services for the congregation
5) settling serious disputes that arose in F.O.I./M.G.T.
classes62
While the minister was responsible for the entire operation of the temple, he did not
have control of the F.O.I./M.G.T. classes. They were under the direct command and
leadership of the male and female captains. In order to prevent a concentration of power
in the hands of an individual, Elijah Muhammad separated the operation of the temple
from the classes.63
The Brother-Captain, as he was called, had command of the Fruit of Islam classes. He
reported directly to the Supreme Captain who was Raymond Sharrieff, Elijah
Muhammad’s son-in-law in Chicago. The F.O.I. was an autonomous body in each
temple and was responsible for the policing and protection of temple members. Every
male was a member of the F.O.I., with age divisions of 0-15 for the Junior F.O.I. and 16
years up for the adult F.O.I. Their progress was monitored and recorded through
observation, class lessons, and changes in habits and behavior. 64
One responsibility of the F.O.I. was protection of the temple and the ministers. They
stood guard during temple meetings and public functions and guarded the temple at night
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to protect it from vandalism, theft, and so forth. F.O.I. were encouraged to lay down their
life for the protection of a Muslim woman’s honor, as well as their male co-religionist’s.65
F.O.I. policing took the form of reporting the lapses, slackness, or infractions of rules
by a temple member, including the minister and captains. When a person was “brought
up on charges” before the F.O.I., no defense was allowed and punishment was meted out
swiftly and summarily. However, Fareed Shabazz (F.O.I. Captain Clarence X. Page)
stated that no one was tried without a thorough investigation of charges. Also, the person
making the accusation had to be an eyewitness to the “crime” and the accused party had
to admit their guilt. Only then would a trial be held. The minister could be present at the
proceedings, however, he was only an observer unless the infraction was religious in
nature. It was then that the Brother-Captain of the F.O.I. who presided and passed
judgement. Various transgressions called for different sentences. For example, the first
offense could cause the culprit to be placed in Class C that covered sins such as stealing,
drinking, or smoking. The second offense would cause the perpetrator to be placed in
Class F. Class F called for suspension or expulsion from the Movement. Major moral
offenses such as fornication and adultery were automatically Class F infractions.66 The
creation and implementation of classes along with the structuring of the Nation, and the
emphasis on the roles for males and females were all part of Elijah and Clara
Muhammad’s efforts to uplift their people. Their initial efforts were met with both
acceptance and resistance in the Black community, but neither response deterred them
from their work.
The acceptance of Islam has almost always been viewed as the final devolution of an
individual, the Nation of Islam being viewed as a group of ex-social misfits who were
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excellent targets for spiritual and moral rehabilitation. This is a popular misconception.
A mass movement usually “draws its initial followers from the ranks of the merely
discontented, those who have not yet lost all hope for better things. They see in the
leader and his doctrines a chance to fulfill the desires and longings they have not quite
relinquished, even in the face of the most discouraging adversity.”67
In the 1930’s Clara Muhammad had not given up that desire for a better way of life.
In fact, she brought it into existence by helping to co-found, nurture, and foster America’s
first Islamic nationalist movement. And as co-founder and so-called Mother of this
movement, she followed in her predecessors’ footsteps of Muslim female activism and
leadership. In addition, however, Clara Muhammad blazed a trail of her own by
attempting to bring a viable socio-religious alternative way of life to her family and
people of her race. The social, economic, and political conditions confronting African
Americans at the beginning of the twentieth century would be instrumental in setting
Clara Muhammad on her trailblazing path.
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CHAPTER 2
THE NAME MEANS EVERYTHING: FROM CLARA
EVANS POOLE TO SISTER CLARA MUHAMMAD
You must structure your world so
that you are constantly reminded
of who you are)
Na’im Akbar
In 1911, Noble Drew Au, leader of the Moorish Science Temple said, “The name
means everything.” Earlier, in 1901, in his now-famous autobiography, Up From
Slavery, Booker T. Washington wrote:
After the coming of freedom there were two points
upon which practically all the people of our place
were agreed, and I find that this was generally true
throughout the South: that they must change their
names, and that they must leave the old plantation
for at least a few days or weeks in order that they
might really feel sure that they were free.2
Those words anticipated the actions of Elijah and Clara Poole who, with their children,
migrated North in 1923, away from the oppressive South with its plantation mentality,
and changed their name as well from Poole to Muhammad. What caused the young
Pooles to leave the home of their ancestors and travel to a place that was both distant and
unfamiliar? The question is simple, but the answer is complex. Their reasons included
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oppressive social, economic, and political conditions, combined with the desire to have
dignity, an education for their children, and a better way of life.3
Through their actions, the young Pooles joined thousands of other African Americans
who took advantage of a change in circumstances that followed in the decades after the
Civil War. Moreover, in 1866, one year after the Civil War ended, the U.S. Congress
passed its first piece of maj or civil rights legislation which granted citizenship to African
Americans and guaranteed them equal protection under the law. Other significant pieces
of Reconstruction legislation included the Thirteenth Amendment (1865) which
prohibited slavery in the United States; the Fourteenth Amendment (1868) which was
ratified to prevent states from denying rights and privileges to any citizen; and of course,
the Fifteenth Amendment (1870) which gave the right to vote to all male citizens
regardless of their color, race, or condition of former servitude. Finally, in 1870 the
Enforcement Act empowered federal authorities to prosecute violators of the Fourteenth
and Fifteenth amendments. Much of the legislation passed during Reconstruction was
designed to increase and protect the rights of African Americans.4
These laws worked mostly in theory, not in practice. The newfound freedom brought
by these laws did not sit well with white Americans. Whites wanted their former servants
neither to be politically empowered, nor to have the chance for social or economic
equality. Whites found an unwitting ally in Booker T. Washington, the self-anointed race
spokesman, who delivered his famous Atlanta Compromise speech in 1895. To ensure
jobs for African Americans, Washington was willing to relinquish equal rights and accept
racial segregation, at least temporarily. Further, “He urged that the Negro should remain
in the South where he was and that the southern white man, instead of trying to bring
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labor from Europe to displace the Negro, should employ the Negro and give a fair chance
to both races. The whole thought was set forth in these significant worlds, “Cast down
your buckets where you are.”5 As a result, Washington won much support and respect
among white Americans, but did not go unchallenged or unopposed among his own
people. Two of his most formidable opponents were William Monroe Trotter and W. E.
B. DuBois.6
Trotter and DuBois were both Harvard graduates and believed that civil rights were
more important than economic prosperity. DuBois was considered a great scholar, orator
and advocate for African American civil rights. Trotter was a reform journalist and the
founder of the militant newspaper, The Guardia~z. Together, they protested Washington’s
leadership and his compromising position on issues of civil rights. Trotter and DuBois
collaborated in 1905 to help found the Niagara Movement, which was a forerunner of the
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, whose purpose was to
obtain civil rights for African Americans. Further, Trotter disrupted one of Washington’s
speeches to the extent that the police had to be called. He did this because he felt that
Booker T. Washington had such a monopoly on the news media, primarily newspapers,
that he wanted to use his arrest as a means of letting others know that African Americans
wanted their civil rights. DuBois, who was a professor at Atlanta University, opposed
Washington’s views through his writings, books, speeches and essays.7
Though both willing and able, DuBois and Trotter fought an uphill battle against
Washington, who had more influential white friends than foes and was well financed by
them to keep Blacks in their place. In addition to the use of well-intentioned, but
misguided Black leaders, other ingenious political methods used against African
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Americans in their quest for equality were the literacy tax, the poll tax, and the
grandfather clause. 8
The so-called grandfather clause was incorporated into the constitution of some
southern states. It stated that you could vote only if your grandfather had voted before
1867. Further, if your grandfather had not voted before 1867, you had to pass a literacy
test and pay a poll tax. It was not until 1915 that the Supreme Court declared the
grandfather clause unconstitutional. Also, many southern states, where the bulk of
African Americans lived, required voters to pass a literacy test. Whites could usually
qua1if~r as literate if they could write their names, while African Americans were often
required to explain some complicated part of the constitution or answer questions which
many college professors could not answer. These efforts to disfranchise Blacks remained
until the passage of the Voting Rights Act of 1965 and 1970 that outlawed these so-called
literacy tests. Finally, another of the devices designed to prevent, or at least severely
limit, African American suffrage was the poil tax. This was a tax a person had to pay
before he could vote. In addition, the tax was cumulative and was a financial burden for
poor people. The poll tax had to be paid well in advance of the voting day and a receipt
presented in order to enter the voting booth. It was not until 1964 that the Twenty-Fourth
Amendment outlawed poll taxes in national elections. Two years later in 1966 a
Supreme Court decision eliminated the tax from use in state elections.9
In effect, many of these political maneuvers were not illegal, but they certainly were
unethical and ill intentioned. The results moved African Americans from legal
enslavement to political disfranchisement, culminating in a system of legalized violence
and discrimination called Jim Crow. In the 1890s alone, Georgia recorded 159 lynchings.
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Blacks were being hung politically as well as physically and even Booker T. Washington
was appalled at the viciousness that occurred. Washington was so disturbed by the
violence that he made behind-the-scene maneuvers to secure rights for his people. Still, it
was not enough and poet Dudley Randall cogently summarizes Washington’s argument,
which he postulated in 1895 at the Atlanta Cotton Exposition, for economic
empowerment as opposed to political equality. As Randall explains:
For what can property avail
If dignity and justice fail?
Unless you help to make the laws,
They’ll steal your house with trumped-up clause.
A rope’s as tight, a fire as hot,
No matter how much cash you’ve got.
Speak soft, and try your little plan
But as for me, I’ll be a man.’°
In the light of the above mentioned experiences, Black men and women faced what is
termed the push-pull factors for northern migration in their quest for social and economic
survival and mobility. The push factors, including overt hostility in
the form of lynchings, the rise of the Ku Klux Klan, white competition for jobs, debt
slavery, and declining cotton prices, made the conditions ripe for northern migration’1.
The pull factors were northern industrialization, mechanization, as well as World War I
with its demand for labor in the North. Yet another pull factor was occasioned by Blacks
in the North encouraging their southern counterparts to leave the South. Combined, these
factors caused over 150,000 African Americans to leave Georgia in the 1920s.’2
One of the Georgian families who lost their daughter on that great trek North were
the Evans of Cordele. On December 16, 1885, Ida B. Wells, newspaper publisher and
antilynching crusader, wrote an article in which she asserted what a woman’s mission in
life should be. Wells said:
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What is, or should be woman? Not merely a
bundle of flesh and bones, nor a fashion plate,
a frivolous inanity, a souless doll, a heartless
coquette—but a strong, bright presence,
thoroughly imbued with a sense of mission
on earth and a desire to fill it; an earnest,
soulful being, laboring to fit herself for life’s
duties and burdens, bearing them faithfully
when they do come;...’3
Though addressing all Black women, Wells could have been speaking specifically to
Sister Clara Muhammad in terms of what her destiny should be. It included freedom,
justice, and education for her people, and a respectable life for her family. Fortunately,
she was ably fit to achieve her goals.
Born November 2, 1899, to Quarters and Mary Lou Thomas Evans, Clara was the
third child and second daughter of the couple. Quarters Evans had been previously
married and had fathered Clara’s older sibling, Mamie.14 According to Clara’s nephew,
Clarence Mohammed, Clara was born in Houston County near Fort Valley, Georgia, to a
literate Black man who, contrary to oral reports, was a landless farmer, or sharecropper.
Evans was a hardworking man with a strong moral and work ethic.’5 Though she loved
her mother, young Clara was very close to and greatly influenced by her father. Sister
Clara was fortunate in that she was able to obtain a seventh-grade education, a fact she
was proud of all her life.’6
In retrospect, Clara Muhammad’s education was an accomplishment for an African
American girl of her time. According to historian Carter G. Woodson’s assessment of
segregated education during the 1930s:
When the wealth of the South did increase
sufficiently to provide the necessary funds
to improve the schools, the educational
authorities would not provide for the Negro
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schools as well as they did for those attended
by the whites. When they spent $4.00 for the
education of the white child, they spent $1.00
for the education of the Negro.’7
In addition to her academic achievement, Clara was also known to be very intelligent,
highly perceptive, and to have a great desire to please. These qualities would stand her in
good stead later in life when she assumed temporary leadership of a male-dominated
organization. It was probably these characteristics of his daughter which caused Quarters
Evans to look down on the young suitor who eventually came to court his daughter. That
suitor, and soon-to-be husband, was Elijah Poole, son of the Reverend William and
Mariah Poole. Elijah had only a fourth-grade education, was economically poor, and his
family lacked the socially prominent status of the Evans family.’8
As a result of Elijah Poole’s perceived social, economic, and educational inferiority,
Quarters Evans did not want his daughter courting young Poole. Despite her father’s
objections, Clara loved Elijah, and she eloped with him on March 17, 1919. They were
married in Cordele, Georgia. The couple lived with Clara’s oldest brother, Canton
Evans, until they migrated north in 1923, following Elijah’s father who had left Georgia
two years earlier. By the time of their migration, the Pooles had two children, Emmanuel
born in February 1921 and Ethel born in October 1922. Not unlike other African
Americans, their movement to the North, the so-called Promised Land, was for familial
as well as socio-economic reasons. That Promised Land for the Pooles was Detroit, and
they lived along with relatives in a little community called Hamtrarnck.
In Detroit Clara’s husband, Elijah, worked at several jobs in an effort to support his
growing family and provide a better way of life for them, which he so eagerly desired.
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Poole worked at the American Nut Company in 1923, the American Copper and Brass
Company from 1923-1925, and the Chevrolet Axle Company for 6 months.’9 Though a
hard worker, Poole, like many African American men, was not always able to secure
steady employment. This intemlittent unemployment coupled with the continued abuse
and misuse of Blacks by white policemen in the North took its toll on Elijah Muhammad,
especially since he had migrated for better socio-economic conditions and freedom from
oppression for himself and his family.20 In The L~fe and Times of An Original Man,
Muhammad’s biography, Andrew Clegg explains the impact of unemployment on
Elijah’s self-worth by saying:
Like most other men, his self-esteem was
inextricably tied to his ability to feed and
take care of his wife and children. The
role ofprovider conferred both authority
and responsibility, and lacking steady
employment, Elijah felt as though he had
failed to live up to his ideal of manhood.2’
In an attempt to soothe his disappointment and salvage his manhood, Elijah began to
drink. Unable to fulfill his role as protector and provider, Poole would remain away from
home, drunk, for days at a time.22 It was Clara Poole who came to her husband’s rescue.
“I had become such a drunk,” Poole told his children years later, “that my own wife was
ashamed of me. At times she would have to go out and bring me in off the streets,
holding me up on her shoulders.”23 It seemed as though things could not get much worse
when they did, in fact, begin to change.
On July 4, 1930, a peddler appeared in one of Detroit’s Black communities selling silk
fabric, clothes, as well as an ideology of hope and upliftment. His name was Fard
Muhammad, and he was an Arab Muslim, reportedly from a Middle Eastem nation. He
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began to fascinate the people with stories of their former African glory and to tell them
who they originally were.24 Elijah Poole, formerly of Cordele, Georgia, was one of those
who heard Fard and liked what the Arab merchant had to say.
There are a few oral accounts that suggest that Clara Poole was the first to hear what
became known as the “Teachings.” However, according to the first objective academic
study done on the Nation of Islam, discounting Benyon’s highly prejudicial piece in
l937~38,25 it was Elijah Muhammad’s father, Wali Poole Muhammad, who learned about
the Teachings of Fard from another man named Abdul Mohammed. Wali Muhammad
told his son, Elijah, who liked what he heard and subsequently attended a meeting to hear
Fard for himself. Elijah said:
The minute I heard him [Fard] say that we are not Negro,
and that these are not our original names and that this
is not our country and that we will soon return to our
native land, I was deeply aroused, and I felt that my
blood was stirred up and my heart was filled with
happiness because my mother used to tell me that there
would come a savior in the near future. I knew that this
is the one she meant. He impressed me so deeply because
although I read the books written by various philosophers
and writers and listened during my life to the ablest lecturers,
none of them were able to reveal such facts because they do
not know the truth. But this man knew the truth and what had
happened and how it had happened and therefore he must be
in contact with the supreme power, and he has a message.
[italics not in the original]26
This was Elijah Poole’s personal account of his conversion to Islam. This source is
the most reliable because the author, who was an Arab Muslim, was given complete
authority and access by Elijah Muhammad [Poole’s later name] to his followers. The
reason for the italics is to indicate that Elijah Muhammad was intelligent, even though
uneducated. He used his rudimentary formal learning as the basis for expanding his
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knowledge of religion, philosophy, politics, and psychology. Further, there is
considerable evidence that Poole had conversations and thoughtful discussions prior to
Fard’s appearance on how he could best help uplift himself and his people.27 This is in
direct contradiction to the suggestions of both sociologist Sahib and historian Clegg who,
in 1951 and 1997 respectively, characterized Elijah Muhammad as simple and credulous
(Sahib) and possibly naïve and almost certainly mercenary (Clegg).28
Further, Clegg characterizes Muhammad’s conversion by saying:
In the final analysis, the relationship between Karriem [Elijah
Muhammad’s first original name) and Fard was a symbiotic
one in which the former gained a much needed sense of self-
importance, and sustenance for a growing family. In return,
his mentor attained both an intermediary between himself and
his darker constituency and a faithful disciple who would share
the persecution that the authorities and the black clergy were
inflicting upon the movement by 1932.29
If one accepts the suggestion that Fard and Elijah were co-dependents in a mutually
exploitative relationship, this interpretation begs the question of where did Clara
Muhammad fit in to such a scenario?
As the unhappy victim of the social, economic, and emotional deprivation of a
national depression, and a drunken and frequently absent husband, Clara Muhammad
worked as a domestic in order to sustain the family during her husband’s frequent periods
of unemployment and inebriation. She did all of this, but her husband, though forced to
accept her help, was not happy to have her work. 30
Elijah disliked her having to work so much that “on occasion, he would ignore the
odds against finding gainful employment and spend days beseeching employers for any
kind of work.”3’ Elijah Poole had been exposed to the Teachings for a few months when
he stayed home one day to watch their children so that Clara, too, could hear the message
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for herself. According to Elijah, at that particular meeting, Fard Muhammad asked about
him saying:
Anyone here in this hail [who] knows the little man
who lives in Hamtramck? My wife answered ~Yes
he is my husband.’ Then he wants me to teach.
He told her to tell me to go ahead and teach
Islam and he will back me up. These were the
words he told her to tell me. I felt so happy
when my wife told me that. I said to myself
Now, we really have something to teach, and it
is good. So I began teaching.32
Thus, there is evidence to support the belief that while Clara Muhammad did not bring
her husband to the path of Islam, she did bring him the directive to teach it. In keeping
with her character as faithful, obedient, and supportive wife, Clara also converted to the
Teachings of Islam. It was upon their conversion in 1931 that the Pooles were given their
first original name, Karriem, which was later changed to Muhammad.33 When Blacks
converted to Islam and were given “holy” names, it signfied that they were set free in
mind, body, and most importantly spirit. Converts were said to possess the ability to
determine their own destiny. That is:
The new name, whatever it turned out to be,
symbolized the new identity of the convert
as a restored member of the original Black
Nation. The granting of original names and
Xs represented a psychological break with
“blind, deaf, and dumb” previous existence
of the convert and a submergence into the
collective identity of the Nation of Islam and
knowledge of self and others. In the eyes of the
the believers, the name change was ultimately
a liberating experience akin to an emancipation
from slavery.34
By 1931, Clara and Elijah Muhammad were both Muslims and were to be taught by
Fard Muhammad. They, in turn, were to teach all the new converts. However, while the
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Muhammads had vital roles to play in this new religion, there were great differences in
those roles. Elijah’s role was male-oriented and directed toward community outreach,
while Clara’s role was female and home centered. Interestingly enough, according to the
oral tradition, it was Fard, not Elijah Muhammad, who was Sister Clara’s teacher. Fard
taught her what would become the role and responsibilities of a Muslim woman. Those
responsibilities included the diet, dress, and conduct of a Muslim woman “both at home
and abroad.” Clara Poole was now Clara Muhammad. By accepting and pioneering in
this role for African American Muslim women, Clara unknowingly continued the
tradition of her spiritual forebears from Sapelo Island, Georgia. Like them, she used
feminine channels to ensure that the moral, theological, and cultural aspects of Islam was
taught and passed on to the next generation.
According to her son and protégé, Imam Warith Deen Mohammed, his mother was
taught by Fard how to cook foods that were considered nutritious and proper for a
Muslim to eat. An interesting anecdote shows Sister Clara’s obedience as well as her
practicality. When told by her husband that they were no longer to eat pork, and having
just spent precious money buying groceries that included pork, she did not
use the meat. Rather than throw it out, she gave it to her neighbor who had more
children than she and, therefore, was considered to be in worse economic condition .~
Pork, liquor, certain kinds of beans, and other staples of the Black diet, including white
flour, white sugar, and white bread were eliminated or discouraged by Muslims. From
this radical change in dietary practices for Muslims came the well-known aphorisms,
“You are what you eat” and “Eat to live, don’t live to eat.”36
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In addition to improving their physical being with correct diet, the Temple People of
Islam, as the Nation of Islam was originally called, also endeavored to reform their
followers through behavior modification and domestic practices which were disseminated
through a series of classes designed specifically for the female Muslima. Fard organized
and structured these seminars, calling them the Muslim Girl Training and General
Civilization Classes, or M.G.T.&G.C.C. The purpose of the classes was to teach Muslim
women how take care of their husbands and families through the efficient handling of
domestic affairs, including cooking, sewing, cleaning, nursing, rearing children. Also,
there was instruction regarding the correct diet, dress, behavior and morals of a Muslim
woman.
As the wife of Elijah Muhammad, who was appointed Chief Minister of the Temple
People of Islam, and in her position as Fard’s first female student, Clara Muhammad
learned, practiced, and then passed on to the female constituency what a Muslim woman
should be and do. Sister Clara’s best student was her own daughter, Ethel. Sister Ethel
eventually became the national head of the M.G.T.&G.C.C. organization, after having
learned the domestic skills of a Muslima as taught and modeled by her mother for all
females in the Nation.37
Having diet, dress, domesticity, and behavioral issues resolved, the next area of
activity for Clara Muhammad, and by extension all Muslim women, was to help provide
the economic and political support for their men. Ideally, Muslim women were not
supposed to work, but this support was necessary because Muslim men were subject to
constant harassment, frequent unemployment, and sometimes imprisonment, by the
police. 38 The males’ response to this harassment and discrimination was the formation of
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the Fruit of Islam (F.O.L) in 1932, the Nation of Islam’s self-defense unit. The Fruit of
Islam was organized to protect the Temple and the Muslims from police and community
harassment and intimidation. They were trained not to carry weapons, which could result
in imprisonment, but rather learn martial arts as a form of self-defense. Further, they
were trained in classes on how to treat women and be ideal husbands and fathers.
The Muslim women worked, along with their husbands, both inside and outside the
community. In fact, “Muslim women worked as day laborers and performed odd jobs to
supplement household and temple income. Some lost-founds, a term used for Muslim
converts, such as Pauline Bahar, who fixed meals for the Fruit of Islam, became known
among the Temple People as exemplary altruists and model Muslims.”39 On her part,
Sister Clara set the example by working, practicing her newfound religion, and
simultaneously modeling the skills required of a Muslima: that of wife, mother, and
community worker. In addition to pioneering the role of African American Muslima,
Clara Muhammad, along with other Black Muslim women offered moral and physical
support to their men and their faith.4°
This loyalty on the females’ part was most dramatically illustrated when Elijah
Muhammad and other Muslim men were arrested April 17, 1934, in Detroit. They were
charged with contributing to the delinquency of minors because they were keeping their
children out of the public schools. These black men were not satisfied with the education
their children were receiving in the public schools and believed that they could better
educate their children themselves. Elijah Muhammad was found guilty, fined $10.00,
and placed on probation for six months.4’ The Muslim women were in the courtroom in
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numbers, dressed in their long flowing garbs, with their heads covered, sitting in support
of their men and their faith.
Clara Muhammad, a strong advocate of education inspite of her own limited
schooling, supported the Nation’s efforts to teach its own children through the
educational arm of its community, the University of Islam, founded in 1932. Elijah
Muhammad believed that “All civilized people give the benefit of their knowledge, skill
and wealth to their own people. Those who do not are called traitors, defectors, spies,
tools, and Toms. . . .Get an education, but one which will instill the idea and desire to get
something of your own. A country of your own and jobs of your own.”42 While the
Muslims were happy to instruct their own, the Detroit Board of Education was less than
enthusiastic about the project and, therefore, caused some grief for the Temple People.
This distraction, however, did not stop the Muslims from educating their own. Muslim
education continued academically, religiously, and socially.
Arabic, considered the language of the Temple People, was taught during the day to
the students and at night to anyone, child or adult, who wanted to learn. Just as the F.O.I.
had a hierarchy within its ranks the same was true for the M.G.T.& G.C.C. The women
scholars had a Sister-Captain who trained, counseled, and directed the women by the
instructions of Clara Muhammad. According to oral tradition, Clara, in turn, had this
training from Fard Muhammad and her husband, Elijah. Sister Clara was indispensable
in this role since she had first-hand knowledge and experience of what needed to be done
and the manner in which it was to be carried out.
Clara Muhammad’s leadership of the Temple People coincided with her role as a wife
and mother. Between 1925 and 1933, Clara gave birth to five children: Lottie in 1925,
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Nathaniel in 1926, Herbert in 1929, Elijah, Jr. in 1931, and Wallace (Warith Deen) in
1933. ~ At the same time, she was performing the task of modeling and teaching Islamic
female behavior. She had barely gotten this responsibility under control and in place
when she was forced to be a single parent. The historical record suggest that due to
organizational dissention and attempts to usurp Elijah Muhammad’s leadership, her
husband had to flee from Detroit to Milwaukee for his life. Clara was given the reigns of
the household and Malik X was chosen by Elijah Muhammad to lead the Nation in his
absence.45
From 1935 to 1942, Elijah Muhammad simultaneously hid out and conducted
missionary work in Milwaukee and later Washington, D.C. While in Washington he
lived with Benjamin and Clara Mitchell Muhammad, an African American couple who
later converted to Islam. Elijah Muhammad used the names Elijah Evans and
Mohammed Rasool while living and preaching in D.C. When Benjamin’s wife, Clara
Mitchell Muhammad, was asked about Elijah Muhammad’s communication with his
wife during this time, she said that she did not know how they communicated with each
other but that they were in touch because Mr. Muhammad, as she called him, would often
tell her things his wife had said.46 It was also during this time that their last child, Akbar
1939, was born. This crucial stage in the Nation’s development became known as the
“Hiding Period,” and it lasted seven years, from 1935 to 1942.
While the Hiding Period was certainly a difficult time for Elijah Muhammad and his
growing number of followers, it is easy to surmise that it was also very traumatic for his
wife Clara. She was raising eight children without the support of her husband. In
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addition, others looked to her for leadership yet, at the same time, she was dependent
upon the charity of the Muslims for her maintenance.
In sum, while the 1930s was a period of awakening, growth and development for this
new religious group, its conception and birth were not without labor pains. Fard, who
had disappeared in June 1934, named Elijah Muhammad as his successor. The Temple
People of Islam, as the Nation of Islam initially called themselves, deified Fard and
named Elijah Muhammad the Apostle or Messenger.47 This is in direct contradiction to
many accounts that imply or postulate that it was Elijah, himself, who deified Fard and
then proclaimed himself as Messenger. In fact, Elijah Muhammad refused to allow notes
to be written down during the lectures. He did this to ensure that Fard Muhammad’s
words would not be taken out of context. Opposition to the messenger, as Elijah
Muhammad came to be called, arose and centered around this complaint. An added
problem was that the complaints were spearheaded by Muhammad’s youngest brother,
Kalot, who lived with him. Because the rebellion was family-led, this made a bad
situation worse and was the reason Elijah Muhammad left Detroit and his family for
seven years.48
Even worse, during this time of internal strife and external persecution, efforts to
exploit the Movement were attempted by both the Ethiopian nationalists and the Japanese
government. In both cases the groups were respected, but rejected, and not allowed to
spread their ideology among the respective members. To the Black Muslims, all
nonwhites were considered blacks and at one time the Nation of Islam viewed the
Japanese as a champion of the darker races. In fact, Satokata Takahashi, a Japanese
nationalist and propagandist who worked with the Nation prior to and during World War
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II, encouraged Elijah Muhammad’s speeches against American participation in the Asian
arena. As the Nation’s membership increased so did the FBI’s interest in Elijah
Muhammad and his rhetoric regarding the role of Muslims in World War II, as well as
their verbal support for Japan. Elijah Muhammad was supportive of Japan fighting. He
“even predicted that the Japanese would cross the Pacific Ocean in the Mother Plane to
herald the occasion when the white devils will be destroyed by dark mankind.”49
Fortunately, both the Japanese and the Ethiopians failed to penetrate the organization, but
their contact with the Nation did leave the door open for an adversary to emerge that was
more powerful than all others combined—J. Edgar Hoover and the FBI. There is
substantial information about how the Federal Bureau of Investigation unknowingly
increased the members of the Nation’s loyalty to Elijah Muhammad. The FBI’s
involvement also catapulted Mrs. Clara Muhammad to national leadership, and enhanced
the persona and appeal of Elijah Muhammad among African Americans during World
War II. This interesting turn of events is detailed next.
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CHAPTER 3
MY LIFE’S WORK: THE BIRTH OF A NATION
It may not answer all the questions,
but it is an answer to the crisis.1
David Dorsey
Fard Muhammad was arrested by the Detroit police on May 25, 1933 on charges of
disturbing the peace. He was questioned about his teachings of Islam and other matters.
The police were not satisfied with his answers and ordered him to leave Detroit, perhaps
hinting at the severity of the consequences if he chose not to leave.2 Without the benefit
of what the Muslims considered Fard Muhammad’s divine leadership, his absence from
the Nation caused internal factionalism and external attempts to exploit the internal
instability. Additionally Elijah Muhammad, his ablest and most faithful minister, was
forced to be “on the run” for seven years, from 1935-1942. Finally, in 1942 Elijah was
able to return to his family and wisely decided to move them and the national
headquarters of the now-called Nation of Islam to Chicago [hereafter referred to as the
Nation]. This move was influenced not only by constant police harassment but also
media demonization of the Nation that had been the hallmark of the Movement’s early
years in Detroit. While these stereotypes were discomforting, they were not devastating-
unlike the FBI who had both the means and the federal legislation, in the form of the
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Selective Service Training and Service Act of 1940, to make Elijah and Clara
Muhammad’s mission of nation building very difficult.3
During its initial development, the Nation of Islam lost thousands of members due to
organizational disunity, ideological schisms, law enforcement harassment, and outside
agitators.4 Elijah Muhammad was considered Fard Muhammad’s ablest and most loyal
minister, however, he was not the first one appointed by him. Two other ministers
proceeded Karriem, as Elijah Muhammad was then known, and neither man, Abdul
Muhammad nor Othman Au, considered Elijah Muhammad to be as qualified they for the
position of Supreme Minister. In terms of oratory skills and personal charisma, they were
correct. However, Elijah Muhammad had a quality that Fard found more useful than all
others—his unquestioned loyalty. As Elijah Muhammad became closer to his teacher,
the other two ministers, especially Abdul Muhammad, began to move further and further
away from Fard’s message. Abdul Muhammad, a former member of the Moorish
Science Temple of America, began to preach more and more based on the teachings of
Noble Drew Ali, and referred to Fard Muhammad’s theology only when it served his
purposes. Both men eventually left the movement, but not without causing divisions and
animosities before their departures. Abdul Muhammad later became Moorish American
and took some of the Muslims with him. Other splinter groups formed and as a result,
the unity of the Nation was broken.5
Another factor which further diminished the Nation’s membership was ideological
differences which arose among temple members. Fard Muhammad was ordered by the
police to permanently leave Detroit in June 1934. He left, but not before anointing Elijah
Muhammad leader of the fledging Nation. Although he had been appointed, some
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members did not agree or accept Elijah’s leadership. In fact, his own brother, Kalot,
spearheaded the rebellion of the Muslims who disagreed with Elijah Muhammad’s
methodology. For example, Elijah did not allow notes to be taken during training classes
for the ministers. This was probably done to ensure the consistency of the concepts
taught as well as to not arm possible dissidents with “a little wisdom.”6 This and other
factors caused a rebellion where nearly 75% of all his followers wanted to oust him, even
issuing death threats. During this ordeal, Clara Muhammad was by her husband’s side
and also had just given birth to their seventh child, Wallace. She often accompanied him
during his work. When the membership dropped from four hundred to only thirteen and
the death threats against Elijah Muhammad became more pronounced, he was forced to
leave Chicago. He fled to Milwaukee, seeking safety and support. Muhammad left
Malik X to run the group and Sister Clara, who had to live off the charity of a few
followers, operated the household in his absence. This was the first of several forced
absences Sister Clara Muhammad and the children endured away from Elijah
Muhammad7
A third factor causing a loss of membership in the early Nation was harassment by
law enforcement officials. Police crackdowns and persecution of Muslims was continual
in an apparent effort to root out and destroy African American Islam. There were several
skirmishes with the police, but one warrants comment. It occurred in April, 1934, when
public school officials ordered the University of Islam to be closed on the grounds “that
Muslim children were being illegally deprived of the benefits of pubic education.. .when
law enforcement officials attempted to close the facility, the instructors resisted and a
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scuffle ensued. Although there were no deaths, a number of police officers and Muslims
were injured.”8
Finally, outside agitators caused some believers to leave the group. One of the main
agitators was an Ethiopian, Wxyzewixard S. J. Challouehliczilczese, who attempted to
exploit the group financially. According to historian Andrew Clegg, the Ethiopian
nationalist attempted to divert the Nation’s money into a fund for the support of the
Abyssinian empire of Emperor Haille Selassie. The emperor’s nephew, Dr. Maluku E.
Bayen, was sent to America specifically to solicit financial aid for Ethiopia from African
Americans for help during the Italian-Ethiopian war. On August 25, 1937, Dr. Bayen
formed the Ethiopian World Federation Council, but it was Challouehliczilczese who
actively worked with the Nation of Islam in 1938.
The second outside group that attempted to exploit the instability of the Nation of
Islam was the Japanese nationalists. They did this by trying to influence the leadership
and ideological direction of the Black Muslims. A Japanese nationalist and propagandist,
Satokata Takahashi, helped encourage the Nation’s view of Imperial Japan as a champion
and friend of the darker races, in fact, the Mother Plane, which according to Nation of
Islam eschatology, was going to bring about destruction of the white world. This plane,
according to Fard Muhammad’s design, was being constructed in Japan and would be
flown by the Japanese. Takahashi was married to Pearl Sherrod, a former member of the
Nation of Islam, and was successful in siphoning off some Muslims to join his
organization, Development of Our Own. According to theologian and historian Richard
Brent Turner, Elijah Muhammad knew Takahashi and was a friend of his. With this kind
of theological and social support from the Nation, the Japanese made efforts to encourage
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the Muslims to resist the draft and use the Nation as a platform for spreading pro-
Japanese sentiment in the Black community. 10 These outside factors all combined to
decimate the number of Muslims and discourage others from joining.
Despite these political, social, and economic setbacks, Clara and Elijah Muhammad
continued their mission of nation building. From the small group of followers remaining,
Elijah Muhammad had to start, once again, rebuilding his numbers. After leaving
Milwaukee, he moved to Washington, D.C. and began to proselytize there, but the FBI
stepped in to put a halt to his activities. They arrested Muhammad and many other Black
leaders for failure to comply with the Selective Training Service Act of 1940.
As a conscientious objector Muhammad refused to register, as he had always said he
would do, because of his beliefs as a Muslim and what he termed the racist practices of
the American anned forces. He always said that he would not be used by white people to
fight their wars. Consequently, he felt compelled to object to the draft on the grounds of
religious belief and moral practices. Despite the continued harassment of the FBI,
membership in the Nation increased. Nevertheless, the FBI remained persistent with
their persecution. According to Elijah Muhammad:
We were moving from temple to temple and from
district to district just because we did not own our own
temple. The white people and the Christian dark people
were stimulating the owner of any place we had rented
as a temple to compel us to vacate the place through the
enforcement agency. The FBI did that many times,
telling the landlord to drive us out of his property. This
continuous persecution led me to think of buying our
own temple.”
Elijah and his followers refused to give up. Instead they relied on the ingenuity of
“taking trick and make luck,” that is to take something intended to harm you and instead
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make it work for your benefit. With that ingenuity and skill Elijah Muhammad re
established his own headquarters in Chicago, and later appointed Raymond Sharrieff, his
son-in-law, as head of the Fruit of Islam (F.O.I.), the male self-defense unit.
This move was probably in subconscious anticipation of a temple raid, which actually
did occur on Friday, May 8, 1942. However, the FBI did not arrest Elijah Muhammad at
Chicago’s Temple No. 2, but at his home on 1306 Girard Street under the name of Gulam
Bogans, one of Elijah Muhammad’s aliases. “Like his teacher, W. D. Fard, he assumed
many names and identities to cover his tracks. During those shadowy years, Elijah
Muhammad was known as Elijah Karriem, Elijah Evans, Gulam Bogans, Mr. Muckrnuck,
and Muhammad Rasool.”~2 Muhammad was taken into custody and interrogated for
fourteen hours at the Cook County jail. While in police custody, Muhammad was
questioned about virtually everything except why he refused to serve in the armed
forces.’3 Further, he was then photographed and given the ID number 40233. This
treatment was not a common practice with regard to draft dodgers. The evidence
suggests that Elijah Muhammad was treated this way in order for the FBI to gather
incriminating evidence on him, his organization, and other members regarding their
attitudes towards the war and America’s participation in it.
During the interrogation Elijah Muhammad explained what his organization did,
what it required of its members in terms of civil obedience, and how a Muslim lost his
Nation of Islam membership when he entered the armed forces:
MOHAMMED[emphasis in the original] stated that the
aim of the temple of Islam are to convert people to Islam,
which he described as “peace” or the entire submission to
the will of God. He stated that it is the aim of the
Temple of Islam to make people better themselves, and
that if they are successful in getting individuals into Islam,
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they can force them to reform in spite of themselves.’4
The FBI was neither convinced nor impressed and continued to grill the forty-five year
old leader relentlessly. The interrogation was so harsh, in fact, that at one point a
physician had to be called in to attend to the prisoner’s physical condition.’5
Unable to obtain incriminating statements from Muhammad, the FBI detained him on
charges of draft evasion since he had failed to appear for draft registration several months
earlier on February 16, 1942. When arrested, Elijah Muhammad informed the FBI the
reason for his actions:
Bogans said he had been advised by Allah
to have nothing to do with war or fighting,
which advice he is said to have passed on
to the 40 to 60 members of his sect. Allah
came to him in a vision in 1931, he said,
and he has been a Moslem ever srnce.16
He was placed under $5,000 bail. Even though Muhammad and his followers had the
legal right to exist and maintain peaceful means of proselytizing, the FBI engineered a
number of raids on temples designed to devalue and destroy the Nation’s influence.’7
One such raid occurred on May 16, 1942. The FBI raided Detroit Temple No. 1,
confiscating the Nation’s literature, apparently hoping to find some incriminating
evidence. This attack was followed by a series of subsequent raids on Muslim homes and
temples in Chicago and Milwaukee. Having arrested the leaders and stopped the flow of
resources, the FBI was hopeful that Muhammad’s followers would be either unable or
unwilling to post bail for their leader. Perhaps, under other circumstances, the Muslims
would not have been able to rally their resources but these were not normal times. The




Americans in the military, and the race riots near army bases in the South all had a
polarizing effect on a great many African Americans.’8
It was not only members of the Nation of Islam who were being arrested for draft
evasion. Other leaders of Black groups were also being detained and convicted on
charges of sedition in an effort to prevent their agitation for Black freedom. Those
leaders included Charles Newly of the Colored National Organization, who originated the
slogan “Talk Black, See Black, Walk Black and Mind Your Own Black Business;”
Stokely Deimar Hart, president of the Brotherhood of Liberty for Black Men (BLBM);
Mrs. M. Goree Moore, secretary of the BLBM; James Habija Graves, vice-president of
the BLBM; and F.H. Hammurabi Robb, lecturer and exhibitor of movies on Africa.
Bond for those ranged from $3,000 to $l0,000.’~
A second group arrested for so-called sedition was the Peace Movement of Ethiopia
headed by Mrs. Mittie Gordon, who was freed on $10,000 bond. She, along with three
others of the Peace Movement, advocated migration to Liberia. The third group, all of
whom were being judged separately, were members of the Temple of Islam. Thirty were
arrested and sentenced to jail for three years, including Mrs. Pauline Bahar, secretary,
who was released on $5,000 bond. However, Emmanuel Muhammad, Elijah
Muhammad’s son, was the exception, as reported in the Chicago Defender:
Sentenced to five years was Emmanuel Karriem,
alias Emmanuel Mohammed, alias Robert
Bridgeman, son of Muck Muhd a leader of the
religious order.When sentence was passed,
Karriem, head teacher of the temple declared:
I hope the Japs win the war.
Then all the Negroes will be 20
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These three group’s cases were very important in that they were the first wartime cases
involving so-called seditious acts by African Americans. It is important to note that one
of the most obvious cases of trumped-up charges by the FBI was against F.H.Hammurabi
Robb, a Ghandi follower. According to the Chicago Defender:
Robb in a statement declared: I have done all
in my power to cooperate with the FBI before
and since being taken into custody. I was not
a member of any of the organizations being
indicted. I stated to the FBI that I had shown
moving pictures and slides of black men all
over the world to some 30,000 people in schools,
churches, clubs, park groups, social centers and
libraries. . . .1 have always insisted according
to prophesy the future glory of the black man is
assured and he will use something of the technique
of Gandhi.21
Robb cooperated with the FBI and advocated the peaceful, nonviolent methodology of
Mohandas Gandhi as a means of social change. However, he was also pro-Black, which
was translated by the FBI to mean anti-white and pro-Japanese. However, for Robb and
other black leaders, being pro-black was not synonymous with being anti-white.
Robb’s case, along with others, points out the paranoia and persecution that
characterized the government’s attitude and actions against African American groups
during the 1 940s. The Nation of Islam was the largest, and had by that time become one
of the best organized and most active of the Black freedom movements and, therefore,
was the logical target for continued surveillance. Of the members of the three major
African American groups arrested in September 1942, the vast majority of those
incarcerated were members of the Nation of Islam: eighty-five African American
activists were arrested, sixty-five were Muslims.22
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The decision to focus on the Nation curtailed the persecution of some African
American groups, but this decision increased the FBI’s efforts to neutralize, or at least
minimize, the influence of the Nation of Islam by the incarceration of its leader Elijah
Muhammad. In analyzing the traditional methods to destroy African American
leadership, Dr. Na’im Akbar, an African American psychologist, postulates that:
Probably one of the most destructive influences which has
grown out of slavery is the disrespect of African American
leadership. The allegory is seen throughout nature that the
most certain way to destroy life is to cut off the head. Any
slave [and later any Black man] who began to emerge as a
natural head, that is, one oriented toward survival of the
the whole body was identified early and was either gotten rid
of, isolated, killed or ridiculed.23
The FBI believed that by cutting off the head, that is removing Elijah Muhammad, the
body of believers would die. They had not counted on the capability of Clara
Muhammad to step in and pick-up where her husband had been forced to leave off. Just
as she had once carried him, intoxicated, on her shoulders to their home in the 1930s, she
now resumed the role of carrier, and eventually leader, for a growing Nation of people.
Sister Clara’s role as leader began when Elijah Muhammad was arrested May 8,
1942, and held under $5,000 bond. During the subsequent temple raid a week later,
letters from Clara Muhammad, with certain instructions for activity, were found. The
FBI was not able to interpret the letter. In reality, the letter revealed that she was already
poised in a position of leadership and was in the stage of final initiation.
Her leadership began July 23, 1942, when Clara Muhammad arrived in Washington,
D.C. to post bail for her husband. The money had been raised by the Muslims who knew
that while the charges against Muhammad for draft evasion was legal they were,
nonetheless, unjust.24 At his arrest Elijah Muhammad explained:
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I realize that failure by me to register constitutes
a violation of Federal Law but the reason I did not
register is that in 1931 Allah told me I was registered
as a Moslem and belonged to him. . . .Allah has told
all Moslems that they should remain righteous and not
engage in fighting or military service of any kind.25
On July 23, 1942, Clara and her husband “were barely beyond the shade of the District
jailhouse before his attorney found them and warned, ‘For God’s sake, leave the city.
They are planning to get you tonight.” 26 Clara saved her husband’s life by refusing to
reveal his whereabouts to any inquiries. Later the couple left the District of Columbia and
traveled back to Chicago.
This legal shuttling back and forth ended a year later on July 23, 1942, when Elijah
Muhammad was sentenced to the Federal Correction Institute at Milan, Michigan, to
begin serving time as prisoner number 10039-MM.27 Prior to his arrest, in late July, 1942,
Clara Muhammad had been named Supreme Secretary of the Nation of Islam by her
husband, Elijah Muhammad. She served in this capacity from July 1942 until his release
in August 1946. This period, when her role was that of midwife, in birthing and
nurturing a Nation of people, is arguably her greatest contribution to the Islamic
movement in America.
Philosopher and poet James Allen once said that circumstances do not make the
(wo)man; it reveals her. The crisis in leadership for the Nation of Islam revealed publicly
what Elijah Muhammad always knew privately--his wife, while kind, intelligent, loyal
and compassionate, was also capable of leadership. On Clara Muhammad’s part, her
leadership of the Nation of Islam was neither planned nor intended, but occurred because
of the circumstances in which she found herself. Imam Ibrahim Pasha, who grew up in
the Muhammads’ household as a close friend of their grandson, terms Sister Clara’s
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hegemony as “a leadership of necessity.”28 Sociologist Hatim Sahib describes this
phenomenon by saying:
This leadership has developed in the process
of collective adaptation of concerted perspectives
built up in the interpersonal interaction. . .this
collective process indicates that to be a leader
of a group, one needs at least to grasp the
expectations of the group in order to be able
to lead the group through leading their
expectations.29
Sister Clara, who was then forty-two years old, carried the weight of a Nation of people
on her shoulders and an incarcerated husband and son on her mind. As First Lady of the
Nation of Islam, she also had the arduous task to define, represent, and model budding
Islamic womanhood. With the title of Supreme Secretary, though in fact the actual leader,
she was responsible for transmitting orders from Elijah Muhammad, in prison, to the
Muslim body politic, all the while observing, critiquing, and correcting the manner and
method in which those orders were implemented. Further, she had to be able to observe
and report to Elijah Muhammad any problems within the Nation. At the same time, her
job was to resolve those problems if she could not get to her husband for his input or
decision in a timely manner. 30 Just as importantly, she was still the mother of seven
children, consisting of adults, teenagers, and a four-year old child in her household. In
sum, Clara was Black, female, and Muslim in a white, Christian, male-dominated society.
Even within her own community she was an oddity in that she was the female head of a
male-dominated organization.
The contradictory circumstances which characterized this time in Sister Clara’s life
were difficult, but not unique in the lives of black women. She came into leadership in
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the early twentieth-century, a time which was still influenced by what Barbara Welter
termed “the cult of true womanhood.” She said:
The attributes of True Womanhood, by which a
woman judged herself and was judged by her
husband, her neighbors and society, could be
divided into four cardinal virtues—piety, purity,
submissiveness and domesticity. Put them all
together and they spelled mother, daughter, sister,
wife-woman. Without them, no matter whether
there was fame, achievement or wealth, all was ashes.3’
Clara had all those virtues, and more, in place. A more realistic definition of true
womanhood should have also included familial loyalty, strength of character, female
activism, racial uplift and leadership capability. Initially, they were not included in the
term and that, perhaps was why a more expanded, inclusive and realistic phrase
describing a woman with those all-encompassing, all-important qualities was coined. It
began with Clara Muhammad who, because of her pioneering work in the Nation, was the
first person the Muslims called “a truly Original Woman.” This term meant a Muslim
woman who had embraced and embodied all the teachings of the Nation of Islam.
This new phrase was coined by Elijah Muhammad for Black women to help uplift the
morale of Black women as a group. Although Clara Muhammad was leader of a group
of women, she was still an individual and though trained in the ideology of the Nation,
she was still influenced by the ideas of romanticism and the ideals of what constituted
true womanhood. Those concepts were still prevalent at the time and thus affected every
woman, even in the most intimate way. That is, a female’s thoughts, actions, and
aspirations were shaped by, limited to, and acted upon within that social framework. To
act in a contrary manner was to be considered unladylike, and while many women
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privately did not care what society thought of them, they were terrified of people’s public
actions towards them—especially Black women’s.32
In addition to being a role model, wife, and mother, Sister Clara had the added task of
national leadership. Like other roles she was given to play, she acted this one out with
grace and aplomb. This was no mean feat for a woman of color who was neither raised
nor initially encouraged to be a leader. She had no blueprints for her work and had to
forge a new field of female activism within an Islamic framework.33
One of her duties as interim leader included visiting her husband and son, as much as
possible, at the Federal Correctional Institute in Milan, Michigan. On those visits, she
had to contend with both the financial and emotional costs of her journey. Sister Clara
and her family were living off the charity of the Muslims and had to use some of that
money to pay transportation costs from Chicago to Milan. Further, she could not allow
herself the luxury of grieving as a wife and mother separated from her family. Instead,
she had to stand strong and keep her emotions in check while acting in the role of
believer and confidant. The Honorable Elijah Muhammad, the Nation’s captains,
ministers, and Muslim followers all relied upon her, but on whom could she rely? They
confided and consulted with her, but with whom could she confide and consult?
Another duty as interim leader was to disseminate orders to the leadership outside the
prison. She received and carried orders from her husband, but she did more than that. In
her husband’s absence, she became the stimulant and director of the group’s purpose and
activities, as well as the sustainer of their ideology and morale since her emergence as
leader.34 She did this by continuing to have the ministers hold meetings for the Muslims
and make efforts to recruit new members. Although she gave directives according to her
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husband’s dictates, when he was not available for immediate consultation, she made the
necessary decisions and the members obeyed. She helped to bolster her husband, son,
and other incarcerated Muslims’ morale by supplying them with verses she copied from
the Qur’an, writing them as often as possible, and visiting them when time and finances
permitted.
During Elijah Muhammad’s incarceration, Sister Clara often met with Nation of
Islam officials in her home, encouraging them and impressing upon them the seriousness
of their work. She also trained and directed the officials, male and female, who had great
respect for her. They knew that she was placed over them by Elijah Muhammad and by
obeying her, they were also obeying him. As interim leader, she was able to keep the
Nation operative at one of its most critical period. There was little or no challenge to her
authority by male officials mostly due to several factors: most dissidents had already left
the group, power was vested in Clara Muhammad by her husband, and her personal
strength and strong convictions helped to allay the fears of her husband’s followers. ~
Sister Clara changed the Nation by displaying feminine strength and leadership
during its most critical period of development, and the Nation, in turn, changed her. This
reciprocal shared influence is a social phenomenon explained by social behaviorist
George Mead. He writes:
The change of the community through the
individual becomes, of course, particularly
impressive and effective in history. It makes
separate individuals stand out as symbolic.
They represent in their personal relationships,
a new order and then become representative
of the community as it might exist if it were
filly developed along the lines that
they had started.36
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Because of her roles as co-founder, interim leader, and pioneer M.G.T., Clara
Muhammad had to grow in order meet the needs of her husband, family, her faith, and
her people. Her growth between 1942 and 1946 was protean. She changed, at least
outwardly, from a soft, low-keyed submissive woman to a First Lady who still spoke
quietly, though assertively and convincingly. Domestically, she went from a mother who
was gentle and loving to one who demonstrated her love though constant reminder for
correct moral behavior and admonition for her children to remember “you are the
Messenger’s children, and must live a thoroughly ethical Islamic life.”37 Finally, she
moved from a woman who was influenced and shaped by the traditional mores and
values of her husband and community, to one who now helped shape and define what
was Islamic, what was female, and what constituted true womanhood: in other words,
what it really meant to be a Black Muslim woman.
By the time Sister Clara Muhammad’s metamorphosis was complete, her husband
had become eligible for parole on December 17, 1943, but, for some reason, did not file
the necessary papers. On June 18, 1945, he did apply for parole, but was denied.
Finally, on August 24, 1946, Elijah Muhammad was released from the Federal
Corrections Institute and Clara Muhammad was released from her role as Supreme
Secretary, or intermittent leader, of the Nation of Islam. Her husband’s liberation also
allowed her the freedom to return once again to her primary roles of wife, mother, and
faithful follower of the Islamic faith. According to Nation of Islam philosophy, if a
Muslim woman has a man in her life that is both willing and able to take on the roles of
leadership and responsibility, then it is her duty to allow him to do so. As First Lady and
head M.G.T., Clara Muhammad naturally modeled and followed this rule. This helps to
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explain why she was willing to graciously return the reigns of leadership of her husband
once he was free.38
During the post-prison years, Clara concentrated once again on the role of further
defining and modeling Islamic femininity. She continued to teach Muslim women how
to behave at home and abroad, have good gender relations, and how to be an ideal wife
and mother. This was done through lectures at the mosque, personal training of M.G.T.
officers as well as any rank and file female member she saw needed help, and constant
monitoring of the M.G.T. classes. Further, she trained her daughter, Sister Ethel
Sharrieff, who subsequently became National Head Instructress of the M.G.T.& G.C.C.
Sister Ethel was responsible for training of all M.G.T.s in the Nation of Islam and
reported directly to her mother and her father. ~
Another area that was particularly close to her heart was the Nation’s school system,
called the University of Islam. Clara Muhammad loved children, anybody’s children and
was especially interested in the education and training of their minds, bodies, and hearts.
She often acted as a liaison between the schools and the Nation’s administration. She
would visit the schools often, attend their functions, meet with the teachers, ascertain
their concerns and then present them to her husband who would normally follow her
recommendations.4° In addition to the Nation’s children, she was equally concerned with
the moral and religious education of her own offspring. When queried regarding his
mother’s attitude about her children’s education, Imam Muhammad said that his mother
was very concerned about their academic education but was insistent, especially with
him, on his moral and religious training. If he was tired after studying, she would excuse
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him from his work but would not allow him to be less than honest, decent, or moral at
anytime under any circumstances.4’
Sister Clara experienced difficult and dangerous times during the 1940s and 1950s.
However, when asked what were the happiest times in his mother’s life, her son and
protégé said it was when her husband was accepted and respected as a leader of his
people. A second very proud moment for Sister Clara was when her youngest son,
Akbar, was accepted at Al Azhar University in Cairo, Egypt.42 In May, 1959, her first
desire was realized. All the hard work, the long hours, and personal sacrifices paid off
when 10,000 people came to hear her husband and their leader speak.43 Ironically it was
in Washington, D.C., the same city from which some seventeen years earlier Muhammad
had to flee for his life.
The year of 1946 was a significant year in the life Clara Muhammad and the Nation of
Islam. The year was both inauspicious and favorable at the same time. Inauspicious
because in February Malcolm Little entered prison, and in August of the same year Elijah
Muhammad was freed. According to the Bible story, Joseph, who was wrongly
imprisoned by his jealous brothers, said that what they intended for evil, God meant for
good. People in the Nation used the same story line to explain what happened in the case
of Elijah Muhammad. According to the Nation’s lore, in an effort to neutralize and
destroy the Nation, Elijah Muhammad was wrongly imprisoned by the FBI. It was
during his incarceration that Elijah Muhammad learned to proselytize prisoners who later
comprised a sizeable portion of his early followers. More importantly, one prisoner in
particular would later bring in a host of believers. His name was Malcolm Little.
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After experiencing moral and social bankruptcy, Malcolm was told about Islam by his
brothers arid sister and, subsequently, began corresponding with Elijah Muhammad while
in prison. Elijah had developed a special understanding and feeling for prisoners, having
been one himself. He had developed a method ofproselytizing and converting them from
their former criminal ways to that of an upright Black Muslim. Outside his family,
Malcolm was arguably his most important convert.44
On August 7,1952, Malcolm was paroled and went to live with his brothers and sisters
who were now his spiritual siblings as well. Having re-educated himself in prison,
Malcolm was ready to serve the cause of Islam. He was chosen by Elijah Muhammad
specifically to recruit young people into the Nation. He accepted the assignment with
vim, vigor, and vitality. He was so effective in his mission that he “increased the Nation
of Islam membership from about 400 when he had joined to around 4O,0OO.”~~ This
“Malcolmian” period was an important period of growth in the numbers, power, and
influence of the Nation, but it also marked a decline in the personal relationship between
Elijah and Clara Muhammad.
For some time, rumors were circulating regarding Elijah Muhammad’s alleged
infidelity with young women in the Movement--some going so far as to say that Elijah
had even fathered children by them.46 This was disappointing to Malcolm when he
realized the rumors were true, but for Sister Clara this revelation about her husband was
devastating. While Malcolm X and Elijah Muhammad had a father-son, leader-disciple
relationship, Sister Clara was even closer to her husband. She was his wife, most loyal
supporter and follower, friend, confident, helpmeet, the mother of his Movement and of
his children. And perhaps most significantly she had stood by his side and at times in his
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stead during the most dangerous and difficult time in his life. For him, as a girl she
defied her father, as a woman she discarded convention, as a Muslim she defined
traditions, and as a Mother she disciplined his children. Because of his actions she felt
betrayed.
Just as Imam Muhammad spoke of the happiest times in his mother’s life, he was also
asked what were her saddest. His response was, “There were two things my mother
never discussed and that [his father’s alleged infidelity] was one of them.”47 While Sister
Clara did not speak publicly or privately about his indiscretion, it was still universally
discussed. Rumors, gossip, and innuendoes had been circulating since 1955 regarding
her husband’s alleged affairs with young women within the Nation. The FBI, the
Nation’s gossip mill, the media, and other naysayers made sure she was confronted with
it at every turn. The FBI was particularly vocal and active with their allegations, going so
far as to mail letters to Clara from other women and using other underhanded methods in
an effort to cause the couple to break up, and consequently, the Nation to fall.48
Sister Clara’s personal tragedy was great. It is one thing for a woman to know of her
husband’s unfaithfulness--but quite another for the world to know it, especially when he
was being touted as the most moral of leaders. Further, Clara Muhammad felt betrayed by
her husband and by Malcolm, whom she considered a son, because he helped publicly
expose the matter. Her response to Malcolm’s public acknowledgement of what she
considered a private matter was, “I never thought he would do it.”49
For the sake of the Nation and the love of her family, Clara Muhammad decided to go
abroad, having been issued a passport June 25, 1959, to visit her youngest son, Akbar, in
Egypt. She believed that through her son’s learning, she had learned, too. Through her
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life experiences Clara Muhammad learned who she was and her purpose in life. She
demonstrated what Smith Hempstone said, “The purpose of education in its classical
sense is not to enable a person to perform a specific function but to enable him or her to
understand his or her place in the cosmos.”
On May 4, 1962, Sister Clara left America to visit her son Akbar Muhammad.5° It has
been suggested that she also wanted time away from the rumors and other pressing
domestic issues. In addition to her husband’s improprieties, her sons and a grandson
were openly questioning Elijah Muhammad’s theology. She needed some time to sort
through and think about the issues confronting her as a Muslim, wife, mother, and First
Lady. Cairo would give her that needed time and space. In Egypt, she was away from
the rumors and turmoil that was present within her household and the Nation of Islam.
With her son Akbar and his wife Harriet, she probably toured the pyramids, sailed down
the Nile, and prayed in Cairo’s famous masjids. This slip into anonymity allowed her to
think clearly and make the decision whether to separate or remain with her husband. She
decided to remain married to him.51
Sister Clara returned to the United States on October 17, 1962, and set about
reordering her life and her household, realizing that when one’s identity is given and a
role is defined, then the direction in which to proceed is a given.52 Consequently, she
confronted her husband about his “inappropriate behavior”, which he vigorously, and
understandably, denied; continued to act in the capacity of First Lady and role model for
the Muslim woman, and at the same time, tried to understand and contain the rebellion of
her children and grandchildren against their father and Leader. Desertion, defection, and
disenchantment was inconceivable on the part of anyone within the “royal family.”
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However, to have the heir apparent, the son prophesied by Fard Muhammad as “the one
born to lead the Nation,” rebel against the teachings was catastrophic. For in his hands
lay the power to bring down a movement and threaten to destroy a Nation. Clara
Muhammad had believed too long and had worked too hard to allow anyone, especially
her own child, to do this. The FBI’s harassment, her husband’s “inappropriate behavior,”
and her familial problems would have to wait, while she grappled with this greatest of
crises. How this bronze phoenix reemerged from the ashes of personal disappointments
to protect and direct her son and heir constituted Sister Clara’s final labor pains in giving
birth to a Nation.
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CHAPTER 4
MOTHER TO SON: THE LIFE AND LEGACY OF
SISTER CLARA MUHAMMAD
Well, son, I’ll tell you,
Life for me ain’t been no crystal stair.’
Langston Hughes
One of the worst vestiges of enslavement affecting Black people was the breaking of
familial bonds which resulted in the weakening of the African family in America. In
Africa, the family was the most important unit of the society and provided for its
members’ spiritual, mental, moral, and social growth and development. The vital support
system was undemiined during the African Holocaust and its resulting 300 plus years of
forced servitude in America.2
After emancipation, the Black family unit attempted to rebuild itself but socio
economic factors, as documented in W.E.B. DuBois’ landmark work, The Philadelphia
Negro, made it very difficult to do so3. Institutional racism, economic deprivation, and
societal stereotypes created obstacles to Black family stability. As a result of this
experience, many African Americans were existing in a state of deep psychosis which
manifested itself in their attitudes and behavior with and towards each other. Martin R.
Delaney, a prominent Black leader and activist of the nineteenth century, understood this
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people and their need for socio-cultural rehabilitation and national representation. He
said:
We have native hearts and virtues just as other nations....
But we have been by our oppressors, despoiled of our
purity and corrupted in our native characteristics, so
that we have inherited their vices, and but few of their
virtues, leaving us in character, really a broken people.
Being distinguished by complexion, we are still singled
out — although having merged in the habits and custom
of our oppressors — as a distinct nation of people.. .The
claims of no people are respected until they are presented
in a national capacity.4
As a pioneer Muslim woman, Clara Muhammad would have agreed with Delaney
and understood the importance of the family to a nation, and the need for personal
sacrifice to ensure its unity and well being. As a result of this, she did not leave
Elijah Muhammad when his marital indiscretions became known to her and later
became public knowledge. Further, she realized that as the Nation’s First Lady if she
left her husband, which critics of the movement would have liked, such action on her
part would bring down not only Elijah Muhammad and her family, but the Nation of
Islam as well.5 Part of her strong sense of self came from her training as a Muslim
and her work in pioneering the role of the ideal Muslim woman. She often said that
one should sacrifice and live for others, not for self.6 With that thought in mind, she
was able to continue onward and upward despite her personal problems.
According to newspaper accounts, oral interviews, and scholarly works, Sister
Clara was considered the ideal Muslim woman, as defined by the theology the Nation
of Islam. Thus, she was chaste, pious, loyal, and family oriented.7 Muslim women
were encouraged to have feminine grace, cultural refinement, and knowledge of how
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to act at home and abroad. Her main purpose was to be a good Muslim wife and
mother. Clara Muhammad was naturally endowed with these qualities,8 but
according to historical accounts, they were further developed and refined from an
Islamic perspective under the tutelage of Fard Muhammad. It was Sister Clara who
prepared his meals during the 1930s, and from him she learned the basics of Islamic
diet, dress, and etiquette. There is evidence that it was Fard Muhammad, not Elijah
Muhammad, who was the molder and shaper of Clara Muhammad as a Muslim
woman. In fact, husband and wife were both taught by Master Fard; however, the
knowledge disseminated and the roles assigned were different, yet complementary.9
As First Lady of the Nation and exemplar of a Muslim woman, Clara Muhammad
realized the need for the development of all aspects of a Muslima. Elijah Muhammad
had often said that a nation could rise no higher than its women. To enable the
African American Muslima to achieve the highest level of femininity, classes were
designed by Fard, developed by Elijah Muhammad, and implemented and monitored
by Sister Clara towards that end. Those classes, the Muslim Girl Training and
General Civilization Classes, also known by their acronyms as the M.G.T.& G.C.C.,
were designed to teach the Black Muslim woman how to show her dignity and self
respect, how to perform her duties as a Muslim wife and mother, and how to act at
home and abroad. The classes were held on Tuesday and Thursday nights and
instruction in cooking, sewing, nursing, child rearing, and proper gender relations was
part of the female curriculum. According to Tauheedah Mabmood, principal of the
Detroit branch of the University of Islam, Clara Muhammad was the first M.G.T. and
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trained her two daughters, Ethel and Lottie, as well as a number of other female
leaders who, in turn, taught others their role, rights, and responsibilities as a
M.G.T. 10
The M.G.T. member, as shown by Sister Clara, was encouraged to keep herself
clean at all times. The members were taught to maintain a feminine appearance as
well. The female attire was presented as follows: A woman was to wear jewelry and
stockings at all times when in public. Capes, gloves, and other accessories could also
be worn. Her shoes were to be tidy, and she was allowed to wear a variety of
headwraps. The type of headwrap she wore depended on her personal preference and
what she felt was most attractive. The styles included: the fez, which was a hat with a
dome on it; the square headpiece, which was folded in a triangle and was tied into a
knot at the side or the back of her head; the crescent, which was semi-circular in
shape and draped to the back; and the gele, a traditional West African headwrap.
Pants could be worn by both girls and women. They were loose-fitting and gathered
at the ankle, harem style. Tops were flowing and had to be knee-length when worn
with pants.”
Elijah Muhammad taught the Muslim women not to put chemicals in their hair.
Instead, they would loosen the curl in their hair by wearing a stocking cap and then
finger roll the hair on top of the head, which would cause their headwraps to fall
gracefully. No make-up was used because he told women that they were naturally
beautiful. In support of this idea, Muhammad Speaks, the official newspaper of the
Nation of Islam, often featured photo-essays and regular columns about the natural
beauty of the Black Woman.’2 In an April, 1962, article in Muhammad Speaks, “Are
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Fashion and Beauty the Same? Fashion is Seasonal but Beauty is Eternal,” Muslim
women were reminded what constituted true beauty:
All Black women are endowed with the basic
material for true beauty. A mind, heart, and
body already fashioned by the Perfect Creator.
We have only to develop them to their fullest
beauty. . .You as a black woman need only a
few basic rules to be beautiful. . . Cleanliness...
internal and externally at all times, for cleanliness
is next to Godliness. Modesty is a woman’s
most valuable asset. It makes her far more
noticeable and interesting.’3
In addition to emphasis on natural beauty and on how to work with her natural
charms, African American Muslimas were also taught how to dress in the most
feminine way. Women were told to “Dress to accent your femininity. Do not let
anyone change your perfectly designed body. . .Remember you are a woman and
femininity is your key to real beauty.”4 This mindset was encouraged by M.G.T.
class lectures by Clara Muhammad and newspaper articles were written for, and
sometimes by, Muslim women. Further, Muslim men were taught to value and
encourage these qualities in their women through their training in the F.O.I. classes,
as well as in lectures by Elijah Muhammad and lectures by other Muslim ministers.
The Muslim woman’s dress was modeled after Marcus Garvey’s UN[A Motor
Corp garments. The uniform, as it came to be called, was manufactured in Chicago
by the National Clothing Factory, and while of excellent quality, the cost was high.
The official uniform was white and had to be worn on Sundays and to all official
functions. Beige was worn on Saturdays to the M.G.T. classes, while pastels could be
worn everyday. Prior to 1967, the women’s garment was not standardized. Males
wore suits and ties, while the females were required to wear skirts below the calf and
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cover their hair when in prayer. They were not required to cover it while “out in the
world.”15
While all females were M.G.T.s., not all M.G.T.s were Vanguards. The
Vanguards were a group of select female Muslims who were chosen from among the
elite of the M.G.T.s. To qualif,r for the training class, a female had to be between the
ages of sixteen and thirty, in good health, and have correct height to weight
proportions. The purpose of the Vanguard was to protect the Muslim community in
the event anything happened to the men. While Vanguards were still considered
M.G.T.s, they had their own special classes and at one time had their own building, as
in Philadephia, which was especially equipped for their training:
The studies for our class has [sic] been held in a unique
building, fully equipped for the Muslim sister. This
building has kitchen facilities for cooking; sewing
room for pattern making to complete the garment;
laundry room with automatic washer and dryer;
charm room for hair care facilities, manicure and
facials included; needless to say a gymnasium with
facilities for physical fitness.’6
According to Vanguard Taryn Siddiq (Taryn 2X) of Brooklyn Mosque 7C, their
training was similar to the regular M.G.T., but taken to another level. They were
trained in martial arts for self-defense, leadership, character, poise, hosting, and
etiquette. In addition to their special training classes, they were also taught certain
information in those classes not told to the other M.G.T.s. For example, they were to
protect the women and children in case of an altercation, and they were trained to
remove female provocateurs from the mosque. 17
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The Vanguard also had their own special uniform which was pink with maroon
piping; however, when they were acting as hostesses for guests or on special
occasions, they would be on post, duty, outfront in their white uniforms which was
the official garment color for all M.G.T.s. In that dress, outsiders would not be able
to differentiate the Vanguard from other females, but the members of the Temple
knew who they were. Females in the Vanguard looked to Sister Clara for leadership
and support and they considered her the model M.G.T. and ideal Muslim woman.
She was known to be quiet, soft-spoken, with a very stately posture, yet she was also
considered strong in a ladylike way because of her handling of public and private
issues. This was how the M.G.T. was expected to behave and Sister Clara was the
model for it.’8
Grooming and personal hygiene classes were taught to all Muslims. Because of
the training from the classes, the behavior, manners, morals and appearance of both
the M.G.T. and the F.O.I., their male counterpart, could be easily seen by the African
American community, and these two groups became one of the Nation’s best
advertisement for reform and uplift. It is important to note that the National Temple
garment was, and still is, the only garment designed specifically for and easily
recognizable as belonging to the African American Muslima. The uniforms reflect a
long line of Black tradition, as well as deliberate effort ‘9and thought on the part of its
creators to reflect the culture of a growing nation.
An aphorism that was frequently repeated in the Nation was “A woman is a
man’s heaven on earth.” Elijah Muhammad taught that a nation can rise no higher
than its women and he made it a cardinal sin to disrespect or leave unprotected one’s
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wife or any female member of one’s family. Sister Clara taught the Muslim woman,
through the classes and by example, how to be a source of consolation and inspiration
to her husband. Her leadership demonstrated that the woman must be prepared to
master and command her place as a wife. She reinforced the idea that, “It is the
natural desire of every woman to become a wife and mother. . . .For the first time, the
black woman who waits to obtain her husband in the right way and live their married
life in the godly manner, is justified.”2° The weekly M.G.T. classes were overseen by
the local Sister-Captain, but were taught by various female teachers, or in Nation of
Islam terminology, instructresses. The most qualified woman would conduct the
prayer, cooking, sewing, childcare, exercise, health, drill, or English grammar class.
In addition to the work of Clara Muhammad, weekly M.G.T. classes, and individual
masjid newsletters, the Muslim newspapers also carried several columns and regular
features written by Muslim women. The articles and columns aimed at refining the
Muslima and educating her to be like Sister Clara the ideal Muslim woman, wife and
mother. For example, in the article “What is Cultural Refinement,” women are told
that the first step to being truly cultured and refined is to know your God and to have
knowledge of your people. That refinement included the knowledge of rearing a
child properly in an atmosphere of love and peace. The author of the article discusses
further what the Muslim woman learns in the classes. She says, “We learn how to
dress, how to eat, where to eat and when. We are instructed to treat all sisters with
delicacy, by doing so we develop the greatest respect and love for our kind.”2’
Other articles dealt with how to cook properly and serve food in the manner most
appealing; caring for clothing correctly; household hints and hygienic habits; the
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proper training of children; correct behavior and attitude with one’s husband; and
how to respect and treat other Black people. In addition, the articles were aimed at
informing African American Muslimas about women of color worldwide, but
especially the achievements and mistreatment of other Black women, Muslim or
not.22 Though separated, the Black Muslim woman was not isolated from the African
American community. In fact, the Muslim woman encouraged other Black women,
teenagers and adults to join them at Chicago’s famous Salaam Restaurant for forums
on social and education reform in the Black community.
Physical weliness was a great concern in the Nation of Islam. Twice a month a
female Believer would come and teach feminine hygiene. She would also weigh the
ladies and anyone over 125 pounds was fined five-cents for each excessive pound.
This was done to encourage weight control for health and spiritual reasons. The
M.G.T. member was taught to keep herself~, her family, and her environment clean. If
she was suspected, or was reported, to be dressing slovenly or having an unclean
house, the M.G.T. captain and lieutenant would make an unannounced visit to inspect
her home. When at the temple, her hair would be periodically inspected to ensure
that it was not unkempt underneath her head cover. Laziness and slovenliness were
unacceptable and not tolerated because training and help were available. The slogan
of “Wake up, clean up, and stand up” came into full play here. It was taught that a
“dead” person lives and behaves in any manner, but a Muslim is required to be
mentally awake, morally straight, spiritually and physically clean, and able to stand
on his or her own.23
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According to Mutawally El-Amin, former F.O.I. Lieutenant for the state of
Louisiana, the classes were taught for men and women and had a general civilizing
effect on both. In the F.O.I., the Fruit of Islam, classes, men were taught to be proud
Black men, standing tall. They were trained to be cleanly dressed, well-groomed,
well-disciplined, and taught to be willing to sacrifice their life for the protection of
the Muslim woman, their sister. The M.G.T. knew this and, for the first time, the
Black woman had someone to look up to as a protector. In addition, the emphasis
was on making sure that the F.O.I. member adequately and sufficiently took care of
his wife and family. This made the M.G.T. proud of her F.O.I. husband because she
had someone on whom she could really rely. This, in turn, made for a better
community life for the Muslims because of the general level of respect. The F.O.I.
was trained to provide for his wife and protect her at the cost of his own life,
therefore, the M.G.T. could not help but be proud of her husband. The women, in
turn, were taught how to be dignified and had such a reputation that men would move
off the sidewalk for them because they had seen the Muslim men do it. And it was
demanded of the F.O.I. that they would request the other men to do so, if they had not
already done so. The women knew this and walked proudly because they knew they
had a man to whom they could look up.24
Adilla Muhammad (Sister Captain Willie Marie X. Varnado), who was
M.G.T.&G.C.C. captain for the state of Louisiana, said that marital arrangements
were made through the M.G.T.-F.O.I. captains. If an F.O.I. was interested in a
M.G.T., he would inform the Brother-Captain who would approach the Sister
Captain, and she in turn would let the M.G.T. know of the F.O.I.’s intentions. If the
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M.G.T. agreed, her telephone number would be given to the F.O.I. by the Brother-
Captain who had received it from the Sister-Captain. The couple would then talk
with the intention of getting to know each other with marriage as their goal. There
was no unsupervised socializing, secret meetings, or premarital sex, and the rules of
socialization were similar to those of the orthodox Muslims. If an F.O.I. met a non-
Muslim whom he was interested in, he would bring her to the temple and make every
effort to convert her, however, whether the female was Muslim or not, the rules for
courtship were the same. The purpose of this restricted system of socialization was to
ensure that parties became acquainted with each other in a spiritual and mental sense
to determine compatibility, before physical contact, which was thought to lessen
one’s judgment, took place.
Taahirah Nadir, whose pre-Islamic name was Irma Faye X. Turner, was a
teenager when she accepted Islam and was so satisfied with it that she convinced her
mother and several other family members to join the Nation. She was the first
Muslim teenager in New Orleans and as such, the men and women in the mosque
wanted to protect her and make sure she had a good religious experience by receiving
the proper training through the M.G.T. classes. She met her future husband, author
Sharif Nadir, while cooking for the single F.O.I. men. She recounts her courting
experience by saying:
Courting in the Nation was one of the happiest times
times in my life. I had never known that there was
a decent way to court. I really enjoyed it. My husband
and I became friends before we were married. We
didn’t sleep together or kiss, and we thought that you
had to do that in order to have a good relationship. We
really cherished that part. The M.G.T. classes taught me
how to take care of my family and what was most important
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to me. If I was out in the street, I think I would put my
friends before my family because that’s the way I was
going. But by being trained in the M.G.T. classes and being
Muslim, I know that Allah teaches us that family is first.
Marriages were performed by the Brother-Minister, announced in the temple,
and registered in City Hall. Children born to the union were raised in the Nation and
educated in its school system, the University of Islam, but were required to apply for
their own “X” when they reached the age of sixteen. It is interesting to note that
Elijah Muhammad strongly encouraged marriage among the Muslims, but forbade the
Muslim men and women to marry outside of the race, whether the foreigner was
Muslim or not. If a person did so, they would be put out of the Nation and would no
longer be considered a Believer. In the article, “Warning to M.G.T. and G.C. Class,”
from Muhammad Speaks~, Elijah Muhammad says to them, male and females:
I will not permit it. God has not sent me to mix any
such thing as intermarrying or associating in such
a way as “sweethearting” with foreign people.
A closer knowledge of this will be given to
anyone of you who would like to come and
ask me personally, but you are not to do these
things. God is only after you to make you an
example for the world to be guided by. 26
Clara Muhammad was the first and foremost of all the M.G.T.s. She was
respected by the F.O.I., and recognized by the M.G.T, as a person who would plead
and lead their cause. Muslim women were in solid support of her activities as First
Lady and head M.G.T. They supported Sister Clara emotionally, socially, and, when
possible, made economic contributions to her.27 They realized that this “pocket
money” was her own to do with as she wished above and beyond the allowance
which her husband might give her. She used the money to further the cause of Islam,
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to help pay for her own children’s higher education and, especially, to make
donations to youth education.
Research suggests that the Nation in general, and the classes in particular,
emphasized the equality of all Muslims, which gave rise to the saying, “There are no
big “I’s” and little “U’s.” Still, where there is power there is also the potentiality for
corruption and abuse. Everyone who joined the Nation was not sincere. While most
were sincere, a few were not and the insincere who gained positions of authority
abused their power.28 They sometimes used humiliation, intimidation, and violence
to bring about the desired results or fill a quota, and women were sometimes doubly
victimized. Females were placed on pedestals as paragons of virtues, but could and
would be toppled from that pedestal by any Temple infractions. Physical abuse on
the part of husbands, while definitely not encouraged and sometimes severely
punished, was not unheard of.29
On the whole though, Muslim women benefited from their membership in the
Nation of Islam and their training through the M.G.T classes. Those classes and other
domestic and family-oriented programs were directed by females. For each office a
man held within the temple, there was a corresponding female position except for that
of Minister. The Secretary could be a woman, but it was not encouraged as that
person had to work closely with the Minister who was always a man. Thus, the
female Believer exerted power and influence in the mosque, though not to the same
degree or in the same areas as the males. This role differentiation is not an anomaly
and conforms to the longstanding norms for Muslim men and women throughout the
world. It is important to note that in this respect, as in many aspects of the Nation,
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the principles of orthodox Islam was adhered to, but deculturated to fit within an
African American Islamic framework.3°
Clara Muhammad was the first and foremost among the M.G.T., or prima inter
pares, first among equals. As such, she was widely respected and closely imitated.
An article in Muhammad Speaks mentions the early sacrifices made by her in helping
to establish Islam in America and her role at that time as First Lady:
Today, Sister Clara Muhammad is a woman of
infinite grace and charm. Her smile is always
radiant and for real. She is a hostess par excellence
and her fantastically varied wardrobe is a mirror
of style and good taste. As a Mother and wife,
she has no peer.31
The M.G.T. classes continued as defined by Sister Clara and were later headed by
her daughter Ethel, who became Supreme Captain for all women in the Nation of
Islam and as such was responsible for the curriculum and implementation of all
M.G.T. classes nationwide. It was her responsibility to see that each woman who
became a Muslim was properly instructed in the role of a Muslima. Bazaars were
held to display the domestic skills Muslim women acquired from their training and
also as a means of earning extra income for the women. Sister Ethel, who was also a
manager in one of the Nation’s dress shops, was very active in this area and as the
wife of Raymond Sharrieff, National Supreme Captain of the Fruit of Islam, the
administrative arrangement worked out very well.
It is important to note that during the early and middle phases of the movement, all
of Clara and Elijah Muhammad’s children were involved in the Nation’s activities.
Emmanuel (Ayman), the oldest, had been incarcerated with his father for draft
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evasion in the 1 940s and initially worked as a laborer to support his family. He later
became manager of one of the Nation’s dry cleaning shops and was assisted by his
brother Nathaniel (Musalli) who was also a minister in Kansas City, Missouri.
Herbert (Jabir) served as the Nation’s public relations director, manager of the
Nation’s bakery, and later became Muhammad Ali’s manager. The second daughter,
Lottie (Rayyah) was Dean of Women for the Nation’s University of Islam in Chicago.
Elijah, Jr. was national Assistant Supreme Captain of the Fruit of Islam and local
captain of Temple Number 2 in Chicago, which is where the honor guard and
personal security force for Elijah Muhammad was selected. He also worked for the
bakery shop owned by the Chicago temple and was night watchman for the temple
and the University of Islam. Wallace (Warith Deen) was assistant minister, minister,
and later Supreme Minister under his father’s administration. Akbar, the youngest, at
one time was secretary for Temple Number 2 in Chicago and also served as a
bookkeeper. He later graduated from Al Azhar in Cairo, Egypt in Islamic law and
was sent to New York city by his father, under the care and supervision of Captain
Joseph and Malcolm X, to teach Arabic throughout the Muslim schools. Sister Clara
raised and trained all her children to be active in the faith and to serve the
community.32 Because of the personal and intense training of her mother, Sister
Clara, Ethel Sharrieff was able to assume the role of National Head of all M.G.T.s,
thereby freeing her mother to be more active in another area of the development of
Islam in America--her work in the field of Islamic education.
In addition to nurturing and leading the Nation of Islam during the most critical
period of its existence, pioneering and modeling the role and responsibilities of a
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Muslim woman, Sister Clara was very active, both as a Mother and as First Lady, in
the education of the Nation’s children. The University of Islam No. 1, located in
Detroit, was founded in 1934. Its mission was to teach the Muslim children
knowledge of self and how to build their own Nation. Since the Muhammads, along
with other Muslims, did not believe that their children were receiving the best
education in the public schools, they withdrew the children in order to educate them
according to their beliefs. In addition to the standard curriculum being taught from
an African American perspective, knowledge of self as a Muslim and a Black
American, instruction in Arabic and moral education were considered essential. They
taught their followers that “Every Temple of Islam should have a school of its own
no matter how poorly equipped. It is much easier to teach than to reteach. You say
we have no money, true, but remember the humble beginnings of our ancestors, no
books, no lights, under threat of death, even death and mutilation when caught, but
they found a way, and so must we.”33
In response to what was perceived as miseducation by the public schools, Clara
and Elijah Muhammad removed their children from the Detroit Public School system.
The main issues were who would determine what the children would learn and what
constituted true education. This action caused a great deal of controversy and Elij ah
Muhammad was arrested and fined. This, however, did not deter Sister Clara from
continuing to agitate for a Muslim school. She continued to keep her children out of
the school system and worked hard to ensure that they had a good academic and
Islamic-based education. She did this by opening the school for Muslim children in
her own home, as well as supporting her husband and the other Muslims who were
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arrested, tried, and fined for their Islamic educational activism. Her work included
continuing the school, comforting the families of those who were incarcerated, and
encouraging the other Muslims to stay the course. Even though she had excelled
with just a seventh-grade education, Sister Clara wanted better educational
opportunities for her children and the other children as well. Consequently, she had
other Muslims who were more educated than her to teach the children because she
said that she had taken them “as far as she could,” and she wanted the best for them.
When the Muslims were able to open their own Islamic school, its official
name was Muhammad University of Islam and later became known as the University
of Islam. The purpose of the school was to educate Muslims, children or adults, to be
assets to their people and to be able to “do for self.” That is, “. . .to give us leaders
with a solid background and pride of our heritage which he can carry into any walk of
life and take his place among the nations of the world.”34 Despite their noble aim, the
schools were closed down by the Detroit School Board, only to be reopened later.
One of the first schools to be reopened was on the site of the original one with
Tauheedah Mahmood as its principal. Mrs. Mahmood had converted to Islam in
June, 1949 and along with her husband, Ahmad Wahid Mahmood, frequently hosted
Elijah and Clara Muhammad when they came to Detroit for the purpose of
propagating Islam. It was after Elijah Muhammad was released from jail in 1946 and
had rebuilt the movement that he and Sister Clara traveled to Detroit to ask Sister
Tauheedah to reopen the Muslim school.
As he sat with his wife Clara, Elijah Muhammad told Sister Tauheedah to expect
harassment from the Detroit public school officials as this had been their pattern and
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practice with regards to the Muslims and their school. Elijah Muhammad also
advised her to examine everybody in the Temple from the minister on down to rank
and file members in order to determine their educational level. Once their tests were
graded, she sent the results to Elijah Muhammad. He told her to ask for donations
from the community so they could buy textbooks and prepare to open and operate the
school. Just as importantly, they were to use the same textbooks that the public
schools used, along with an additional Islamic history textbook. The Muslims wanted
a holistic education and consequently wrote books which reflected their own
theocentrism. One of the first textbooks was written by Sister Christine, an M.G.T.
member who was also the Director of the University of Islam.35 These books were
used in addition to standard textbooks. Elijah Muhammad, who had the title of
Director of Muhammad University of Islam, also advised Sister Tauheedah to allow
the public school officials to visit the school whenever they wanted to.
Clara Muhammad helped Sister Tauheedah in her work as the school principal and
in her role as a Muslim woman. As head M.G.T., Sister Clara invited Sister Principal
Tauheedah to her home in Chicago where she taught her to prepare food according to
Islamic dictates. Sister Clara also instructed her about the behavior and qualities
necessary for a M.G.T. According to Sister Tauheedah, Clara Muhammad was as
strict as a mother and “Would tell you if what you were doing was un-Islamic,” but at
the same time she was always kind, generous, and willing to help. Sister Clara was
supportive of the school’s re-opening efforts and would send boxes of her own
clothes, which she had received as First Lady, to the school because she wanted the
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ladies to look good. According to Principal Tauheedah, Sister Clara believed that
they represented all Muslim women and needed to look and act their best.36
With the mandate and support of Elijah and Clara Muhammad, Sister Tauheedah
started from the basics, much as her friend and mentor Sister Clara had done. Both
women worked hard. On August 3, 1953, the school opened with over 100 students
from grades one through twelve. As expected, Superintendent Sullivan of the Detroit
Board of Education later visited the school. He admonished Principal Tauheedah that
the school needed to be registered. She refused to close down the school.
Consequently, Superintendent Sullivan contacted the Department of Education for the
State of Michigan and insisted that State Superintendent of Education, Dr. Taylor, to
inspect the school’s facilities.
Mr. Adar Muhammad was head of school security when the two superintendents
arrived unannounced. As Elijah Muhammad had directed her, Principal Tauheedah
allowed them in and she walked through the facilities and answered Dr. Taylor’s
questions as he toured the school. After completing the inspection, he told Detroit’s
Superintendent of Public Education that “The schools were fine—leave her alone.”
After that, the University of Islam No. 1 never had trouble with the State Department
of Education.37
Sister Tauheedah was principal and teacher in Detroit from August 3, 1953, to
June, 1957, at which time she moved to Chicago and taught in the high school
department of the University of Islam No. 2. Later, while in Chicago, she later
became Assistant Directress for all the University of Islam schools nationwide. The
Director was always Elijah Muhammad, while Sister Clara was always its greatest
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benefactress. As Assistant Directress, Sister Tauheedah oversaw the day to day
operations for all the schools and acted as a liaison between the Director and the
national staff. In this role of benefactress and advocate Clara Muhammad worked
diligently, but unofficially, to help the school achieve its goal. She had great faith in
the University of Islam and all her children were educated within the system. Her
grandchildren also attended the U.O.I. and graduated. In addition to her moral
support, Sister Clara gave financial donations to the school and made appearances at
the various functions, meetings, and school science fairs, thereby lending the prestige
of her position as First Lady to the University of Islam school system.38 In honor of
her pioneering work in Islamic education, Sister Clara’s photo was put on each
graduation program. At each graduation she attended, she gave a rose and a $5.00
donation to each graduate. This was a tradition she continued until her death in 1972.
Clara Muhammad played the roles of intermittent leader and M.G.T. pioneer. Her
final, and one could argue most lasting, contribution to the establishment of Islam in
America was as a mother and a mentor. While her brief leadership of the Nation,
establishing the role of the Black Muslim woman, and helping to establish Islamic
based education in America had an important effect on Black Islam nationally, her
final contribution to the establishment of Islam in America was equally significant.
She exerted considerable influence on her seventh child, Imam Warith Deen
Muhammad (Wallace), who was also heir to the leadership of the Nation of Islam. It
should be noted that while his father’s leadership was exclusive and national, Imam
Muhammad’s leadership role is inclusive and international in scope. Through his
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leadership he provides what some suggest is a much needed legitimizing link to the
international Islamic community. ~
Wallace Delaney Muhammad was the seventh child of Elijah and Clara
Muhammad. He was born October 30, 1933 in Detroit, Michigan, and was reported
to have been named by and after Fard Muhammad while still within his mother’s
womb.4° Further, legend states that he was prophesied by Fard Muhammad to be the
one to lead the people into the Promised Land of Islam. Elijah Muhammad had often
said that he did not come to teach Islam, but to prepare his people for it. Clara
Muhammad had the task to prepare her son, as well as her people, for his future role
as leader of the Nation of Islam.
According to Sister Clara, from the time she was pregnant with her son Wallace,
hereafter referred to as Imam Muhammad, she was aware of the significance and
importance of the child within her womb. Followers observed that after his birth,
Sister Clara always kept Imam Muhammad with her in order to guide, critique, and
correct his spiritual growth and development. He was trained in both academic and
spiritual knowledge. The first phase of his training was accomplished through his
attendance and graduation from the University of Islam in Chicago. At the University
of Islam, Imam Muhammad was trained in the knowledge of self and Arabic, as well
as in other traditional academic subjects. He was a good pupil and fulfilled the
requirements of his school and his parents.4’
After graduation from the University of Islam, he attended Wilson and Loop
Junior College where he studied microbiology, the humanities, and the social
sciences. Imam Muhammad was given an administrative position in the Nation
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which led to his being appointed Minister of Philadelphia’s Temple No. 12, a position
he held from 1958-1961, while his brother Akbar was sent to New York to teach
Arabic to the Muslims there.42 Minister Wallace, as he was called, led one of the
most active and influential temple in the Nation and had the youngest group of
administrators as well. As Minister, it was Imam Muhammad’s responsibility to see
that the teachings were disseminated and that the laws were carried out. For example,
because the M.G.T. was not allowed to use chemicals to straighten her hair, once a
woman became Muslim she had to learn other ways to groom and beautify her hair
without the use of a perm or a straightening comb. These, and other matters,
including his arrest for draft evasion, were done in compliance with the dictates of his
father.43 While Minister of Temple No. 12, Imam Muhammad’s mother visited him
several times in Philadelphia. She came to visit the Temple in the capacities of First
Lady and head M.G.T., as well as the Minister’s mother. On each occasion, he
treated his mother in accordance to her rank and standing. ~ On the whole, Minister
Wallace was an ideal follower and proponent of his father’s teachings, therefore,
when a split between father and son later arose, it was theological more than personal.
While in the positions of heir apparent and leader of an influential temple, Imam
Muhammad followed his father’s Teachings and directives as closely as possible.
Nonetheless, he began questioning the theology which he had been raised to believe.
He said that he was never left alone, as a young person, except on one occasion. On
that particular occasion, his parents went to the Temple leaving him alone at home.
He had been wondering about the essence of God prior to this and prayed that God
would show him who He was. He prayed fervently and came to realize that Fard
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Muhammad was not God. From that point on, around the age of twelve, he began to
question within himself, the theology of the Nation of Islam.45 As he grew older, the
self-examination grew more intense and it became more and more difficult to support
his father’s Teachings in light of his formal training in the religion of Islam, coupled
with the moral and financial corruption that was occurring within the Nation. It had
become impossible to ignore some basic truths. 46
Having questioned, for some time, the theological ideas as well as the practices of
the Nation, Imam Muhammad would often have conversations with his mother about
her position on certain points, principle of which was the idea of Fard Muhammad
being God incarnate. After some discussion and questioning with her son, Clara
Muhammad admitted that Fard Muhammad had never actually told her that he was
God. In fact, Sister Clara said that he, Fard, would often say that he would have to
wait on his Allah, and use other such phrases. All of which indicated that Fard
recognized the separateness and divinity of Allah, God, and did not attribute that
quality to himself. Rather, his followers deified him because they did not know how
else to address him.47 Also, it is of significance that Imam Muhammad’s older
sisters, who knew Fard Muhammad well, agreed with their mother, regarding his self
description.
For people in the Nation this became a very significant theological point of
contention because if Fard was not God, then Elijah Muhammad could not be his
Messenger. Reformer, yes, but Messenger as defined in the religious sense, no.
Sister Clara eventually accepted this truth, but not before seeing her son suspended
from the Nation of Islam a number of times for questioning and then teaching this
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idea. Imam Muhammad’s teachings regarding the nature of God developed as a
natural outgrowth of his own beliefs and personal exegesis. His position or beliefs
were considered heterodox and Imam Muhammad was excommunicated several
times for articulating them.48
During his suspensions, he worked as a painter, restaurant manager, welder, and
carpet cleaner in order to support himself. No sooner was he reinstated than he would
be suspended again for yet another remark. The conflict between Warith Deen
Muhammad and his father took place for over fourteen years, approximately 1960-
l974.~~ Imam Muhammad’s youngest brother, Akbar, and his nephew, Hasan
Sharrieff, were also suspended because they, too, questioned and disagreed with
Elijah Muhammad’s theology, leadership, and lifestyle.50 While the body politic and
the ‘royal family’ members were disturbed and confused about the rebellion and
possible abdication of Imam Muhammad, Clara Muhammad was in a more delicate
position because he was not only the heir-apparent, whom she had spent her life
preparing for leadership, but also her beloved son.
The evidence suggests that as a realist, Sister Clara knew that her son had grounds
for his questions and objections, but outright disobedience and questioning of Elijah
Muhammad’s messengership, who was also his father, was untenable for her. She
considered his behavior disloyal on several levels, nevertheless, she always let him
know that while she did not agree with him, she loved and respected him. She knew
that her son’s dissent was based on principle, not solely on personal considerations,
and since she had raised her son to be moral above all things, she understood his
behavior.5’
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Later, when Warith Deen Muhammad’s life was being threatened and his
movements monitored, it was his mother who helped save his life.52 Warith Deen
Muhammad went to the press and the FBI in an effort to stay alive. “Like Malcolm
X, Wallace came to believe that staying alive meant staying in the public
consciousness. Unless he could gain the sympathy of the non-Muslim world, he felt
that he would either be killed off quietly or forced to live in fear for the rest of his
days.”53 While his public disavowal of his father’s teachings and the acknowledged
harassment by the F.O.I. did help ease the threats and intimidations from the Nation,
it was his mother who told Elijah Muhammad, “Don’t touch him. Don’t lay a hand
on him.”54 It is not inconceivable that her stance forced her husband to use orders to
that effect. By her doing so, Clara Muhammad, as First Lady, evidenced her strong
commitment as a mother. Her actions, in effect, killed two birds with one stone, so to
speak. She helped quell the rebellion and turmoil within her household and the
Nation, itself, and, at the same time, laid the groundwork for the reconciliation of
father and son, leader and heir. There is evidence to support the idea that in knowing
which role to play and the way in which to do it, Sister Clara may have prevented
another high profile assassination of a Black Muslim leader. This action kept her
family and the Nation in tact, and ensured that the people would continue in the
direction that had been originally charted for them in 1933. ~
Part of the eschatology of the Nation was the belief that there was no afterlife, in
the Islamic orthodox sense, therefore death was not to occur in the same manner.
Nation of Islam theology stated that believers would live indefinitely, therefore, when
Clara Muhammad died on August 12, 1972, the idea that death could be and was a
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fact of life, even for them, was concretized. Sister Clara became ill with a stomach
ailment and was told by doctors at Mercy Hospital in Chicago that it was terminal.56
Always a family woman, she chose to die at home with her family and supporters
surrounding her. Her passing was noted with quiet dignity by the Nation of Islam, as
well as the African American community and the white press, much as her life had
been lived. She was seventy-two years old.57
The funeral took place at the newly opened Masjid No. 2 in Chicago on Tuesday,
August 15, 1972, Sister Clara was the first person to have funeral rites performed
there. Her body was wrapped in the traditional Islamic style for burial and the funeral
rites were spoken in Arabic and lasted approximately five minutes. “From a good
distance, as you traveled south on Stony Island Avenue toward the Temple of Islam
No. 2, the Muslim women [M.G.T.] were strikingly visible on the church [mosque]
steps, dressed in flowing white, waiting immobile, like rocks of faith.”58 Clara
Muhammad would have been proud of the women she had nurtured and trained
because they epitomized what she had stood for all her life—grace, dignity, and
Black femininity. Her funeral was large and police reported that nearly 100,000
people paid their respects to Mrs. Muhammad between 10:30 A.M. —3:00 P.M. ~
Clara Muhammad was married to Elijah Muhammad for fifty-five years. The
seventy-five year old leader led a two-hundred-car, nearly three miles long funeral
procession to the family burial plot in Thornton, Illinois where Sister Clara was
buried next to Marie Poole, the mother of Elijah Muhammad. Though grieved, her
son Elijah Muhammad, Jr., as F.O.I. Captain of Temple No. 2, conducted traffic
while her husband was escorted by other F.O.I. members. “Sources within the
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religious organization indicated that Mr. Muhammad was considerably distraught
over his wife’s death despite the fact that doctors alerted him months ago that there
was little chance of her survival.”60
Her passing was a great tragedy to her family and the members of the Nation of
Islam. She had been there from the beginning, always loyal, always a Muslim,
always a lady. Despite the personal and political upheavals Clara Muhammad had
experienced as a wife, mother, pioneer M.G.T., and as First Lady of the Nation of
Islam, she persevered despite those obstacles and became iconic in her own right.
Her husband, and a Nation, would miss her because she had stood by his side and, at
times, in his stead with a spirit of feminine grace, personal sacrifice, and intelligent
leadership. In doing so, she pioneered and defined the role and lifestyle of an
African American female Muslim in life. By her death, she left an important legacy
as an “Original Woman.”
Change is inevitable and the change in leadership for the Nation of Islam came
when the ailing Elijah Muhammad was pronounced dead at 8:10 a.m., February 25,
1975 of congestive heart failure. He was seventy-seven years old. Warith Deen
Muhammad was forty-one years old and was named Minister and Leader of the
Nation of Islam.6~ Prior to his death, Elijah Muhammad had reinstated Imam
Muhammad within the Nation’s fold and had given him a ministry in Chicago. When
a group of ministers taped Imam Muhammad’s teachings and took them to his father,
hoping to further discredit him and possibly cause another suspension for him, to their
surprise “he [Elijah Muhammad] jumped out of his seat and applauded and said, ‘My
son’s got it!’ Muhammad went on to say, ‘My son can go anywhere on earth and
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preach.”62 With that statement, Elijah Muhammad gave permission for his son and
successor, Warith Deen Muhammad, to preach “as he saw fit.” Some observers have
suggested that in doing so, he was actually paving the way for the Nation of Islam to
accept Orthodox, or Sunni Islam, and at the same time confirming that Clara
Muhammad’s preparation of her son for leadership had been both correct and
complete. With his death, Elijah Muhammad’s mission to the Black man had ended.
As if by pre-arrangement with fate, the Honorable Elijah Muhammad’s demise
occurred one day before the annual Saviour’s Day convention which was held in
Chicago to honor Fard Muhammad’s birthday, February 26th• This was also the time
when all Muslims could hear Elijah Muhammad speak in person and see Clara
Muhammad with the M.G.T.s.63 His death caused a great uproar and all of the Nation
of Islam’s major ministers were called to Chicago. F.O.I. Lt. Captain for the State of
Louisiana Mutawally El Amin was there for the convention. He stated that all the
major ministers and personalities of the Nation were there. They included boxing
champion Muhammad Ali, Herbert Muhammad, Au’s business manager and the son
of Elijah Muhammad; Yusef Shah, minister of Temple No. 2 of the Nation’s
headquarters; clinical psychologist Dr. Na’im Akbar; Louis Farrakhan, national
spokesman for the Nation and protégé of Malcolm X; Silas Muhammad, the late
leader’s nephew; and, of course, W.D. Muhammad. Many others were there and
several names were placed in nomination for successor, but Warith Deen Muhammad
was elected Supreme Minister because of his wisdom, learning, and anointing by both
Fard and Elijah Muhammad. With his installment, the First Resurrection, as the
period from 1934 to 1975 was known, came to an end.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION: AN ORIGINAL WOMAN
What you do today that is worthwhile,
inspires others to act at a future time.’
Marcus Garvey
A biography is an identity in motion. It is not fixed because new information is being
discovered and previously held beliefs are being critiqued, corrected, confirmed, or
discarded. In writing a biography, one must be careful not to accept information
presented as a self-evident truth with little or no research to confirm or deny it. Clara
Muhammad’s biography is such a work in motion with this research being an initial
inquiry.
The evidence suggests that Clara Muhammad had three identities: an individual
identity, a familial identity as a wife and mother, and a socio-religious identity as a
Muslim and First Lady. Clara Muhammad assumed these three identities because she
had multiple roles to play in the founding and development of the Nation of Islam.
Although her roles were varied, her sources of power were unified and deeply rooted in
her religious belief system.
Her frame of reference was a heterodox form of Islam as taught to her and her
husband by Wallace D. Fard. To explain her doctrinal innovation is not to excuse it, but
to help correctly access her life and work by placing it within its proper historical context
rather than viewing it in an isolated theological framework. We know that the Nation
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emerged and was influenced and affected by the prevailing socio-economic and political
conditions of the time, but its origin and growth was not merely a form of social protest.
Clara Muhammad’s life and work with the Nation followed similar lines. She and the
Nation mutually influenced each other and, as such, her life and work with the Nation
included, but not exclusively, a form of social protest and religio-racial nationalism. Her
character was more profound and more consciously constructed than that. Her life and
work were spiritually rooted yet practically lived, causing her to be proactive more than
merely reactive to the circumstances and situations in which she found herself.
The major themes of her life were centered around her work as co-founder and First
Lady of the Nation of Islam. As intermittent leader of the Nation, she provided
leadership and moral support when her husband and son, along with a number of other
Muslim men, were jailed during the 1 940s charged with draft evasion. Once the reins of
leadership were returned to Elijah Muhammad, Sister Clara was able to devote her time
and resources to reestablishing the Nation’s educational institution, the Muhammad
University of Islam. Her moral, social, and financial support and efforts on behalf of the
school ensured its existence and continued growth.2
As the first and foremost of the Muslim women, the M.G.T., Clara Muhammad
pioneered and modeled the role and responsibilities of an African American Muslima.
Her areas of female leadership included dress, diet, behavior, and Black femininity.
Because of this, she is recognized as a female leader, not as a feminist. The final theme in
Clara Muhammad’s life was the training of her seventh son, Imam Warith Deen
Muhammad, who, according to Nation legend, was prophesied to be the successor to his
father, Elijah Muhammad, as the head of the Nation. It was her job to monitor Imam
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Muhammad’s physical, spiritual, and moral growth and development. She went further
to encourage him academically, as well as support him during the time of conflict and
crisis with his father. At that critical juncture, the Imam’s life was in danger. It was
Clara Muhammad’s overall training, love and support that enabled her son to successfully
make the spiritual and temporal transition from sometime outcast to become the head of
the largest and longest lasting Black nationalist movement in America, the Nation of
Islam.3
When examining the themes in Clara Muhammad’s life, there is little doubt that she
was a pioneer and leader in the area of Islamic womanhood in America. However, it is
has been suggested that with regard to training, support and mothering, Clara Muhammad
favored some of her children over others, more specifically Imam Warith Deen
Muhammad. When examining the lifestyle and activities of her children, the facts do not
bear out the assumption that such outright favoritism existed. It is probable, though, that
her years of parenting and training of children, combined with her improved economic
and socio-religious circumstances, enabled her to exert more influence over the lives of
the last two children, Warith Deen and Akbar, and to economically support them in a way
which she had been unable to do with the first six.
No doubt she focused more on Warith Deen’s training and development, but that
extra expenditure of time was in keeping with the directive given to her in 1933 by Fard
Muhammad. That is, it was her mission to train Imam Muhammad for his future role as
leader of the Nation of Islam. Further, because Clara Muhammad spent more time and
energy on the shaping of the seventh child, it does not necessarily follow that she
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completely ignored the other seven. The evidence suggests that she trained and mothered
the other children as best she could as time and circumstance permitted.
In retrospect, the first six children were born when the Nation was in its initial stages
of development. Due to that factor, most notably Clara Muhammad’s intermittent
leadership of the Nation, she was preoccupied with working, cooking, providing
leadership, pioneering and modeling Islamic femininity, as well as heading a household.
Consequently, she may not have been able to focus on her children as a mother only.
Later, when the movement and her home life were more stable, she was able to spend
more individual time with her older children as well as train and support them by passing
her knowledge and skills as a Muslim female to her two daughters while simultaneously
encouraging and supporting her four older sons in their role and activities as F.O.I.s.4
By the time Warith Deen and Akbar were teenagers, Sister Clara was better able to
place her time, parenting experience, and economic resources at their disposal. The
differences in circumstances and outcome can be seen when comparing the eldest son,
Emmanuel, to the youngest son, Akbar, at the same time frame in their lives. For
example, when Emmanuel was twenty-one, he was sentenced, along with his father, to a
five-year prison term for draft evasion. Whereas, when Akbar was twenty-one, he was a
student studying Islamic law at Al Ahzar University in Cairo, Egypt. In sum, despite her
efforts to mother all her children equally, there is the possibility that focusing on one
child had a less than desirable effect on the others. The evidence suggest, however, that
if such consequences did occur, they were minimal. All of Clara Muhammad’s children
were considered well-bred, dedicated, active Muslims. In their childhood and young
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adulthood, they supported their father’s work, respected their mother, and modeled the
behavior expected of the messenger’s children.5
It is important to note that upon Warith Deen Muhammad’s succession to leadership
in the Nation of Islam, all of his siblings pledged their allegiance to him, as their leader
and spiritual guide. The last time the majority of the family was assembled at a national
event was at the Islamic convention in White Plains, New York, 1996. All were present
except Ethel whose health did not permit her to attend. Emmanuel (Ayman) died in
1998, but was very active giving speeches about the history of the Nation of Islam until
his death. Elijah, Jr. also lectures on the history of the Nation and is still very active in
the masjids. Herbert (Jabir) is known as a philanthropist in the community. Ethel and
Lottie (Rayah) are both in failing health and Nathaniel is not very active in the
community. Akbar is a college professor at State University-New York and a recognized
authority on African and African American Islamic practices, and Wallace (Warith Deen)
is head of the largest group of Muslims in North America.6
Upon his father’s death, Warith Deen Muhammad was elected leader of the Nation of
Islam on February 26, 1975. Almost immediately upon his succession as Supreme
Minister of the Nation, he began to change the ideological direction that the Nation had
been pursuing since its beginning in 1931. The socioeconomic and religious changes
made by Imam Muhammad were reflected in the name changes of his organization. In
1976, the official name of the group changed from the Nation of Islam to the World
Community of Islam in the West (also called the Lost-Found Community of Islam in the
West). Muslims under his leadership relinquished their Xs and legally adopted more
traditional Muslim names. Further, at the Imam’s suggestion, the name of the Muslim
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newspaper, Muhammad Speaks~, which was founded by Malcolm X, was changed to
Bilalian News. Also, African American Muslims under Imam Muhammad’s leadership
called themselves Bilalians instead of Black Muslims. The name for the newspaper and
the Muslims came from Bilal ibn Rabah, an enslaved Abyssinian who converted to Islam
and became a very close and highly respected companion of the Prophet Muhammad.
The name was chosen to reflect the change in the spiritual direction of the former Nation
of Islam.7
Tn 1980, the organization again changed its title to the American Muslim Mission and
in the l990s to the Muslim American Community, the emphasis being placed on religious
orientation rather than geographical one. Further, Bilalian News became American
Muslim Journal and is presently called The Muslim Journal.8 Warith Deen Muhammad’s
reformation of the Nation of Islam from its racial-separatist identity to one of Islamic
orthodoxy and mainstream America was accepted by most members of the reformed
Nation. There have been a few exceptions, most notably the secession of Louis
Farrakhan.
On March 7, 1978, Minister Louis Abdul Haleem Farrakhan formally announced that
he was no longer a member of the then-called World Community of Islam in the West
(WCIW).9 In an effort to reconstruct the socioeconomic infrastructure, theological
teachings, and centralized organizational leadership of the original Nation of Islam, as
taught by the late Elijah Muhammad, Minister Farrakhan instituted his own set of
changes.
Minister Farrakhan was converted by Malcolm X and became his student, later taking
over the Boston mosque when Malcolm was promoted to the highly coveted Temple No.
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7 in Harlem. After Malcolm’s death, Farrakhan became minister of Temple No. 7 and
was the National Spokesman under Elijah Muhammad, positions that Malcolm formerly
held. Fanakhan was a very articulate, highly placed official in the movement and
wielded considerable power. Initially, he had pledged allegiance to Warith Deen
Muhammad on his succession as leader of the Nation and had tried but was unable to
accept the changes that Imam Muhammad had made in terms of the philosophy and
direction of the Nation.
Minister Farrakhan’s complaints included the deconstructing of Fard Muhammad as
god and Elijah Muhammad as his messenger, and their status being reduced to teacher
and reformer. He also disagreed with the dismantling of the F.O.I., the moving away
from a racial-separatist identity, and what he perceived as the unacceptability of orthodox
Islam as the solution to the black man’s problems because it did not take into
consideration the African American’s experience of enslavement and racism. When
Minister Farrakhan left the transformed Nation of Islam, he took some followers with
him, but the evidence suggests that the majority of his followers are new converts, most
young students.’°
At one point both men had words of reproach for each other. Since that time,
however, they have agreed to keep the war of words to a minimum in order to prevent
bloodshed in the Muslim community.” In fact, they held a meeting in August 1983 and
issued a joint statement of peace: “Both of us have a real interest in protecting the image
of Muslims and keeping that image of Muslims in a favorable light.”2 Moreover, the
resurrected Nation of Islam, under the leadership of Minister Farrakhan, while still
unique in its unorthodox expression of Islam, is moving more and more towards
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orthodoxy. For example, traditional prayer rituals are followed; Ramadan, the Islamic
month of fasting, is observed with Muslims worldwide instead of in December; and
Minister Farrakhan encourages his followers to participate in the American political
system and even run for office.’3
When Captain Joseph, a highly placed and greatly respected official of the original
Nation of Islam died, Muslims from both groups, Minister Farrakhan and Imam
Muhammad, came together and performed the Captain’s funeral prayers. The differing
views of Islam propagated by Irnam Muhammad and Minister Farrakhan suggest that
African American Muslims are diverse in their identity and their need for leaders who
can be both race men and spiritual guides at once.
As leader of the Nation of Islam, Imam Muhammad made many changes including the
deconstructing of Islam according to the NOT, disbanding the F.O.I. and M.G.T. classes,
reconstructing the role of women in the organization, and restructuring the University of
Islam. In his dismantling and restructuring of the movement he inherited, he took the
community from Islam that was adapted to fit within the framework of Black nationalism
to Orthodox Islam with all its traditional rituals and beliefs. Through his actions, he
mainstreamed the once isolated African American Islamic community, making it a part of
global Islam. This opened the African American Muslims to the social, economic,
educational, and spiritual support of the Islamic world. Consequently, the group is no
longer viewed as a cult that would arouse little or no group protest on the part of Eastern
Muslims at the destruction of their communities. Further, the Imam’s reforms have
provided the basis for a greater expansion and acceptance of African American Islam
within the American mainstream. The record reflects that under his leadership, there is a
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convergence of values, both Islamic and American, and believers can now be part of
American society and part of the international Islamic community at the same time. This
was strongly demonstrated on February 6, 1992, when Imam Warith Deen Muhammad
prayed in the name of Allah (God) “...On behalf of the President of the United
States.. .every member of the Senate.. .every member of the House of Representatives.”4
Another reform Imam Muhammad instituted was the disbanding of the traditional
Fruit of Islam (F.O.I.). and Muslim Girl Training and General Civilization Classes
(M.G.T.&G.C.C.), replacing them with rnasjid committees and classes that are
autonomous and self-regulating. Under his direction, the F.O.I. and M.G.T. classes
evolved into committees and classes that are more community and religiously based. For
example, the Atlanta Masjid of Al Islam, which is considered one of the largest and most
active of the Islamic communities in America, publishes a weekly update which details
the classes and committees that have evolved from the original F.O.I.IM.G.T classes.
Currently, there are seven Arabic and Islamic studies classes, with one headed by a
woman. There are ten regular committees for the mosque and all have women
participants. Finally, there are twenty-five masjid committees in total, of which females
head fifteen. There is considerable evidence that this change in the role of women is a
result of Imam Muhammad’s spiritual scholarship as well as the example and influence
of his mother. Imam Muhammad reports that in observing Sister Clara’s strength,
intelligence, and moral character, he realized the true potential for female leadership and
contributions to the American Islamic movement.’5
Clara Muhammad’s influence on Islamic education in America was confirmed by
her son in 1980, when he renamed the University of Islam the Sister Clara Muhammad
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Schools after his mother. He did this because of his mother’s love for learning and her
work to help establish Islamic education in America. Today, there are more than thirty-
five Clara Muhammad schools nationwide. Typically, each school includes pre
kindergarten to the eighth grade. The schools are in the process of receiving national
accreditation and efforts are underway to have a standardized, accredited curriculum that
will be used nationwide by all Sister Clara Muhammad Schools. Also to their credit, the
Clara Muhammad Schools are the oldest and largest national chain of private Black
schools in America.’6
In addition to pioneering in the field of Islamic education accreditation, the first
known Muslim high school in America evolved from the Clara Muhammad Schools.
Warith Deen Muhammad High is located in Atlanta, Georgia. Its principal, a Spelman
graduate and former Sister-Captain of the Atlanta M.G.T.&G.C.C., in conjunction with
her staff, the Clara Muhammad Elementary school principal, Board of Directors, Islamic
Parent Teacher Student Association, and community representatives, have worked very
hard to produce quality Muslim graduates. Their mission statement details their
aspirations:
The Mission Statement of Mohammed Schools
is to provide an education based on Qur’anic
principles and their Universal application.
We teach all students to accept their God-given
talent. We provide a nurturing environment that
engages students in discovery and critical
thinking. We develop a cooperative partnership
among students, family and community in creating
a dynamic, prosperous, God-conscious community
of enlightened leaders and effective global
citizens.
We regard education as a sacred right and a
God-given duty. Islamically, we are obligated
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to make education available to everyone, and as
individuals, we are obligated to pursue it.
Enlightenment is essential and sacred for the
human being.’7
As they strive to fulfill the school’s mission statement, the Mohammed Schools’
graduates have done exceptionally well. The first class graduated from high school in
1992. The eight graduates were accepted at Spelman, Harvard, Emory, Morehouse, and
other prestigious institutions. By following up on these students’ progress, this research
discovered that tracking reported that the Mualim, class valedictorian, and the Aiim, class
salutatorian, had both graduated from college. The Mualim graduated from Harvard
University and is currently enrolled at Emory University in a Ph.D. program, while the
Aiim graduated from Duke University and is also enrolled in a doctoral program there. It
is important to note that in keeping with the emphasis on both academic and moral
excellence, there is always a third honor given at the graduation ceremony, that of Al
Adeeb. An award is given to the person who best exemplifies the highest character and
best all around qualities of a Muslim. The 1991 recipient of that award is employed in
his hometown of Atlanta, Georgia.’8
Currently, the Sister Clara Muhammad Schools are independently operated by each
masjid. However, they do have a centralized curriculum and a national educational
conference is held each year in Atlanta with the announcement being made in different
masjids. Principals, teachers, parents, and community leaders from the African and
immigrant communities attend this annual gathering. This conference draws from
Islamic schools nationwide, the Mohammed Schools as well as others, and is an
opportunity for Muslim educators to assemble and exchange ideas and strategies.
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Finally, it is worthy of note that the principals of both the Sister Clara Muhammad
Elementary school and Warith Deen Muhammad High school are females, and that the
Mualim as well as the Aiim of its first graduating classes were females. The record
suggests that this move toward the acceptance and encouragement of female leadership,
outside of the traditional roles that Muslim women have formerly occupied, can be
directly traced to the leadership of Imam Warith Deen Muhammad, who is widely known
in the Nation as “his Mother’s son.” The Imam, himself has said that when he works,
writes, or even cooks he does so with his mother in mind and by doing so, he has
acknowledged the profound impact his mother had on his life and moral development.’9
In retrospect, Clara Muhammad, along with her husband, took on a racial myth of
black inferiority, debunked it, and then revised it to the African American’s advantage. If
for no other reason than this, her place in the annals of American and African American
history should be secure. With her husband, she assumed the formidable task of
redeeming and restoring the Black woman to a place of respected femininity among the
nations of the world. Her practices were sometimes not in line with orthodoxy and not
without defect, but in the tradition of Africans at home and abroad, she adapted her
leadership and her practices to suit the needs of African Americans and made it work for
them. She knew that the Black family’s problems did not lie in their lack of faith, but in
their loss of “self.” Nation of Islam philosophy states that African Americans were the
victims of a holocaust that destroyed their self-knowledge. As a result of that experience,
they were open to impressions by their slave masters who wrote messages of inferiority
and degradation on their souls. The unorthodox approach that Clara and Elijah
Muhammad used was an effort to erase that message and replace it with one of hope.
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They believed that “Information alone was not enough to nourish a people who had been
forced to transgress normal mental, spiritual, and moral boundaries. What was needed
was to be fully human with a self-or group-determined identity--along with all the myths
that entails--as well as homes, goals, institutions, and so on.”20
In observing the condition of African Americans, Clara and Elijah Muhammad chose
not to give them what others thought they needed, nor what was always Islamically
correct. For example, Muslims in the Nation fasted in December instead of the ninth
Islamic lunar month. This was done in order to promote self-discipline and restraints on
the Muslim’s part during the Christmas holiday. Also, the role of women was given a
more centralized place. Once women converted, they were actually trained through
formal classes on “how to keep house, how to rear their children, how to take care of
their husband, sew, cook, and in general how to act at home and abroad.”2’ Further,
those who had little or poor formal education were taught reading and writing. They
formed female welfare committees, such as the Sick Committee and the Poor Committee.
The Sick Committee would visit and help those Muslims, who were ill, while the Poor
Committee would help the members who were experiencing financial problems or were
unemployed. After observing their condition, the committee would make
recommendations for their assistance.22
In addressing the problem of the African American Muslim, they sometimes
compromised, improvised, and often mystified the true teachings of Islam. Orthodoxy
was not achieved, but that was not their goal. It was not of overwhelming significance to
them or the body of believers, and the Nation’s “variation on a theme” did not disturb
them or the body politic. Their rationale was that orthodox Islam was associated,
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however incorrectly, with Arabs who had engaged in the African holocaust. The Arabs,
long considered the standard-bearers of Islam, were sometimes viewed as the Muslim
counterpart of the so-called Christian slave master.23 Also, prior to the 1980s, most of the
small enclaves of European, Middle Eastern, and Asian Muslims in America did not
come into the black community to help teach African Americans orthodox Islam.
Consequently, Elijah and Clara Muhammad fashioned a version of Islam and adapted it
to fit the African American experience.
In breaking the paralyzing effects of American racism with its view of the black man’s
supposed inferiority, Clara and Elijah Muhammad were able to reform prisoners, clean up
the spiritually and morally derelict, and restore pride and dignity to many individuals who
had lost it. Together this couple caused concrete moral, social and economic progress
among thousands of people. While their unorthodox methods are not above criticism, it
would not be unfair to say that they had a positive effect on their converts. Further, the
evidence suggests that even those who did not join the movement were influenced by it.
To free a people from psychological chains is an epic battle of gargantuan proportions,
which called for the planning, and strategy of a tactical genius.24 This achievement may
seem minor to some, but as C. Eric Lincoln, famed researcher of the Nation of Islam
observed, “When the battle is long, and the foe is implacable any concession is victory to
the weary.”25
The goal of this research is to provide a work of useable history on an extraordinary
woman and to reveal the broader social reality for Black females of Clara Muhammad’s
era. This work strives to challenge the stereotypical worldview that generally, African
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American women are overly aggressive, unsupportive of their husbands, disloyal to their
ideas, and marred by a flawed femininity.
Moreover, Clara Muhammad’s life history points to a very important aspect of African
American socio-religious and community development. Research suggests that the
religion of Islam has been practiced in the African American community in some form or
other since Africans have been in America and that women were both present and
participatory in the religion. However, it was the Nation of Islam which reinterpreted and
reintroduced Islam to the Black community on a mass scale, along with its own unique
socio-economic programs. At the same time Clara Muhammad pioneered the role and
responsibilities of the Black Muslima within that movement. Further, it is suggested that
Clara Muhammad’s biography be augmented and refined by: taking into account new
findings in the fields of African American, religious, and women’s history; by adopting a
less parochial perspective of African American Islam and the role of women within it;
and by researching and understanding the incorporation of doctrinal innovations of
Islamic concepts by African American Muslims more thoroughly.
The study of Islam within the American experience is related to the fields of women,
religion, American and African American history and, as such it is my intention to
acknowledge an area of specialized study that is equal in legitimacy and academic
relevance to any other field of historical inquiry. To that end, American Islamic history,
including the work of the female, must be researched, critiqued, and analyzed with a view
to its accuracy and applicability as a valid field of inquiry by constant and rigorous
evaluation of it as a discipline. The omission of the African American Islamic experience
from American history is neither practical nor desirable, as knowledge of that experience
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is important to the social and religious history of Americans. While the literature on
black Muslims is slowly emerging, it is paramount that the female is not overlooked, as
her role was and is vital in the founding, expansion, and preservation of the movement.
The life and legacy of Sister Clara Muhammad is an ideal starting point. She was unique
in her intermittent leadership of a male-dominated organization, yet paradigmatic in her
role as a pioneer African American Muslima.
George Washington Williams first chronicled African American history in 1882,
followed by historian Carter G. Woodson who also instituted African American History
week. Woodson’s organization, the Association for the Study of African American Life
and History, later expanded the week into a month for the recognition and celebration of
the contributions and achievements of African Americans. While historians have made
efforts to document and narrate the achievements of African Americans, the focus has
been on black men and not black women. I believe that this was not done with malicious
intent, but an unfortunate oversight.
The slave experience, as well as the life, of a black woman was very different from
that of a black man—no less traumatic, but different in its abuse and the response.
Consequently, emphasis was placed on the reconstruction and restoration of the male and
not the female. In her book Hine Sight: Black Women and the Re-Construction of
American History, women historian Darlene Clark Hine postulates that women’s history
was not a priority because of the condition of the black man. An example is the rape of
black women and the lynching of black men. Hine suggests that it was the lynching of
the men more than the raping of the women which helped fueled the Great Migration.26
As in the nineteenth century, when the choice was made between freedom for black
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people or the rights of black women, the rights of African American men were always
chosen. This was practical, however, it caused a double exclusion of black women from
full participation in American society. They were discriminated against on the basis of
race as well as gender.
In the foreword to Hine’s book, eminent African American historian John Hope
Franklin acknowledges that the marginalization of black women in African American and
American history occurred, but that there are historians who are now pioneering the field
of black women’s history, which is a budding field of historical inquiry.27
While the field of African American women’s history is relatively new, only about
twenty years old, the areas of African American Islamic history is even newer and within
that area there is almost no literature on the black Muslima. Darlene Clark Hine says:
Black women’s history by its very
nature seeks to empower and make
visible the lives and deeds of
ordinary folk. On the one hand,
the intent is to enable every
black woman in America to view
herself as a worthy historical
agent and subject.28
I agree, however, there is also a need to include the Black Muslim female in that
history. My purpose is to communicate accurately and effectively to America and to the
Islamic world that American Muslims, particularly African American women, have a
history worthy of scholarly research, academic discourse, and social respectability.
Further, that these women are marginalized in a triple manner because of race, belief, and
gender. Most Americans, and certainly all African Americans, are familiar with the name
and work of Muslim race men Malcolm X, Elijah Muhammad, and Minister Louis
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Farrakhan. So much so that they are often called by only one name and everyone knows
exactly which Malcolm, Elijah, and Farrakhan is being referred to. Yet, no one
recognizes the work and sacrifice of the Islamic “race women.” These men all had wives
who supported them, and at times helped them lead in their missions. Yet, not only are
they not referred to as Betty, Clara, and Khadija, on the whole they are not mentioned at
all. In other words, outside of a select circle of people, they are neither seen nor heard.
That, however, does not mean that they were not race women and worked for their
upliftment of their race as well as their faith. Absence of evidence does not mean
absence of activity.
It simply further reinforces the stereotype of African American Muslim women as
voiceless and oppressed—which suggests that they are both powerless and downtrodden
along with the idea that once a woman accepts Islam, she must sacrifice her racial and
familial connections. In African American Islam, historian and African American
Muslima Amina Beverly McCloud discusses the triple exclusion of Black Muslim
women within history as well as literature. She asserts:
Women have a lot to say in nation-building-
they are present, sometimes in quasi-
leadership capacities, keeping the mini-
nations informed and intact. At the same
time, however, they are subject to the
attitudes about women,held by the men.
For example, even though Clara Muhammad
tended the Nation of Islam in its early
days when Elijah Muhammad was jailed or
running from the police, she is rarely
written about, and leads no organization
within the Nation.29
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In the first respect McCloud is correct, but on the last point she needs to reevaluate
her information. Clara Muhammad did lead an organization within the Nation, however,
her life, work, and leadership is known only within the movement. Because of the nature
of the role of the Muslim woman as defined by religion, culture, and tradition, her life
and work cannot be evaluated within the same framework of other women—whether
African American women or emigrant Muslim women. As a unique fusion of the two,
she has their strengths, but also experience twice the discrimination because she is black,
and is not perceived as what McCloud terms “silent, submissive, and absent.” For her,
the intersection ofbelief and gender causes a true double consciousness.
However, that double consciousness has not silenced her when confronted by sexism,
racism and religious discrimination. The Black Muslim female responds as strongly as
her African American sisters, yet with the spiritual fervor of her emigrant sisters, when
confronted with racism, sexism, or religious bias. For example, on May 17, 1946, the
Young Muslim Women’s Association chartered a women’s club which was involved
with social and community upliftment. They served children, widows, and the elderly.
In the 1950s, Muslim women organized the Red Crescent Club which was patterned after
the American Red Cross. These clubs were inspired in their work by African American
women clubs of the 1920s and they founded groups in several cities nationwide. Just as
importantly, “Muslim men in the community followed this initiative, and later formed an
uncharted Young Men’s Muslim Association. This association performed social services
in the local community, the most significant of which was an Islamic Boys club.”30
Also, in her dissertation, A Method for the Study of Islam in America Through the
Narratives ofAfrican American Muslim Women, McCloud discusses the lack of discourse
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regarding African American Muslim women in the writings of black American women.
The major exception is the work of Alice Walker who briefly mentions their existence.31
Finally, when two women wrote an article in the Atlanta Journal-Constitution titled,
“Women of the Veil: Islamic Militants Pushing Women Back to an Age of Official
Servitude,” African American women from all over the country responded, with the
leadership of that protest coming from linam Warith Deen Muhammad’s community, the
son of Clara Muhammad. They said:
We urge all Muslim women from all
over the world—those born in the
religion and those who have converted
to it—to speak out and defend their
choice [of Islam] in spirit, word, and
in action.32
The triple marginalization that the Black Muslimas has experienced can best be seen in
issues that are of concern to them. They include: fighting racism, sexism, classism, and
“otherness”; dressing modestly, but looking good; not being perceived as consciously
black by other African Americans; integration with immigrant Muslim communities, yet
maintaining their original African American Islamic identity. Some of these issues were
addressed by Clara Muhammad and other African American Muslimas and the resulting
solutions are worthy of historical consideration for Americans, regardless of race, gender,
or religion, but are especially valuable to African American women as it is a part of their
personal history.
Sister Clara Muhammad’s final standing in American, religious, and women’s history
awaits a future examination of her life and works. Yet, the one overriding, ineluctable
truth is that she labored to help her group, especially the African American Muslim
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woman. Evidence of her efforts are visible today. She helped them deal with the triple
struggle of being Black, Muslim, and female in a white, Christian, male-dominated
society. Having no role model for her struggle, she created her own and by doing so,
started the evolutionary process which helped to build the Nation and elevate Black
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APPENDIX 1
CHRONOLOGY OF IMPORTANT EVENTS IN THE LIFE
OF SISTER CLARA MUHAMMAD
November 2, 1899 - born near Fort Valley in Houston County, GA
March 17, 1919 - man-ied Elijah Poole Muhammad in Cordele, GA
February, 1921 - first child, Emmanuel, born
October, 1922 - first daughter, Ethel, born
April, 1923 - migrated to Detroit, Michigan with husband and two children
1923 - lived in Hamtramck Community - Detroit, Michigan
January, 1925 - third child, Lottie, born
June, 1926 - fourth child, Nathaniel, born
April, 1929 - fifth child, Herbert, born
July 4, 1930 - W.D.Fard (Muhammad) enters African American community in Detroit to
sell silks and Islam
1931 - Elijah and Clara Evans Poole meets Fard Muhammad and converts to the Nation of
Islam (called the Temple ofAllah) ideology
1931 - Elijah Poole receives his first “original” name, Elijah Karriem, and is named
Supreme Minister of the NOT
1931 - sixth child, Elijah, Jr., born
Winter, 1932 - Fard establishes the University of Islam and the Fruit of Islam (FOT)
Nov. 2, 1932 - Detroit newspaper article on human sacrifice by the Nation of Islam
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1932 - backsliding, internal rivalries, and police harassment caused Fard Muhammad to
groom Elijah Muhammad for leadership
1933 - Elijah Karriem renamed Elijah Muhammad by Fard Muhammad
1933 - William and Mariäh Poole, Elijah Muhammad’s parents, converted to NOT and
change their names to Wali and Marie Muhammad
May 25, 1933 - Fard Muhammad arrested
August 10, 1933 - Chicago Temple of Islam formally established
Oct. 30, 1933 - Warith Deen (Wallace) Muhammad born- 7th child named by and after Fard
Muhammad; predicted to be the heir and successor ofElijah Muhammad
1934 - Elijah Muhammad traveled to Chicago to escape factionalism in Detroit
Mid 1934 - Fard gives Elijah Muhammad the leadership over the Temple People (the
faction ofMuslims who remained loyal to Fard) -Elijah Muhammad deifles Fard and names
himself “Messenger ofAllah”
1934 - University of Islam opened
Mid-1934 - W.D. Fard Muhammad permanently disappears
April, 1934 - Michigan State Board of Education cracks down on University of Islam
April 17, 1934 - Elijah Muhammad arrested for “contributing to the delinquency of a minor
child” for refusing to let his children attend public school; he is fined and placed on
probation for 6 months
Late 1934 - Elijah Muhammad forced to relocate headquarters to Chicago
1934/35 - newspaper The Final Call to Islam started
March 5, 1935 - Courtroom incident over dignity of a Muslim woman - 16 men given 6
months terms and 24 women given 30 day sentences
April, 1935 - University of Islam in court; women insulted and scuffle ensued
September, 1935 - organizational dissension and attempts to oust Elijah Muhammad as
leader; he flees to Milwaukee for safety; Clara Muhammad is given reins of household
Malik X chosen to lead followers
193 5-1942- Elijah Muhammad in exile in Milwaukee and Washington, DC;
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used name of Mr. Evans
1939— eighth and last child, Akbar, born
Summer, 1942- Elijah Muhammad returns to Chicago and resumes leadership ofNOT
1942 — Wali Muhammad (William Poole), Elijah Muhammad’s father, dies right after his
son returns from prison
February 16, 1942- Elijah Muhammad scheduled to register for draft; he fails to appear
May 8, 1942- Gulam Bogans (one of Elijah Muhammad’s assumed names) was arrested by
FBI, interrogated and held on $5,000 bond
May 16, 1942 - Detroit temple raided by the FBI; letters from Clara Muhammad with
instructions were confiscated
July 23, 1942- Clara Muhammad arrives in Washington, DC and posts bail for her husband
July 23/24, 1942 - Sister Clara saves her husband’s life by refusing to reveal his
whereabouts, later leaving DC with him to travel to Chicago
Late-July, 1942 to August, 1946 - Clara Muhammad named Supreme Secretary of
Nation of Islam by her husband, Elijah Muhammad, while he is incarcerated in
federal prison
August, 1942 - Raymond Sharrieff, Clara Muhammad’s son-in-law, is named head of the
Fruit of Islam (FOT)
Sept.20, 1942 - FBI raids and ransacks Chicago temple; women treated with respect,
therefore, no clash occurred
September 29 to October 5, 1942- Muslims in court to answer draft violation charges
October 5, 1942 - Emmanuel Muhammad, eldest child, sentenced to 5-year term for draft
violation
October 23, 1942 - Elijah Muhammad indicted and sentenced to prison for eight counts of
sedition
November 24,1942- Elijah Muhammad convicted to 3 counts of draft evasion and
extradited to Washington, DC to await sentencing
December 18, 1942- Elijah Muhammad sentenced to 1-5 years in prison
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February 4, 1943 - Elijah Muhammad back in Chicago for sentencing on other charges
1943 - Bloody race riots in America, especially Detroit
July 23, 1943- Elijah Muhammad (admitted as Gulam Bogans) in Federal Correctional
Institute at Milan, Michigan to begin serving his sentence
December 17, 1943- Elijah Muhammad eligible for parole, but didn’t file papers.
March 25, 1945 — petition from EM to parole board
June 18,1945- Elijah Muhammad applied for, but was denied parole
February 27, 1946— Malcolm X enters prison
August 24, 1946- Elijah Muhammad released from Federal Corrections Institute
1947— Malcolm (X) Little converts to Islam
August 7, 1952- Malcolm X paroled
1954- University of Islam built in Chicago.
February 28, 1957 — Muhammad’s Temple No.2 is legally incorporated
June 24, 1959- Elijah, Clara and Warith Deen Muhammad issued passports
1960- Nation of Islam has nearly 60 mosques in 22 states
April 1960, - Warith Deen Muhammad is sentenced to 3 years imprisonment for failure to
report for hospital work as a conscientious objector to the Viet Nam War; his father pays
legal fees for his draft case
November 4, 1961 — Warith Deen Muhammad enters prison to serve his temi in Sandstone
Correctional Institute
1962 — Malcolm X named national minister ofNational of Islam
April 1962 — Award given to Clara Muhammad for her work in Islamic education
May 4, 1962- Clara Muhammad leaves New York to visit youngest son, Akbar who is
studying Islamic Law at Al Azhar in Cairo, Egypt
October 17, 1962- Clara Muhammad returned to the United States
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January 10, 1963 — Warith Deen Muhammad paroled from prison
July 3, 1963 — paternity suits against Elijah Muhammad filed by two former secretaries
Jan. 4, 1964 - Malcolm X officially suspended from Nation of Islam
March 8, 1964 — Malcolm X officially breaks with Nation of Islam
March 10, 1964— Malcolm receives certified letter with an eviction notice from his home
March 12, 1964— Malcolm announce plans to form Muslim Mosque Inc.
April, 1964 - Malcolm makes pilgrimage to Mecca; uses name El Hajj Malik El Shabazz
June, 1964 — paternity suits against Elijah Muhammad in national newspapers
June 21, 1964 — Hassan Shanieff~, Elijah and Clara Muhammad’s grandson, and son of
National F.O.L Captain Raymond Sharrieff and National M.G.T. Captain Ethel Sharrieff, is
expelled from Nation and denounced for disagreeing with and deviating from the teachings
June 28, 1964 — El Hajj Malik El Shabazz (Malcolm X) announces formation of the
Organization ofAfro-American Unity (OAAU)
January 1, 1965 — Akbar Muhammad, Clara and Elijah Muhammad’s last son, is expelled
from Nation for supporting Malcolm X and Warmth Deen Muhammad
February, 1965 — Warith Deen Muhammad expelled from NOT
February 14, 1965 — Malcolm X’s home is firebombed
February 21, 1965 - Malcolm X (Al Hajj Malik Shabazz) martyred
March, 1965 — Warith Deen Muhammad, heir apparent, returns to Nation of Islam
Late 1965 — Warith Deen Muhammad suspended from NOT again
1967 — Warith Deen Muhammad makes pilgrimage to Mecca
1969— Warith Deen Muhammad reinstated to Nation
August 12,1972 - Clara Muhammad dies of cancer
August 15, 1972 - Clara Muhammad is buried in Thornton, Illinois
1974 — Warith Deen Muhammad regains minister status and is named Supreme
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Minister of the Nation of Islam
February 24, 1975 — Elijah Muhammad dies and is buried next to Clara Muhammad
February 25,1975 — Muslim leaders elect Warith Deen Muhammad leader of Nation of
Islam
1975 - Warith Deen Muhammad leads Nation of Islam into orthodox (sunni) Islam making
former-NOT part of the global community ofMuslims
September, 1975 — Warith Deen Muhammad changes name from Black Muslims to
Bilalians for Muslims ofAfrican American heritage
October 18, 1975 — Nation of Islam changes name to World Community of Islam in the
West (WCIW)
November 14, 1975 — Muslim national newspaper Muhammad Speaks, founded by
Malcolm X, changes name to Bilalian News
February 1, 1976 — Temple No. 7 in Harlem, Malcolm X’s former pulpit, renamed
Malcolm Shabazz Masjid
March, 1976 — Elijah Muhammad now considered a reformer, not the Messenger of God
1977 — Muslim temples now called masjids; Fruit of Islam abolished
September 12, 1978 — Warith Deen Muhammad resigns as chief Imam, or spiritual leader,
to become the general representative; each mosque becomes self-governing
1979 — Warith Deen Muhammad changes spelling of family name from Muhammad to
Mohammed
1980 - Warith Deen Muhammad changes name of all Muslim schools from University of
Islam to Sister Clara Mohammed Schools in honor of his mother’s love for education
and concern for children
March, 1980 — Warith Deen Muhammad officially changes his name from Wallace
Muhammad to Warith Deen Muhammad (Warith Deen means reviver of the faith)
April, 1980 — World Community of Islam in the West changes its name to the American
Muslim Mission
1987 - first Islamic high school in America founded in Atlanta as part of the Sister Clara
Muhammad School system
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1988 - first Islamic high school in America named Warith Deen Mohammed High, after
Clara Mohammed’s son and protégé
APPENDIX 2
QUESTIONNAIRE: IMAM WARITH DEEN MUHAMMAD
NOVEMBER 8, 1997 - CHARLESTON, S.C.
As Salaam Alaikum. Thank you for talking with me about your mother, Sister Clara
Mohammed, regarding her life, legacy, and her influence on you and your ministry.
1. I know that you were born into the Nation of Islam, but at what age and under what
circumstances did you become personally committed to the religion and the work of the
NOl?
2. Socially and politically speaking, what was life like for you growing up as a member
of the First family?
3. What social adjustments did you have to make in order to fulfill the role that your
parents said had been destined for you?
4. If I understand correctly, it’s been written that you as the 7th child and a male would
lead the NOT. How did your siblings react to your being the chosen heir?
5. How were you prepared to one day assume leadership of the Nation?
6. What role did your Mother play in that preparation?
7. In your opinion, what was the hardest thing to accept, or biggest sacrifice your
Mother had to make in order to remain in the Nation and help keep it alive as the First
Lady?
8. Who do you think influenced your mother the most during her lifetime as a Muslim?
a) In what way and to what degree?
9. Whom did you Mother most wish to emulate and why?




11. What was the work that she was most engaged in? Was it her choice or was it a
necessity? If it was not her choice, what work was closest to her heart? How do you
know?
12. I am titling my work, “She Stood By His Side and At Times in His Stead:The
Life and Legacy of Sister Clara Mohammed, First Lady of the Nation of Islam.” I
am doing this because I understand that your Mother was intermittent leader of the
Nation during two particularly critical times in the Nation’s development. Initially, when
the Honorable Elijah Mohammed had to travel to protect his life and
that of the Movement after the death of Fard Muhammad and the resulting factional
strife. What do you know about her leadership role during this time? How did she
simultaneously function as a Mother and head of a developing Nation?
13. When your father returned home and took the reins of leadership again, how well and
in what manner did Sister Clara relinquish them?
14. In an effort to destroy the Nation, in 1942 your father and oldest brother, Emmanuel,
were incarcerated for draft refusal. During his second forced absence from 1942-
1946, Sister Clara was named Supreme Secretary of the Nation. What do you remember
about that time in terms of her work, again as a single parent, pioneer Muslima, and head
of a male-dominated organization. This question is important because I think her
balancing of those roles could be instructive for future generations.
15. What was the response of the Muslims to her direction? Do you think that their
response was based on her position as the wife of Elijah Muhammad or own her own
merit as a born-leader and believer, or a combination of the two?
16. Your Mother had extraordinary strength of character and convictions, her family
background must have had some influence on her. What did she tell you about her
upbringing that would give insight into her personality and abilities to be a pioneer on
many levels and in many roles?
17. In 1934, the University of Islam was founded. Your parents removed their children
from the public school system because, if I understand correctly, they were not being
properly taught. Also, I read that Fard Muhammad had encouraged the Muslims to do
this as well. Consequently, Sister Clara helped found the University of Islam to properly
educate Muslim children and I am interested in her role in the establishment, upkeep, and
expansion of the UOI.
18. Why did you rename the school system after your Mother?
19. I understand that you are a product of the UOI, how did the school prepare you
to function in society both as a Muslim and an African American?
20. How did your Mother help in the day-to-day operations of the Nation, especially
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in tenns of the rights and responsibilities of the Muslim female?
21. Did she ever act as mediator or representative for issues that concerned the Sisters?
22. If I understand correctly, she had a great love for education and moral excellence,
and was very concerned that young people have these qualities inculcated in them. Can
you comment on that statement?
23 .Two of the main functions of a Muslim woman is that of a wife and mother.
How did Sister Clara function in these two important roles in terms of modeling behavior
and attitude for the female body politic?
24. The M.G.T.&G.C.C. classes where considered the heart of female training for
Muslim women. With your Mother as First Lady, what role, if any, did she play in the
organization, teaching, and supervision of those classes?
25. If her influence was not direct, how did she affect them, and through them the
female Muslims, indirectly?
a) Can you tell me how your Mother influenced your brothers and sisters in their
work as members of the First family of the NOl, and especially your brother
Dr. Akbar Mohammed?
26. I became Muslim in 1973, and I had heard for several years of your subsequent
defection and return to the NOT because of issues of concern with your father’s
teachings. Can you tell me how your Mother reacted to your departures and returns,
as your Mother, the wife of Elijah Muhammad, and as a Muslim.?
a) What was her reaction and actions when other members of the family,
including your brother Dr. Alcbar and nephew Hassan Sharrieff lefi?
27. What was her relationship with El Hajj Malik Shabazz (Malcolm X)? How did
she deal with his allegations of moral impropriety on Elijah Mohammed’s
part, his expulsion and assassination?
28.What do you think was your Mother’s best or proudest moment during her life in the
NOT?
a) What was her saddest or most difficult?
29. In retrospect, what stands out as the most important quality, memorable event, or
work that your Mother performed as the wife of the Honorable Elijah Muhammad
and the Nation’s First Lady?
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30. What do you feel was the most important quality she passed on to you and what was
the time you needed her most and she was there for you?
31. Has she influenced you in terms of your transformation of the Nation of
Islam in terms of its theology, educational thrust, espousal ofmoral excellence,
and the change in the role of women, or in any other way?
32. Do you see your Mother’s influence on you affecting your work to spread Islam
among Americans and to reinspire and reacquaint the eastern Muslim world with the
greatness of Islam? If so, how did she do this?
33. Do you feel that Sister Clara has been given credit for her work as a pioneer of the
role of the African American Muslima or has she been given too much credit?
34. In either case, how could a corrective balance be obtained?
35. What do you consider to be your Mother’s legacy to her children?
36. In your considered opinion, what lessons from your Mother’s life and legacy do you
think would be instructive to the current generations ofMuslims, and African
Americans in this country, especially the females?
37. Is there anything about Sister Clara that I have not asked that you feel should be
known?
38. Any final thoughts about your relationship with Sister Clara Mohammed both as your
mother and a person of history?
Figure 1. Sister Clara Muhammad






Mr. W. F. Muhammad
4847 South Woodlawn Avenue
Chicago 15, Illinois
Dear Saviour Allah, our Deliverer:
I believe in the religion of Islam. I bear witness that there is no God
but Thee and that Muhammad is Thy Servant and Apostle. I desire to reclaim
my own. Please give me my original name. My slave name is as follows:
Name (Mr.Miss or Mrs.)
Figure 2. Letter for Membership
Courtesy of Adilla Muhammad
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Muhammad’s Mosque No. 2




Mrs. Willye Marie X Varnado
1515 St. Maurice Avenue
New Orleans, Louisiana 70117
As-Salaam-Alaikum
In the Name of Allah, The Beneficent, the Merciful Saviour, Who came in the
Person of Master W. Fard Muhammad, to Whom praises are due forever. We thank
Allah for our Beloved Leader and Teacher, the Most Honorable Elijah Muhammad.
Dear Brother/Sister:
Your answer no. 19 of lesson no. 2, has passed the laborer’s Inspection. I hope it
will be approved by Almighty God, Allah. Enclosed is question and answer no. 20 of
lesson no. 2. Please learn it by heart and send us a copy.
Please write us on 8 1/2” by 11” plain white paper, using black or blue ink. Be
careful of your spelling. Check your lesson carefully before mailing. Be sure to sign
your slave name as well as your first name, address, city, state and the data on your
lesson paper.
If you should move to another city or state, or to a new address, please include the
old address as well. Sisters: Please indicate changes in your slave name, due to marriage.
May Allah’s Divine Protection, Guidance and Blessings forever be upon you.
As-Salaam Alaikum
MUHAMMAD’S MOSQUE NO. 2
Novene Pasha
Assist. To National Secretary
NP: ax
Enc:
Figure 3. Lesson from Chicago
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RESTRICTED LAWS OF ISLAM
This means all believers must strictly obey these laws. Mere belief accounts for
nothing unless carried into practice.
1. Obey Allah, His Apostle and believe the message he has sent to you and me by his
Messenger. Do not associate with those in bad standing or out of temple.
2. Obedience to Apostle is obedience to Allah as the Messenger is the bearer of Allah’s
message. Respect to the Messenger is respect to Allah.
3. Worship no body but Allah, the one the Messenger represent to us.
4. Fear no one but Allah.
5. Obey those in authority among you and obey non believers in authority over you as
long as it does not conflict with your religion.
6. It is forbidden to commit fornication or adultery.
7. It is forbidden to commit indecent acts on another (sodomy).
8. It is forbidden to eat the pig or its by products.





13. Do not lust.
14. Do not associate with those in bad standing or out of temple.
15. Duty to report all slackness, weakness and wrong doing.
16. Do not deal with the hypocrite or show sympathy towards them.
17. No gambling of any kind (numbers, dice, cards, games of chance).
18. No smoking of any kind (refers or cigarettes, cigar or pipes).
19. No dope (heroin, cocaine or any other).
20. No drinking (wine, whiskey, beer, ale, alcohol, or other intoxicant).
21. Must be clean at all times (mind and body) at home and abroad.
22. No lying (speaking truth regardless of circumstances).
23. No stealing.
24. Do not commit acts of violence on ourselves or others.
25. Do unto others as you would want done unto you.
Figure 4. Restricted Laws of Islam
Courtesy of Adilla Muhammad




Small navy beans Parsley Carrots
Small red beans Celery Tomatoes
String beans Cucumber Lettuce
June beans Asparagus Green Pepper
White cabbage Eggplant Onion
Red cabbage Squash Chives
Mustard greens Okra Radish
Turnip greens Beets Rice
Broccoli Corn White potatoes
Cauliflower Spinach
MEATS
No meat is good for us, but if we are going to eat meat, the best is:
Lamb Veal Chicken
Squab (young pigeons) Turkey
FISH
Lake Trout White fish Salmon









Whole wheat bread Milk Tumeric
Eggs Sugar Cinnamon
Dry cereal Pepper (Black) Lowry’s Salt
Oatmeal Vegetable Oils Paprika
Butter Crisco Ginger
Margarine Salad Dressing Sage
Figure 5. Muslim Food List
Courtesy of Adilla Muhammad
Handout to all members of the Nation of Islam
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DUTIES OF A MINISTER
10-6-62
MINISTER
1. Must submit himself entirely to the Messenger.
2. Should be taught from Messenger; should consult Messenger as often as necessary, at
least once a week. Generally, the Minister is head of the Mosque, but here the
Messenger maintains his acts; therefore, he must be consulted on acts [which] are
looked upon as being his acts; therefore, he must be consulted on matters not
previously instructed. In all cases of doubt consult the Messenger.
3. Is responsible for spiritual teachings in Mosque in the absence of the Messenger.
4. Is to teach Messenger’s word as it is received by him
5. Work in unity with other laboring body.
6. Should inquire of laborers, especially Captain, Secretary and M.G.T. Captain if any
problem in their line ofwork, he may them, from the rostrum in his teachings.
7. Must constantly work to get the new ones (study how to reach people).
8. Must be able to get people to get to do things with understanding love, (not force).
9. Teach subjects that Messenger Elijah Muhammad wants. (Enquire of him)
10. Must have a good out look of spiritual side of Islam.
11. Always be seeking the Messenger; not him seeking you.
12. Keep Messenger out front in teaching.
13. Teach people the Messenger’s aims, works and accomplishments.
14. Keep up word.
15. Always work for unity.
16. Be an example setter and live up to example. (The Messenger)
17. Carry self at home and abroad so an inspection may always be made.
18. Must have genuine concern for our people
19. Must make our people feel welcome.
20. Strive to make weak Muslims strong.
21. Listen to the Muslims’ problems.
22. Report anything that he can’t handle to the Messenger.
23. Remember that the believers are the Messenger’s followers and are not to be
Mistreated.
Figure 6. Duties of a Minister
Courtesy of Adilla Muhammad
Handout to all Ministers of the Nation of Islam
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Figure 7. M.G.T.&G.C.C. Members
Courtesy of Della Shabazz
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Figure 8. The Honorable Wallace D. Muhammad
Supreme Minister of the Nation of Islam
Courtesy of Imam Ibrahim Pasha
The Honorable Wallace D. Muhammad




1. Submit to Allah and his Messenger, the Most Honorable Elijah Muhammad
2. Keep up prayers
3. Speak well of sisters and brothers
4. Fond of study




9. Not having “too much mouth”
10. Excellence in cooking
11. Excellence in child care
12. Excellence in pleasing husband
13. Punctual
14. Gladly bear and train children
15. Happy disposition
16. Excellence in sewing
17. Keep body and garments clean at all times
18. Hair attractively styled
Figure 9. Femininity Class Rules
Courtesy of Adilla Muhammad
Handout to all M.G.T.&G.C.C. Members
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WHAT IS FEMININITY?
We can all bear witness that our Bro. Supreme Minister the Hon. Wallace D.
Muhammad is taking us into a new time, a second resurrection. It is a true blessing for
all of us to be living during this second resurrection because it gives us an opportunity to
rise as a Nation to greater heights of understanding. As a member of the Muslim Girls
Training and General Civilization Class we must begin to realize, understand and
appreciate all aspects of our civilizing classes. One important aspect of being a Muslim
Girl in Training is femininity.
Femininity encompasses the total sister inside and out. On the inside we must
look at the mind and heart of our individual selves. We must take an honest and sincere
look in order to get a true picture. On the outside we should see a refined sister whose
physical qualities are all in tact from head to toe and whose true beauty and smiling face
tells the world who she is following. She should have her hair neatly groomed, hands and
Fingernails should be smooth, clean and well manicured. Her eyes, ears, nose, mouth
and teeth should always be clean, shining and bright. Your skin should be as smooth as
silk and sofi as cotton. Whatever color uniform or style of dress she is wearing should be
cleaned and pressed. Shoes and stockings must be clean, polished and have the proper
heels so that when you stand it can be erect and balanced. Her over all appearance should
be immaculate, containing no flaw or error. As final touches she should adorn herself
with gold, silver and jewels of ruby, pearls and diamonds.
Knowing how to walk with poise and posture, speak in good tones and diction,
having confidence in yourself and your Nation are all part of femininity. Displaying
good manners at home and abroad and always acting in the civilized manner which you
are taught in your M.G.T.&G.C.Class. Your entire attitude and mannerisms should be
one of gentleness and delicacy.
The last quality that I would like to mention of femininity is mercy and
compassion. Our Beloved Supreme Minister has taught us in his article in Muhammad
Speaks Newspaper that mercy and compassion is an attribute of Allah (Ar Rahim). We
are forever thankful to Allah for our Supreme Minister and for a second resurrection.
As-Salaam-Alaikum
Lt. Deborah 9X
Figure 10. What is Femininity?
Courtesy of Taryn Siddiq
Handout to Vanguard Members of the M.G.T.&G.C.C.
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ANNOUNCEMENT








Leaders and all who
wish the best in
education and slum
reform of our Black
women of America are
Invited.
(Teenage Girls and Women Only)









Charity Sis. Janet X Dues Sis. Glenda X
Project Sis. Celestine X Deeds Sis. Ruth X
Muhammad Speaks. . . Sis. Marilyn X Fish Sis. Cleophus X
SISTERS WHO AVERAGED 93 TO 130 POINTS
Sis. Lt. Edna X Sis. G.L.Shirley 2X Six. Sec. Janet X
Sis. Sect. Etta X Sis. Cleophus X
Sis. Glenda X Six. Irene X
TOP GROUP
Group #2 Sis. Rosedell X
Charity Fish Paper Project Dues Books Attendance
Good Fair Fair Good Good Poor Good
Group #1 Sis. Shirley 7X
Charity Fish Paper Project Dues Books Attendance
Fair Fair Good Fair Fair Poor Fair
Sis. Willye Marie X
Figure 12. M.G.T.& G.C.C. Rating Sheet
Courtesy of Adilla Muhammad
































Figure 13. Clara Muhammad’s Letter to the
Philadelphia M.G.T.&G.C.C.
Courtesy of Della Shabazz, continued
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4847 South Woodlawn Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60615
May 16, 1968
TO ALL MINISTERS OF THE F.O.I. AND M.G.T.&G.C.C.
As-Salaam-Alaikum
In the name of Almighty Allah, the Most Merciful Saviour, Our Deliverer Who
came in the Person of Master Fard Muhammad, to Whom praises are due forever Master
of the Day of Judgment. To Allah alone do I submit and seek refuge.
ANY MINISTER OR CAPTAIN OF THE F.O.I. OR M.G.T.&G.C.C., who
allows a lost-found to come into our Mosque with a mini-dress on, or allow any already-
registered Muslim Sister to wear her hair over her forehead or near one of her eyes or to
wear tight dresses, even if they are long enough to sweep the floor, or to display her hair
in the Mosque and in public will be removed from his or her position.
THE MINISTER AND THE CAPTAINS OF THE F.O.I. AN]) M.G.T.&G.C.C.
will be charged with the same. If the Minister allows it to go unchecked, then he will be
Member Qn~ to be dismissed from that Mosque.
NO ISLAMIC MINISTER, on the platform trying to teach the dead to be decent,
can do so, looking imder her dress, while I am teaching in our paper and elsewhere that
the mini-dress is the filth of the filthy.
THIS IS THE ONE AND ONLY WARI~1ING
I WILL REMOVE ANY M.G.T.&G.C.C. CAPTAIN, from the force, who cannot
carry out this Law and I will give them time.. .one year out of the Mosque, in Class F.
One who does not enforce the Law is no Captain at all. I get you to help me to pull the
dress down on a savage and here you allow this indecency.
YOU ARE NO BETTER THAN THE SAVAGE. You are worse. You are
disobedient to the Law, the Messenger and Allah. You say: “He lives in Chicago. Let
them have a clean Mosque there, but we wear mini-dresses here. We take our classes
from the TV School of the devil.” That little dancing girl jumping up throwing her hair
over one eye is the filth of the filthy.
I am here preaching and putting it in our paper showing up the filth of the devil
and here comes our girls claiming to be Muslims and adopting the same styles and





Figure 14. Warning Letter to All Ministers and Captains
of the F.O.I. and M.G.T.&G.C.C.
Courtesy of (Sister-Captain) Adilla Muhammad
University of Islam, No. 2
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Education is a must. The Black Man
must be re-educated so that he con
qualify to do something for self. He
cannot build a future with white
people in his mind. He has to study for
self.
The University of Islam has very
dedicated teachers who give personal
attention to their students and leaves
knowledge and use it for the
betterment of his own kind. If students
can receive such direction ond
understanding in additon to learning
the basics of education, then this is
PROGRESS.
Figure 15. Early Class at the University of Islam No. 1 (Detroit)
Courtesy of Imam Ibrahim Pasha
no Stones unturned in giving them the
proper education. The Black Man has
never been taught the knowledge of
self.
Muhammad’s University of Islam
imports this knowledge to them. Their
schools provide the right atmosphere to
produce the well learned student who
is able and desire to search for
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Figure 16. Modem Class at the University of Islam No. 2 (Chicago)
Courtesy of Imam Ibrahim Pasha




7)/H ELSE of’ tou is 77/H ONE WHO
1.04./H/S il/S HE/JO/ON ,tNO 72/EN
71011Ez’/7147 HE 1L43 LEARNEO.
St17.vo C’!’ I’ROPHETAIUHA,ttI-L4D (POLES
tree 04rabic and .Jslamk
5tssdics Classes
Prayor & Arabic fur Cltildren
ages 6-12, Sundays, 0000-Sp.m.
Leartt to make Salat
all ages, Sundays, 10-I 1a.m.
Taught bvJoho Muhammad
Islamic Stedics and Adhan Calling
all ages, Ssmdays, 11a.m.
Orientation for new Muslims
fast Sunday of eanh monds,l lam.
ARABIC STUDIES PROGRAM
~SundtrSdledu/e)
ISogitming - noon-S p.m.
lids class studies Arabic alphabet
and short vessels. Taught hr Mary
Salaum.
Intcrtnodiate - 1 la.m.-lp.m. & noon-S-p.m.
Prereqoisitet Ito able to recogmae
41 of den alphabets in connected
forms, shoetvotvels, and to read
Aruloc. Tmght by Waleed
Nashid.
Advanced -9-I lam.
l’roeeqoisitel Ability to read
Arabic. This class isa steady of




Miohuel Id-Oem 40-I 378-1600
Beautiliration Cetismittee
AltheliaZ. liutiddio 404-691-65-l8
Birthday Slontls/ Pneedraising Convener
Marvuet Shako 404-288-0773
Boy Scoots (Ilto llyra)
Edtsard Qadtr 404-241-1992
Zaid Abdal-Qaoeiy 770-491-8751





























Islamic Mieists-s in Specialized Settings
A_I. Sabrcc 40-4-656-7358
Masjid Property Des elupment
Yusuf Musvwakkil 770-463-0733139-13
Masjid Public Relations
Talib 1. Aktiullah -104-378-1600
MORAl? Youth & Teen Support
Lieda Abdal-Azeez 404-241-6972
Nest Generation Isla2sic Alliance (NGIA)
(Foe,etetit’—35 & Ueam-)











Figure 12. Classes and Committees of the Atlanta Masjid of Al Islam




Masjid Ansati Board of Adoisors
meet 2nd Monday —0:30 p.m.
mect4th Monday —0:30 p.m
Schdol Consultative Board or Advisors
tttect 2ttsl & -ldt Thorn. 7p.m. (-[lIe
Tlturs. is an open meeting)
Islamic Ministty in Specialized Settings
ttteet let Saturdays 8a.m.
Islamic Business Association
meet 4th Sundays lOam. (752-7729)
Boy Scouts and Cub Scouts
meet Saturdays l-2:30p.m.
Brownie Girl Scouts
ntect Saturdays at 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
Explorers Post lagos 12-211
ntcct lst& 4th Sundays - Noon
M.O,R.E. for Youth
meet 2nd & 3rd Sundays - Nooto
Next Generation Islamic Alliance
(NGIA) meet 2nd & 4thSundavs -
Noon
Health Committee





Atkint~ Masjid Ans~ri Board News
ATTENTION CoMMITTEES:
All committees must submit proposals for
Masjid related activities and/or events for
consensus, consultation and recommendations.
This process allows input of the community to help
maximize the potential of the activity or event.
Please submit proposals to the Masjid’s secretary.
ThankYou—






Curriculum was etpanded to the
high school lesel ssith an 8th
grade
• Expanded schuol faeilifs- notlh
5,000 square feet uf elevated
prayer and assembly area: added
eight additional classrooms: two
bathrooms; and Inn storage
+ Cost nf the renovation and
espansiun nat S120.000. SOc
completed the nsnrkssith
sulunteer labor at a cost of only
555,000.
• At annual banquet, honored 50




Ftrst girls s nlleyball team
F:rst participation in the Model
United Nations
o Second High School Graduating
Class~ IS seniors
* Partieipatinn in the National
Geography Bee
Figure 18. School Achievements: Sister Clara Muhammad Elementary
School and Warith Deen Muhammad High School
Curriculum Handbook — The Mohammed Schools
1965
• Opened Muslim school called
Unisersity of Islam wtth students
in pre-kindrrgartrn through high
school
• Location: 1225 Bankhead Hwy
t986_’OS
1977 1900-89 1993-9.1
Closed because of Onances • Enrollment: 260 • Enrollment: 320
° Grades: Pvc-K through 9th • First muck trial
n 8-Ugh school named in honor of
lmam ‘a0. Deen Mohammed
1980 1909-90 1994-95
Renamed Stster Clura Mohammed a Enrollment: 300 • 9 students oent tn Cairo, Egypt
Elementary School. • Grades: Pvc-K through tOth • Hired 8 nra teachers
Enrnllment: 60 students • Hired Satiyyuh Shahid as the ° Added tsto classrooms in enusallah
Pre.K lhrnugh 5th grode principal 0 Completed mortgage payment on
II staff members • At annuni banquet, honored school
parents os ho kept their children
in our school for the entirc tO
years from 1980 through 1990




1903-95 • Enrollment: 250
Enrollment: 130 0 First yearbook
* Grades: Pvc-K thronk. 8th
‘ SAT (Standard Achieremenl Test)
scores consistenily above
national average
• Expanded curriculum by adding a
grade per year
1985-’86 1991-92 1996-97
Enrollment: 160 • Enrollment: 200
Grades: Pre-K thrnagh 7th ° First gradoaling visas —8 seniors
• Mused school to share faeililies * Established male and female
with oar Mnajid; a larger and basketball teams
more adequate focility, located at * Male and Female teams made 11
735 Foyettet ille Road to State championship
High school studenls participated




With Altah~s Name, Merciful Benefac1ot~ Mercfftd Redeemer
CLARA MOHAMMED ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
NEWS FLASH
eptember 1 , 1998 Volume No. 1
Principal’s Vision for Clara Mohammed School
Say. Who hadfrr6141~Ith
~The fieautffu1(q~fts) of~od
WIlidl Se fi producemlfrr Sic servants.
9tnd”the thimcgs, than anmlpure,
(T4~~ith!N~ Iwslprovid’ed.)frr sustenance?
Say: they are, in the life
Of thic wor1ml~for those
‘Who believe, (and) purely
~Tor them on the Day
of5ud’gment. 2hus di’ We
£i~p lain the S(qns in detail
~Tor those who understand:
2he Ø,riou.s Qur’an, ‘t1IL32
“The best should be for the believers,” This certainly mandates excellent schools
for Muslim children. The school is the pulse of the community. It reflects and regulates
the heart, soul, and character of the community. In form and doctrine, the school should
represent the best that the Muslim community has to offer. The school should be the
most beautiful edifice in the community, a functional showplace designed to inspire,
challenge, and direct the best energies of the young. The school should be the center for
social, cultural, and intellectual development in the community.
To the school that I envision, students will want to come everyday, on weekends,
holidays, and evenings. The students will not simply “want” to come to school; instead,
they will be compelled, drawn in by the lure of achievement, the promise of success, and
the sheer joy of learning. These desires will be ignited through diverse and challenging
curricula, supported by sound instructional practice. The school that I envision is a place
where parents may find their children lurking late, engulfed in mental, phy~ical, and spiritu
al pursuits. Here, instructors will find a receptive, highly motivated student body that is
thirsty for knowledge.
Figure 19. Sister Clara Muhammad Elementary
School Newsletter
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W. Mohammed High School
Daily Schedule
1st Semester 1998-99
17:504:00 RESTROOM AND LOCKER BREAK OPEN
1ST 9th 10TH 11TH 12TH S. Madyun
8:00-8:50 American Geometry Algebra II Pre-Calculus 0.
History Muhammad
S. Dawan S. Mateen H. Sabree B. Berhane
2nd
8:50-9:40 Islamic Stds. English Government Physics
Opal
S. Madyun Muhammad S. Dawan S. Mateen
9:40-9:50 LOCKER BREAK LOCKER BREAK
3~J Algebra I World History English S. Dawan
9:50-10:40 SEMINAR
S. Mateer S. Dawan O.Muhammad
4th Arabic Islamic SIds. Chemistry English
10:40-11:30 S. Mateen Opal
Afaf/Nashid S. Madyun Muhammad
11:30-12:00
Activity Period
5th Lunch Lunch/Arabic Lunch/Arabic Lunch/Arabic
Lunch A/ 12:00-12:40
Arabic




7th English Biology Islamic Financial
1:20-2:20 Opal Studies Mgml. M &Tu
Muhammad Dr. Ayesha 1:20-3:30
Muhammad




HEALTH? INTERNSHIP Model UN Islamic
FITNESS AND S. Madyun Studies
COMPUTER
LITERACY Speech/Dbt. Wed. & Thu.
0. 1:20-3:30
Muhammad










‘T~A1S’TIcLI~Q Df~E ISLj2t~vtIC CVISIOfAPf
December 1993
Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday
, 29 30 1 2 30 4 5~
• ~ Aqidah~ New Parents! SAT
~ . . Students Meeting I
~ ~ 7
.~ 7 . THE HOLY QLJRAN”: )
~
.~
6 7 8 9 103 11 12~
Annual Bake Aqidah Model U. N. Month New Parents! Staff Meeting Progress Reports ACT
Sale Continues STAFF WORKSHOP Students Meeting Consultative Mtg.
(4:00—4:45)
13 14~ 16 17 18 19
Aqidah (4:00—4:45) New Parents! (S. Dawan>
Students Meeting 1 0th Grade
Ramadan Assembly
Consultative Mtg.
20 21 22 23 ~ BREAK 24 25 C 26
RAMADAN BEGINS Aqidah Student Recognition BE~’INS
IPTSCA Meeting New Parents!
Students Meeting NO SCHOOL NO SCHOOL
..??‘ 28 NO SCHOOL 29
RAMADAN MUBARAK:
























Nov.13 Fri. *poideio Poideio
Nov.17 Tact. *Colkedral Colhedral
Nov. 20 Fri. *poce Pace
Nov.21 Sot ~S.9l. Chritlion Home
Dec. 5 Sot *Horlhgale Narlkgale
Dec 8 Tact. ~ Chritlion Ben Hill Ret.
Dec.11 Fri. *Colhe&ol Home
Dec.12 Sot landmark Home
Dec.18 Fri. Calhoun X Tauro. Calhoun
Tao. 19 SaL Calhoun INN
Jon. 9 Sal. *poideio Home
Jon. 12 Tact. *5~flfO~~1 Academy Home
Jon. 13 Wed. Tn-Chits Iri-Cilier
Ion. 16 Sot *Norl~lt Flame
Jan.19 Tues. Gollaway Gollawoy
Jon. 22 Fri. *londmerk landmark
Jan, 30 Sot *Pore Home 390 3:00 I JOE 4:30
06 6:00 / VT 7:30
Felt. 2 Tact. Galloway flume JOE 3:00 / JVT 4:30
HG 6:00 I VT 7:30
Feb. 6 Sal. *Greenloretl Acodemy Greenlarerl Academy HG 6:00 / VT 7:30
JIMF
)VG 4:00/) VT 5:30/
HG 700/’1T 8:30










JOG 4:30/VG 6:00180 7:30
064:30/YB 6:00
JOG 3:00 / JOB 4:30 /
HG 6:00 / VT 7:30
066:00 / VT 7:30
308 4:30
306 4:30 / 066:00 /
VB 7:30
JOG 6:00 / V6 7:30
JOG 4:00 / JOB 5:30 /
HG 6:00 / 007:30
*90801(5 SOT-REGION GLNES
~ All HOME GAMES WIll BE PlAYED Al II1ORGDOD AAlRSHAII MIDDlE SCHOOl
JOG = Junior Varsity Girls; JOB = Junior Varsity Bays




As-Salaam Alaikum — the Muslim greeting which means Peace be unto you.
The black man is the original man — the belief that the black man was the first
being created and that all other races came from him
Brother/Sister — title for a spiritual relative
Civilized — a person who has knowledge of self and behaves in a cultured,
refined, and humanitarian way
Covered — Muslim women were required to cover their body and head as a
sign of decency and self-respect
The dead — refers to all African Americans who were dead from the neck up,
that is mentally dead; a person who is dead to the knowledge of himself
The devil — all people of unmixed European descent
Do for Self— the Nation of Islam’s motto; in order to be recognized and
respected, a person had to be independent and not ask or look for others
to do for them what they were capable of doing for themselves; it is the
standard of a man or woman in the Nation
The First Resurrection — the African American Islamic nationalist movement
under the leadership of Elijah Muhammad which lasted from 1930- 1975;
called because it was a period of awakening and orientation to the Islamic
way of life
Fishing — taken from Biblical text where Jesus tells Peter to put down his net,
follow him and he would make him a fisher of men; to go out and recruit
people to bring to the Temple
Freedom, Justice, and Equality — rights which are essential for a person to be
considered alive and not “dead”
F.O.I. — the Fruit of Islam; all male members of the Nation of Islam were part
of the organization; their purpose was to provide self-defense for the Nation
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The grave — a mental state of ignorance
Lost-Found Nation of Islam in the West — phrase used by Elijah Muhammad to
indicate that blacks were lost from the knowledge of their people, but when
they found Islam they were brought back to knowledge of themselves
The Messenger — the Honorable Elijah Muhammad whose job it was to teach the black
man in America
M.G.T.&G.C.C. — Muslim Girl Training and General Civilization Classes; all female
Muslims were required to attend these training classes which taught their role as
female Muslims
Minister — spiritual leader, administrator, and representative for the Temple
Original Man — the first man created who was the Asiatic black man; also applied to any
man of African origin
Original Woman — term first applied to Clara Muhammad; a Muslim woman who
embodies feminine virtue and Islamic qualities
Pioneer — a Muslim convert who was the first member of their families to accept the
islamic religion; also called first generation Muslims
Savage — a person who has lost all knowledge of self and is leading a bestial life
So-called Negro — the African American who is not a Negro but the original Asiatic
black man
Slavery, Suffering, and Death — things the black man has experienced in America as
a result of accepting the white man’s religion
The Teachings — the knowledge of Islam as taught by Elijah Muhammad
The Truth — the teachings of the Nation of Islam
Wake up, Stand up, and Clean up — the natural order of things that a civilized person
does when he becomes mentally and spiritually awake
The white man is the devil — phrase explaining the origin and nature of the white man;
refers to all white people as a group; anyone of European descent
— stands for the unknown quantity; also symbolizes the unknown original name of
the African American Muslim
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